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Cedar Key, at the time this lithograph was made in 1884, was in the
midst of an economic boom. Settled in 1842 by Judge Augustus Steele, the
Cedar Keys were at first a summer resort. In 1855 Eberhard Farber acquired
land in nearby Gulf Hammock and set up a sawmill at Cedar Key to saw
logs for his pencil factories in Germany and New Jersey. In 1860 Cedar Key
became the terminus for the Florida Railroad.
After the Civil War the community expanded and broadened its economic
base. Turtles, sponges, and fish were being exported in large quantities by
the 1880s, as well as pine and cedar logs and lumber. The U. S. Customs
House was moved to Cedar Key from St. Marks, and it became an important
trade center for the towns of the Florida west coast.
The “Bird’s Eye View of Cedar-Key, Fla. Levy Co. 1884” was lithographed
by Beck & Pauli of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and was published by J. J.
Stoner of Madison, Wisconsin. The “view” shows a public school, churches,
several general merchandisers, a photographer, two law firms, a bakery, and
four hotels, along with residences, wharfs, warehouses, storage buildings and
mills. The largest hotel was the two-story Bettelini House. Constructed in
1878 of coquina block it contained more than thirty rooms. It was very
popular with tourists until it burned in 1896. An original of this lithograph
is in the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida,
Gainesville.
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BOOKER T. WASHINGTON’S FLORIDA
INCIDENT, 1903-1904
by A RTHUR O. W HITE *

will receive kindly and friendly
“Cwelcome. Addressfail.toYou
be given in courthouse to both races.“
OME WITHOUT

1

This telegram of February 4, 1903, reinvited Booker T. Washington, America’s best known black man, to speak on the occasion of the joint meeting of the General Education Board and
county superintendents of education at Gainesville, Florida. It
was front page news throughout the United States. Washington’s
acceptance of an earlier invitation from State Superintendent of
Education William N. Sheats, one of the South’s most renowned
educators, had caused intense controversy among Floridians over
the idea of a black man, however prominent, addressing white
people. Realizing the threat to his movement if not to his person,
Washington had offered to withdraw, but the message from
Sheats, Gainesville’s Mayor W. R. Thomas, and Alachua County
Superintendent of Education W. M. Holloway helped convince
him to lecture on February 5, 1903, to a racially mixed crowd of
some 2,000. Washington later insisted he had “never received a
more delightful welcome,” and he described his visit as a major
triumph over southern race prejudice.2
Yet in large part because of his involvement, Sheats would
lose the Democratic race for state superintendent of public instruction in 1904. Sheat’s opponent was Holloway who used
Washington’s visit to Gainesville to accuse Sheats of advocating
“social equality” with Negroes. Sheats would have Holloway arrested, and he would sue him for criminal libel. As a result the
Democratic Executive Committee almost jeopardized the integrity of the Florida election primary by ruling that Holloway’s
*

Mr. White is assistant professor of education at the University of Florida,
Gainesville.

1.

W. R. Thomas, W. M. Holloway, and W. N. Sheats to Booker T. Washington, February 4, 1903, Booker T. Washington Papers, container 542
(Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.).
2. Washington to Lyman Abbot, February 9, 1903, ibid., 249.
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name be taken off the ballot. While Floridians debated the correctness of the executive committee’s decision, Gainesville citizens
sought to ostracize those they felt were responsible for Washington’s visit.
It was Washington’s sponsors on the General Education
Board who began the chain of circumstances that brought him to
Gainesville. This board was organized in 1902 by John D. Rockefeller, the Standard Oil magnate, who used it to channel his
philanthropy to education. Subsequently, Robert C. Ogden, a
New York City corporate executive and member of the Tuskegee
Endowment Committee, founded the Southern Education Board
at Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Meetings between the General Board and southern educators were arranged, and efforts to
encourage a wider local tax base for education were made.3
At the first joint meeting in May 1902, at Athens, Georgia,
forty “northern capitalists” met with 500 school officials. Rural
education in the South needed support, and the board agreed to
distribute funds through local officials. Though board members
discussed Washington’s theories of rural black education, Washington himself had not been invited to Athens nor to any of
the other conferences.4 Thus, on January 28, 1903, when the
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, the state’s best known paper,
announced that Sheats had invited Washington to Gainesville
for a joint meeting of the General Education Board and Florida’s
county superintendents, many people perceived the invitation
as a threat to southern tradition and the southern way of life.5
Sam DeBose, a Gainesville black, played an influential role
in the decision to extend the invitation. Since 1901 DeBose had
been trying to organize a private Negro industrial school, and
he sought to bring Washington to Gainesville as a “fund raising
attraction.” In a letter to his mother asking for a $200 loan to
finance his school, he asked that she recommend him to Washington. In this communication, which later came into Washington’s possession, DeBose claimed that if he was head of his own
school he could defeat “the skin game,” as he called it, that
3. The General Education Board: An Account of Its Activities, 1902-1914
(New York, 1915), 3, 11.
4. Sheats to Mrs. W. W. Cummer, February 25, 1902, W. N. Sheats Letterbooks, Letterbook 14 (State Commissioner of Education Office, Tallahassee); Savannah Morning News, January 30, 1903.
5. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 28, 1903.
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operated in southern politics, churches, and educational institutions. He criticized officials who promised black teachers that
their schools would remain open four months and then closed
them because of “inadequate finances.” DeBose personally wrote
Washington in February 1902, saying that he did not have “a
single dollar” to start his school and asking, “did you have such
a time when you began your school?” DeBose urged him to help
by spending a few days in Gainesville, predicting that he would
attract the largest assembly in the history of the city. Washington refused, even after he was asked to name his own price for
a “one night stopover.“6
When rumors began to spread throughout the South after
the Athens, Georgia, meeting that funds would soon be available
for black education, DeBose secured support in his effort to lure
Washington to Gainesville.7 County Superintendent Holloway
agreed to serve as treasurer of DeBose’s school for one per cent
of all collected funds and two per cent of those expended. J. B.
Holley, who had built up a large congregation as pastor of the
First Baptist Church in which Holloway served as deacon, volunteered to manage DeBose’s campaign for “benevolent funds.”
The Scientific, Normal and Industrial Institute for Colored
Youth was subsequently incorporated with DeBose listed as
president. 8
Although the school only existed on paper, Washington was
again approached for support. On December 27, 1902, Holley
and J. M. Rivers, a member of the state legislature from Alachua
County, invited Washington to deliver a lecture on “The Educational Possibilities and Necessities of the Colored Youth.”
Although Holley emphasized the need of the black community
for funds from the “Ogden party,” Washington again refused.9
Undaunted, DeBose, on Holloway’s suggestion, persuaded
6. S. W. DeBose to Mrs. A. Chipman, December 20, 1901, Washington
Papers 225; DeBose to Washington, February 1, 15, 1902, ibid.; DeBose to
Washington, February 15, 1902, ibid.
7. Jacksonville Metropolis, March 19, 1904.
8. Affidavit of Sam DeBose, Sheats’s campaign circular 1904, William N.
Sheats Papers (Southern Historical Collection, University of North
Carolina Library, Chapel Hill; microfilm copy, P. K. Yonge Library
of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville); Jacksonville
Metropolis, March 19, 1904; J. B. Holley to Washington, December 27,
1902, Washington Papers, 236; Gainesville Daily Sun, September 28, 1904.
9. Holley to Washington, Washington Papers, 236; Jacksonville Metropolis,
March 19, 1904.
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State Superintendent Sheats to extend an invitation. Wallace
Buttrick, executive officer of the General Education Board, described Sheats as having done perhaps “more than any other
southerner to promote universal education”; he was known as
“Florida’s little giant of education.” In 1885, while Alachua
County superintendent, he had written the educational provisions for the new state constitution. Elected state superintendent
in 1892, he had established the procedures for certifying teachers,
helped organize normal schools and teacher institutes, and had
written the legislation that regulated the dual school system. A
frequent speaker at national educational gatherings, Sheats had
been president of the Southern Education Association in 1902.10
He was a strong advocate of industrial training for blacks and
often expressed concern that Negroes were not being prepared
to become part of the free work force.11 Though declaring himself no “red nose negro loving Yankee,” he thought it his duty
“to do all that I could to get them educated in a way that I
think is best for them.” After hearing Washington speak, Sheats
declared, “I never heard . . . a more noble defense of the attitude of the southern white man towards the negro. Booker T.
Washington advocates teaching the negro how to work and how
to do something and not teaching him books alone. I say he is
right.“12
Nevertheless, Washington’s visit to Gainesville did provoke
controversy. Reaction had swept the South after he and Theodore Roosevelt had dined together at the White House. Many
10. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 8, 1903; Oswald L. Parker,
“William N. Sheats, Florida Educator” (masters thesis, University of
Florida, Gainesville, 1949), passim.
11. Parker, “William N. Sheats,” 215
12. Sheats to J. M. Slater, October 26, 1903, Sheats Letterbook 18. Immediately after Washington had spoken in New Orleans in 1901, Sheats had
asked him to recommend someone for the principalship of the State
Normal and Industrial School for Colored Students in Tallahassee. He
told Washington: “I want a man who could build up a twin institution to your own,” and he claimed to be able to “get any amount
of funds if I could only secure a proper man to popularize the work.”
Sheats to Washington, June 7, 1901, ibid., 12. Sheats wrote a letter of
inquiry about Nathan B. Young, who he appointed to head the institution, declaring that he wanted “a second Booker Washington.” Sheats
to J. H. Phillips, June 13, 1901, ibid. Sheats often employed Tuskegee
graduates in the state’s most prestigeous black teaching positions. When
a state black criticized this practice, Sheats replied that he was
not going to appoint a “conceited black head” to a responsible position. Sheats to C. Z. Whitefield, March 1, 1902, ibid., 14.
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Florida papers carried broadside cartoons lampooning the President, and others criticized him in their editorials and news reports. The view of the Ocala Banner was typical: The white
people of the South must preserve “the purity of the white
race . . . . We owe this much to our women, to our country, to
our God.“13 Another paper insisted that “there never lived
(and please God there never will) a white man so low in the
social world but he was ten times better than the most respectable negro.“14
Tension had abated somewhat when Sheats issued the invitation to Washington, and Florida papers were again praising
the Tuskegee movement. From DeBose’s letter Sheats learned
that Holley and Holloway were associated with the proposed
school, and he was informed that Washington’s lecture would
be an “off program address” presented in a Negro church. Thus
on January 6, 1903, he invited Washington to “deliver an address on one of the evenings during the meeting” in Gainesville.15
Washington accepted, expecting to be on the program. Buttrick
informed him that his expenses would be paid, and he congratulated “Florida on having a superintendent with sense enough to
invite you to address a meeting of its superintendents.“16
DeBose immediately announced the opening of his industrial
school, and changed the site of the address to the 600-seat
Edward’s Opera House and Wine Room, across from the courthouse square. Sheats told him not to charge an admission fee
for Washington’s talk and to prepare for Florida’s leading black
teachers who would attend a special conference with Washington. 17
13. Ocala Banner, October 25, 1901.
14. Palmetto News, quoted in St. Petersburg Times, October 26, 1901.
15. Sheats to Washington, January 5, 1903, Washington Papers, 241; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 11, 1903; Pensacola Daily News,
February 3, 1903; Jacksonville Metropolis, March 19, 1904. One example
of praise of the Tuskegee movement is the Florida Times-Union of
January 11, 1903. The paper carried a feature article on the Negro
Industrial School of Eatonville, Florida. It stressed that this school grew
out of Washington’s Tuskegee movement, and showed a picture of
“Booker T. Washington Hall” and quoted from the school’s alma
mater, “Tuskegee Our Mother.”
16. Wallace Buttrick to Washington, January 27, 1903, Washington Papers,
249.
17. Affidavit of Sam DeBose, Sheats Papers; Jacksonville Florida TimesUnion, January 31, 1903.
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Within a day of Sheats’s invitation, agitation began. On
January 7, the New York Times headlined “Race Issue Alive
Again.” Theodore Roosevelt’s appointment of blacks to positions in the South had irritated many Southerners, and they
believed that Washington was advising the President in this
matter.18 Florida newspapers had joined others in the South,
protesting that “the people of the South don’t want their offices
filled with negroes.“19
By late January, criticism of the invitation to Washington
became more open, particularly when rumors began to circulate
that he would lecture before white educators in the “white
school auditorium.” As one observer put it, “Washington had
been invited to speak with the ‘white folks’and in the ‘big house’
instead of the kitchen.” As feelings intensified, the reception
committee, which included Mayor W. R. Thomas, C. C. Thomas,
and Dr. J. F. McKinstry, announced their resignations.20 Meanwhile County Superintendent Holloway, who was planning to
run for state superintendent of education the following year,
saw that he could use this incident to attack Sheats. After showing people in Gainesville Sheats’s communication to DeBose,
which confirmed the invitation to Washington, he cancelled use
of the white auditorium as the place for the talk. H. H. McCreary, editor of the Gainesville Sun, unhappy with Sheats
because of the latter’s opposition to passage of the uniform state
textbook bill which he supported,21 printed the following statement by Holloway:
Believing social equality inconsistent with the ideas, customs and institutions of the South, and consequently inimical
to her highest good and best interests, I can not sit idly by
and permit so serious an infraction of her social laws as has
been attempted. I therefore declare the auditorium unavailable for the use of Booker T. Washington, or any other
colored person during the convention of superintendents or
upon any subsequent occasion.22
18.
19.
20.
21.

New York Times, January 7, 1903.
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 23, 1903.
Jacksonville Metropolis, March 19, September 29, 1904.
Sheats wrote to a colleague: “The Senator [McCreary] swore that he
would pass that bill at the next term of the legislature, in order to
verify his oath he deems it necessary to have me out of the way.” Sheats
to R. S. Nash, October 14, 1903, Sheats Letterbook 18.
22. Gainesville Daily Sun, January 28, 1903, quoted from the Tallahassee
Daily Capital by the Pensacola Daily News, February 3, 1903.
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McCreary insisted that though Sheats had received a copy
of this message, the superintendent would only confirm that
Washington would speak in Gainesville February 4. When
Sheats refused to issue a denial statement, McCreary insisted
that this meant that he had scheduled the lecture for the white
school. While McCreary felt that “it would be eminently proper
to have . . . Washington address the colored people,” Sheats had
committed a “grave insult” by inviting him to address a white
audience in a white school. The press generally agreed with
McCreary, and many papers compared Sheats with President
Roosevelt in his alleged pro-black attitude.23
Sheats tried to defend himself. In a telegram to McCreary, he
blamed DeBose for the invitation and denied that he had ever
planned to allow Washington in the white auditorium. He then
told a reporter that Washington would speak either in the
Negro academy, the courthouse, or the opera house exclusively
on “plans for educating the Negro” and that “whites could attend if they desired to.” Sheats promised that Washington would
“not warp the judgment of white democrats” and would “not
allude to social equality unless to disapprove of it.” According
to Sheats, Washington would “doubtlessly behave himself as
approvingly to the general public as will the politest Negro
waiter in the city hotel.” Sheats guaranteed that Washington
would not participate in the conference nor have his words
recorded in the proceedings. He also noted that the controversial
invitation had been extended before the “Roosevelt episode.“24
After Holloway’s telegram protesting social equality appeared
in a number of national newspapers,25 Washington, advised by
Ogden and Buttrick, offered to release Sheats from the engagement: “If the opposition in anyway embarasses you, I am willing
to withdraw acceptance of invitation.” In the meantime, Washington sent his advanceman, M. B. Thrasher, into Gainesville to
advise him on the situation. Also the General Board dispatched
23. Ibid., Gainesville Daily Sun, January 29, 1903, quoted from the Tallahassee Daily Capital in the Pensacola Daily News, February 3, 1903;
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 30, 1903.
24. Tallahassee Daily Capital, quoted in Pensacola Daily News, February
3, 1903.
25. For example, see Savannah Morning News, January 29, 1903; Atlanta
Constitution, January 30, 1903; New York Times, January 30, 1903;
Washington Post, January 31, 1903.
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Buttrick to Gainesville to be an “angel of peace” lest there be a
“hot time in the old town.“26
From Tallahassee, Sheats asked Mayor Thomas for a report
on local feeling. The mayor then met with twelve Gainesville
leaders to evaluate the situation. After conferring for six hours,
all present except J. W. Wideman, principal of the high school
and a friend of Sheats, agreed that Washington had been invited
to speak in the white auditorium. But without a full concensus,
Thomas informed Sheats that he could not “presume to voice
the sentiments of the people.“27 The Jacksonville Metropolis
reprinted an accusation made by the Charleston News and
Courier that Thomas by his statement “dodges” the issue.28
At a public meeting chaired by Wideman in the high school,
many citizens “bitterly” denounced Sheats for his invitation to
Washington. No one, except perhaps Wideman, knew that
Sheats was in Gainesville, and when he suddenly entered the hall,
many people acted as if a “bomb had been thrown into the
crowd.” Called to the platform to “straighten himself out,”
Sheats, with “commendable calmness,” explained that on the
request of DeBose he had reissued the invitation to Washington
which originally had been made by Representative Rivers and
Holley. 29
When the crowd became silent, indicating that many accepted
Sheats’s explanation, C. C. Thomas rose to introduce resolutions
26. Robert C. Ogden to Frederick L. Moore, February 9, 1903, Robert C.
Ogden Papers, container 13 (Library of Congress, Washington). Buttrick to Sheats, June 28, 1904, Washington Papers, 20; Washington to
Sheats, January 31, 1903; ibid., 542; Sheats to Washington, February 1,
1903, ibid.; M. B. Thrasher to Washington, February 4, 1903, ibid.;
Ogden to Buttrick, February 2, 1903, Ogden Papers, 13.
27. Jacksonville Metropolis, September 29, 1904.
28. Charleston News and Courier, February 3, 1903, Washington Papers,
1035, quoted in Jacksonville Metropolis, February 4, 1903. The Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 4, 1903, also reported that the
mayor should have made a more “definite reply.”
29. Ibid.; Jacksonville Metropolis, February 4, 1903, March 19, 1904. The
surprise at Sheats’s arrival was reported by the Florida Times-Union the
day following the meeting. Florida Times-Union, February 4, 1903.
However, the Jacksonville Metropolis, also reporting the next day,
asserted that Sheats knew of the meeting and it “was a mystery why
he was not present.” C. C. Thomas, almost seventeen months later in a
letter to the Jacksonville Metropolis, reported that it was generally
known that Sheats was in Gainesville and would come to the mass
meeting “to ascertain for himself what the sentiments of the people
were upon this question.” Jacksonville Metropolis, February 4, 1903,
September 29, 1904. According to Sheats he “happened in upon that
so called indignation meeting,” ibid., March 19, 1904.
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demanding that the superintendent be censured and that the
invitation to Washington be withdrawn. Thomas read DeBose’s
letter from Sheats, and emphasized “the phraseology” to show
that Sheats had “extended the same invitation to Washington
which had been given to Dr. Buttrick and other distinguished
white speakers.” Angry at being “roasted,” Sheats in a “temper”
condemned the disturbance as a plot to “besmirch him” so that
Holloway could be elected state superintendent. Before a vote
could be taken on Thomas’s resolutions, arguments broke up
the meeting at ten o’clock with many people, according to one
news report, “more indignant than before the meeting had been
called.“30
Despite the controversy, Sheats, Holloway, and Mayor
Thomas agreed that Washington should come to Gainesville,
and they hoped to convince the educator to accept the invitation.
Not wanting to provoke the General Board, Holloway and Mayor
Thomas insisted that their only objection was to Washington’s
appearance in the white school but that he would be cordially
received at the courthouse.31 Sheats then wired Washington:
“Reason has asserted itself. Speak here Thursday night without
fail.” When there was no response, Thomas, Holloway, and
Sheats together assured Washington by telegram of a “kindly and
friendly welcome.” Thomas and Sheats next called on Buttrick
to urge Washington to accept, and Thrasher separately sent a
similar message. After receiving these communications on February 4, Washington consented to speak the following evening.32
30. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 4, 1903; Jacksonville Metropolis, March 19, September 29, 1904. A day later, the Alachua County
school board sustained Holloway in refusing the auditorium to Washington. When the resolution was offered a member exclaimed: “Mr.
Chairman, that resolution is the proper thing, and I heartily move
that it be unanimously adopted by this board.” “I can agree with you
on that,” replied the chairman, and so it went, ibid., February 5, 1903.
31. They had to be careful since preparations were being made to entertain
the General Board’s executive secretary, Wallace Buttrick, a friend of
Washington and the man thought most influential in recommending
grants from the General Board. Representatives from Jacksonville and
other cities also planned “to spare” nothing to influence Dr. Buttrick.
Jacksonville, Florida Times-Union, February 7, 1903; Pensacola Daily
News, February 9, 1903.
32. Sheats to Washington, February 3, 1903, Washington Papers, 241; W.
R. Thomas, Holloway, and Sheats to Washington, February 4, 1903, ibid.
20; Buttrick to Washington, February 4. 1903, ibid., 542; Thrasher to
Washington, February 4, 1903, ibid.; Washington to Sheats, February 4,
1903, ibid.
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The Gainesville controversy afforded Washington an opportunity to enhance his movement. With nationwide coverage, he
could demonstrate his methods for dealing with southern prejudice. The New York Times on January 30, had headlined a
story, “Race Prejudice in Florida, Citizens of Gainesville Refuse
to Allow Booker T. Washington to Speak in Auditorium.” The
New York World pitied Southerners if “a body of one horse
school officials in Florida could be compromised in its dignity
. . . by a man of Booker T. Washington’s brains and character.”
“A Great Blunder,” the Springfield (Massachusetts) Union announced; “probably no case in the South illustrating race prejudice has attracted so much general condemnation as that of the
citizens of Gainesville.” A Connecticut paper described, “the
latest southern kick as expressing general horror at Superintendent Sheats for inviting a nigger to appear before white men . . .
who . . . by mental ability [is] the equal of and the superior of
most of them.“33
Other newspapers followed a similar line. The St. Louis
Globe-Democrat predicted that Florida teachers would lose
nothing by refusing to hear Washington as “he would have
talked over their heads.” Similarly the Peoria Star decided that
Gainesville citizens were afraid to let Washington speak because
he might prove himself “superior to those . . . refusing to recognize his high purpose.” It was clear to a California newspaper
afterwards that “if the people of Gainesville, . . . had half of
Washington’s manliness, politeness and ability, they would never
have been guilty of their unmannerly act.“34
Southerners held differing interpretations. Mobile and Pensacola papers praised Washington’s inclination to withdraw as
“delicacy, ” “discretion,” and “good sense.” A Charleston News
and Courier editorial, reprinted in the Jacksonville Metropolis,
warned Washington, the “politician and office broker,” to stay
away from Gainesville and described the antipathy there as
representing the “feeling against him in other southern communities.“35
33. New York Times, January 30, 1903; scrapbook, Washington Papers, 1035;
New York World, quoted in Massachusetts Spingfield Union, February 1, 1903; ibid.; clipping, Bridgeport, Connecticut, February 6,
1903, ibid.
34. St. Louis Globe-Democrat, February 4, 1903, ibid.; Peoria Star, February 8, 1903, ibid.; Sacramento Record Union, February 10, 1903, ibid.
35. Mobile Weekly Register, February 7, 1903, ibid.; Pensacola Daily News,
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Some southern editors contradicted these assertions. The
Houston Daily Post cited Washington’s appearance before that
city’s “best white citizens,” and asserted that the “Florida incident does not reflect the best southern sentiment.” The Atlanta
Constitution criticized the people for not distinguishing “between negro and negro.” The Washington Post attributed
Sheats’s trouble to the unjust southern castigation of Roosevelt
for similar courage. A black friend of Washington, Daniel Murray, wrote in the Post that the Gainesville situation raised “more
forcible doubt than any incident in the South for the last fifty
years regarding the civilization of that section.“36
Florida editors vigorously disputed the issue. The Florida
Times-Union in several issues described Washington as a man
who would not “force himself where he is not wanted.” He
knew he “must keep his place as a negro,” but since he had
made a “life study of negro education” he should speak if limited
to this topic. Furthermore, white encouragement of Washington
was wise because he “makes no claim to social equality.” In fact,
northern visitors “prejudiced against southern methods of solving the negro problem” should interview Washington and he
would enlighten them that the southern white man protected
Negroes in all their rights, while excluding them from his
“drawing room and his table.“37
Such praise of Washington incited the chairman of Florida’s
railroad commission, Jefferson B. Browne, to label Washington
“a threat to the preservation and purity of the white race.” He
cautioned against allowing Washington to mingle with white
educators as an equal; it would “endanger society.” Black young
people would come to believe that by industrial training “they
too can dine with the white president in the North and sit on
the rostrum with the white educators of the South.“38 From
February 3, 1903, ibid.; Charleston News and Courier, February 3, 1903,
ibid., and reprinted in the Jacksonville Metropolis, February 4, 1903.
36. Houston Daily Post, February 4, 1903, ibid.; Atlanta Constitution,
February 7, 1903, ibid.; Washington Post, January 31, February 2, 1903.
37. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 28, February 4, 5, 1903.
38. Jacksonville Metropolis, February 2, 1903. Recent scholarship on Washington supports Browne’s assertions. According to Professor Louis Harlan,
“while Washington publicly seemed to accept a separate and unequal
life for black people, behind the mask of acquiescence he was busy
with many schemes for black strength, self-improvement and mutual
aid”; Louis R. Harlan, “The Secret Life of Booker T. Washington,”
The Journal of Southern History, XXXVII (August 1971), 394-95.
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Holmes County came the warning that by recognizing Washington on equal terms with white orators, the obstacles to social
equality would be destroyed, and “our posterity shall be mulattoes instead of Anglo-Saxons.“39
By facing such critics Washington realized that he could
blunt charges from other blacks that he cowered before white
racism. On February 3, the day before his final agreement to
speak, the Washington Post carried scathing criticism of him
by W. H. Ferris,40 a black associated with Monroe Trotter’s
Boston-based drive to discredit the Tuskegee movement.41 Ferris
assailed Washington for depicting the Negro as inferior, for
opposing all black aspirations, especially higher education, and
for departing from his life work by engaging in politics while
condoning the Jim Crow laws and black disenfranchisement.42
Stung by this criticism, Washington complained to T. Thomas
Fortune, editor of the New York Age: “Notwithstanding, the
39. Bonifay Holmes County Advertiser, undated and quoted in the Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 21, 1903.
40. Ferris’s experiences during a brief stay in Florida had influenced his
career. A graduate of Yale, he was employed in 1900 to teach science
at the Florida State Normal and Industrial School for Colored Students.
After he had taught six months the state board of education withheld a half a month of his salary and terminated his employment.
“Minutes of the State Board of Education, Book 3,” October 8, 1895 to
April 9, 1909 (mss. in State Commissioner of Education Office, Tallahassee), 230-66. According to J. D. Wetmore, a Jacksonville black who
was a friend of Booker Washington, Ferris had “come near blowing up
the school” while teaching science. Wetmore added that Ferris then
went to Jacksonville, “and walked around here until he was almost
barefoot and ragged and a few of us young fellows who were ashamed
to have a college man around town in his condition . . . gave him
money to go to Boston;” J. D. Wetmore to Washington, May 11, 1904,
Washington Papers, 26. It is possible however, that Ferris was caught in
a feud between his principal T. de. S. Tucker and Superintendent
Sheats. Both Tucker and Ferris were among the earliest blacks to advocate that bright young members of their race be given a liberal
education to prepare them for leadership. Sheats opposed this scheme,
wanting blacks trained to spread “the Booker T. Washington idea” of
industrial education. Two weeks after Ferris was dismissed Sheats persuaded his colleagues on the state board of education to dismiss Tucker
because he was “not inherently sympathetic with industrial education
having repeatedly announced that it shall not interfere with literary
work,” and because he had “criticized instead of learning from Booker
Washington.” At the hearing Wetmore spoke on behalf of Tucker and
Josiah T. Walls, superintendent of the normal school’s farm and
formerly black congressman from Alachua County during Reconstruction, joined Sheats in speaking against Tucker. “Minutes Book 3,” 27375.
41. A comprehensive study of Trotter’s movement is Stephen R. Fox, The
Guardian of Boston: William Monroe Trotter (New York, 1970).
42. Washington Post, February 3, 1903, Washington Papers, 1035.
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William N. Sheats, ca. 1916, from “William N. Sheats, Florida Educator”
(Master’s thesis, University of Florida, 1949) by O. L. Parker.
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Booker T. Washington, from The Story of the Negro, The Rise of the
Race From Slavery (New York, 1909) by George G. Rockwood.
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many things I have tried to do to help the race, I notice that
the enemies in Washington and in Boston seem to be most active
at this present time.“43
The following evening he began his journey to Florida. At
Jacksonville he was met by J. D. Wetmore, lawyer, real estate
broker, and one of the nation’s leading black businessmen, who,
fearing for Washington’s safety, accompanied him on the train
to Gainesville.44 During the trip it was reported that both blacks
and whites, recognizing the distinguished scholar, came up to
shake his hand and to congratulate him for his willingness to
appear before the convention.45 At one stop, a man, described
by Wetmore as a “typical cracker,” shook Washington’s hand
and called him “the greatest man in America.” When Washington demurred, naming Theodore Roosevelt as the leading
American, the man roared, “No suh, since he invited you to
dinner I think he’s a (blank) scoundrel.” Washington later
sent an account of this incident to the President, who laughed
“uproariously” and wrote back that this story “is almost too
good to believe. What a splendid confusion of ideas it does
show.“46
43. Washington to T. Thomas Fortune, February 3, 1903, Washington
Papers, 290. Washington may also have been drawn to Florida by the
opportunity to impress Andrew Carnegie. After speaking in Gainesville,
Washington wrote Carnegie that he had tried unsuccessfully while in
Gainesville to arrange a visit with him at his Florida winter home.
Washington to Andrew Carnegie, February 10, 1903, ibid., 252. The
following day Washington informed W. H. Baldwin, chairman of the
Tuskegee endowment committee, of failure “to reach the Florida
party.” Washington to W. H. Baldwin, February 11, 19003, ibid., 792;
On April 17, 1903, a few days after a meeting of the Tuskegee trustees,
presided over by former President Grover Cleveland, Carnegie added
$600,000 to the Tuskegee endowment fund. Pamphlet, Carnegie’s Big
Gift, ibid., 252.
44. In a letter discussing the Negro Businessmen’s League he placed J. D.
Wetmore “Real Estate” among the nation’s leading black businessmen.
Washington to Scott, July 27, 1903, ibid., 275.
45. Indianapolis Freeman, February 21, 1903.
46. Baltimore Herald, July 3, 1903; clipping enclosed with Washington
to Theodore Roosevelt, July 9, 1903, Theodore Roosevelt Papers, File
Box 57 (Library of Congress, Washington); Ray Stannard Baker,
American Chronicle: The Autobiography of Ray Stannard Baker (New
York, 1945), 171; Theodore Roosevelt to Washington, July 13, 1903,
Roosevelt Papers, 145; Washington also refers to the incident in a
book he wrote in 1911, but he appears to have confused the date with
the “dinner party” controversy of 1901. He noted that “this remark of
a Florida farmer is but one of the many experiences that taught me,
that prejudice is something it does not pay to disturb. ‘It is best to
let sleeping dogs lie’.” Booker T. Washington, My Larger Education,
Being a Chapter from My Experience (New York, 1911; reprint edition
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In Gainesville a Negro delegation met the train and escorted
Washington to the home of Mrs. Agnes Clinton, a prominent
black resident who had met Mrs. Washington in 1895. Her late
husband, J. N. Clinton, had been trustee and principal for
Union Academy, one of two black high schools in the state, and
from 1887 to 1889 had published a newspaper in Gainesville.
During his Gainesville stay, Washington invited his hostess to
Tuskegee, and he promised to send her a copy of his book Up
From Slavery.47
Wetmore, who often passed for white, reported after visiting
in the Brown Hotel, one of Gainesville’s best known hostelries,
“even those who had protested loudest against his [Washington]
speaking in the white school auditorium, were anxious to hear
him.“48 The courthouse had been finally selected as the place
for the talk, and it was announced that the “spacious” courtroom, the only sizable facility in the building, would be divided
into white and black seating sections. Sheats had arranged for
electric lights, and Sheriff Fennell, whose deputies would serve
as ushers, promised that there would be no “confusion” in
seating the audience. Washington had been cautioned to confine himself to “practical suggestions for the advancement of the
negro.“49
As the hour of the scheduled talk approached, one of the
“largest crowds ever seen” in Gainesville, some 2,000 people,
tried to push into the courthouse. There were not enough seats,
and most of the crowd stood in the corridors and on the stairs
leading to the courtroom. Hundreds, “turned away from the
packed house,” overflowed on to the square and the surrounding
Miami, Florida, 1969), 177-78. Wetmore claimed that the cracker had
called Washington “the smartest Negro in the world.” Indianapolis
Freeman, February 21, 1903.
47. Agnes J. N. Clinton to Washington, March 4, 20, 1903, Washington
Papers, 254; “Minute Book Alachua County School Board: 1869 to 1887”
(mss. County School Board Office, Gainesville), 214; Jess G. Davis,
History of Gainesville Florida With Biographical Sketches of Families
(Gainesville, 1966), 25. Wetmore described the Clinton home as “beautiful,” and he asserted that Mrs. Clinton gave them “the best of care
and attention.” Indianapolis Freeman, February 21, 1903.
48. Ibid. Wetmore probably acted on Washington’s suggestion. Using spies
that “eavesdropped on white conversations about him in hotel lobbies
and trains was commonly Washington’s strategy.” Harlan, “Secret Life of
Booker T. Washington,” 408.
49. Jacksonville Metropolis, February 5, 1903; Jacksonville, Florida TimesUnion, February 5, 1903.
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streets. Washington arrived at approximately 8:00 p.m. escorted
by the sheriff who forced a path through the crowd to get him
into the courtroom. Sheats introduced him by declaring that
while he could not name the greatest white American, he knew
Booker T. Washington was the greatest Negro American. This
brought noisy approval from the audience which was divided
about equally between the races and included about 100 school
officials. 50
For two hours, interrupted by frequent applause, Washington
emphasized the essential goodness of the white man and the
usefulness of the Negro. He assured his audience that there was
“nothing unnatural or unusual” in his being invited to explain
the work at Tuskegee, for even in the days of slavery “there was
no master who would not permit his slave to . . . talk to him
freely about his conditions and aspirations.” He wanted his students to be of value to themselves and to society. Believing that
blacks performed best when cultivating the soil, his Tuskegee
faculty, he said, encouraged agricultural science. Agriculture, according to Washington, taught the dignity of labor and the
spirit of industry. Tuskegee graduates “thought it just as honorable to work in the field, or in the shop, or in the kitchen, or in
the laundry, as to teach school or clerk in a store.” It was a
splendid way, Washington thought, to keep young people on the
farm where they would learn “to love the soil, to love fruit trees,
to love cows and horses and birds and creeks.”
Washington struck a sympathetic note with his white audience when he emphasized that “every man who does not produce
50. Indianapolis Freeman, February 21, 1903; Jacksonville Florida TimesUnion, February 6, 7, 9, 1903. It seems that Washington’s controversial
involvement with Roosevelt had helped him attract a big audience in
Florida. When he appeared at Jacksonville, a larger city than Gainesville, in January 1898, his audience was disappointingly small, both
as to the number of blacks and whites. Jacksonville Florida TimesUnion, January 3, 1898. However during the discussion whether he
should be allowed to talk in Gainesville, considering he had “helped
Roosevelt insult the South,” observers predicted correctly that “the
comment has been so great and diversified on the matter, should he
come . . . he will be a star attraction.” Ibid., February 4, 1903. A
county superintendent and high school principal from Ocala informed
reporters that one object in attending the convention was “incidentally
to hear Booker T. Washington the great Negro and orator.” Ocala
Banner, February 13, 1903. County Superintendent N. B. Cook of
Escambia told representatives of his home town paper that he went to
hear Booker T. Washington, “but left on account of the crowd.”
Pensacola Daily News, February 9, 1903.
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his own living is a burden upon the pockets of the man who does
work.” Washington emphasized that blacks had to be taught
“to do a common thing in an uncommon manner, to lift common labor out of drudgery . . . to where it becomes beautiful.”
The races he said, “are bound together in a way that we cannot
tear ourselves assunder,” and so “as one race is lifted up and
made more intelligent useful and honest . . . are both races
strengthened.”
He lauded his “humble patient and law abiding” people, and
noted that “to right his wrongs the Indian appeals to his tomahawk, the Russian appeals to dynamite, but the Negro will
always depend upon his prayers, his foreday songs and upon
an unfailing faith in the justice of his cause and I do not believe,
I cannot believe, that the Negro will ever appeal to the Southern
white man in vain.“51
The audience cheered and clapped as Washington concluded
his address. Many rushed up to shake his hand. A group of enthusiastic whites invited him to speak again the following evening, and some of the out-of-town visitors urged him to appear
in their communities.52 The newspapers generally applauded his
talk. The Florida Times-Union praised his assertion that the
Negro would never appeal to the white man in vain, and described it as a “higher tribute to the manhood of the South
than any statesman can write into law and against this faith the
President will break his head in vain.“53
51. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 8, 1903. Apparently Washington had somewhat restrained the tone of his talk. In July 1904, the
Gainesville Daily Sun headlined that he had declared, “Southern Whites
Are Stupid,” before 6,000 members of the National Education Association meeting at St. Louis during the world’s fair. According to J. A.
Ormond, a prominent Floridian, he and other leading Floridians, including M. H. DeLand, had heard Washington declare: “I will concede
that Southern white boys and girls are stupid but I will not concede
that it requires ten times as much [money] to educate a white child as
it does a negro.” Gainesville Daily Sun, July 7, 1904.
52. Washington to Baldwin, February 9, 1903, Washington Papers, 792;
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 8, 1903; Pensacola Daily
News, February 9, 1903; Petition from Mayor Fishel et al., to Washington February 5, 1903, Washington Papers, 258; G. M. Elliott to Washington, February 9, 1903, ibid., 257; A. S. McArthur to Washington,
February 24, 1903, ibid., 248; S. T. French to Washington, June 25,
1903, ibid., 258; B. F. Hartwell to Washington, April 23, 1903, ibid., 261.
53. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 9, 1903. See also Ocala
Banner, February 13, 1903, and Palatka News reprinted in Florida
Times-Union, February 21, 1903.
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The following morning Washington made his promised address to the black educators in Union Academy. This time he
was introduced by Buttrick, and after being cheered for several
minutes by the largest assemblage of black educators in Gainesville’s history, Washington inquired about the prospects of
Negro education in Florida, especially the length of school
terms, suitability of buildings, qualifications and compensation
of teachers, and facilities for training teachers.54 At this point
Sheats, who had taken time away from the superintendents conference meeting in the high school, made a few remarks on his
experiences with educating blacks. Washington then concluded
the conference with a general address of advice to “the colored
teacher of Florida.”
Southern and national newspapers generally supported Washington’s talk in Gainesville. A Chattanooga editor said that he
was “unafraid to speak anywhere in the South,” and the Atlanta
Constitution noted that Washington “will guide our feet into
the way of peace. The people of Gainesville, Florida have done
themselves proud.” Similarly, Savannah, Washington, Philadelphia, Hartford, and Boston papers cited Gainesville as proof
of southern progress on the race question.55 The Colored American and The Freeman, black newspapers, carried J. D. Wetmore’s
account of how Washington had swayed his audience.56 Wetmore
had hoped that if Washington’s critics could have seen him
master “those Negro hating crackers and heard them applauding
him when he scored them for their misdeeds . . . . I am sure that
none of them would ever again accuse him of being a ‘good
nigger’.”57 The Boston Transcript lauded Sheats who “had stood
bravely by his guns . . . . Mr. Washington never received a more

54.
55.

Ibid., February 6, 7, 8, 1903.
Clipping, Chattanooga, Tennessee, February 6, 1903, Washington Papers,
103.5; Savannah Morning News, February 6, 1903, ibid.; Atlanta Constitution, February 7, 1903, ibid.; Washington Star, February 9, 1903,
ibid.;Philadelphia Record, February 10, 1903, ibid.; Hartford Courant,
February 10, 1903, ibid.; Boston Herald, February 7, 1903 ibid.
56. Both these newspapers were included in a web of newspapers that
Washington controlled through political and economic maneuvers.
August Meier, “Booker T. Washington and the Negro Press: With
Special Reference to the Colored American Magazine,” Journal of
Negro History, XXXVIII (January 1953), 67-90.
57. Washington, D. C., Colored American Magazine, February 14, 1903;
Indianapolis Freeman, February 21, 1903.
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delightful welcome even in Boston than in Gainesville.“58
In letters to President Roosevelt, William H. Baldwin, Jr.,
chairman of Tuskegee’s endowment committee and the General
Board, William Lloyd Garrison, son of the emancipator, Lyman
Abbott, editor of Outlook, Charles Dabney, president of the
University of Tennessee, and Daniel Murray, outspoken critic
of “southern barbarism,” Washington described his Gainesville
experience as a “distinct victory.” He cited Sheats’s “magnificent
courage” for giving him one of his best audiences which included among the whites “a large portion of women.“59
Washington’s associates were pleased by his success. Baldwin
expressed “delight”; Buttrick thought that he had disarmed
“every critic.” The “Florida report,” Buttrick said, “makes my
heart burn for those people.” Charles Dabney described Washington’s Gainesville address as “wisely, prudently and nobly
done.” Pressured for a public statement on southern
racism, Ogden insisted that the “potency of . . . Gainesville is
infinitely above any expression that could be made.” Washington’s visit, Ogden claimed, had “lifted away” his depressed
feeling about solving the southern race problem.60
Yet, most Floridians responsible for Washington’s visit
emerged with damaged careers. The year following Washington’s
58. Boston Transcript, February 10, 1903, Washington Papers, 1035. The
only criticism of Washington was by the editor of the Washington
Post. He editorialized that Washington’s success at Gainesville indicated
he should spend more time in the South dealing with the race problem
and not wasting so “much time dining and wining among northern
folks.” Such action had disclosed “a species of vanity most unfortunate in a man so potent and so promising”; Washington Post,
February 7, 1903. This editorial sparked Ogden to rebuke the Post
editor. In a letter to a friend of the editor, Ogden stated that Washington would not accept an invitation for “purely social reasons.”
Ogden to Frederick L. Moore, February 9, 1903, Ogden Papers, 13.
Ogden then alerted Baldwin that Washington had sent the Post a
letter of protest: “a few of us are neither cows nor donkeys concerning
the Negro question, but— “; Ogden to Baldwin, February 16, 1903, ibid.
59. Washington to Roosevelt, February 10, 1903, Roosevelt Papers, reel 32
(microfilm, University of Florida Library, Gainesville); Washington to
Baldwin, February 9, 1903, Washington Papers, 792; Washington to
William Lloyd Garrison, Jr., February 9, 1903, ibid., 250; Washington
to Lyman Abbott, February 9, 1903, ibid.: Washington to Charles W.
Dabney, February 10, 1903, ibid., 255; Washington to Daniel Murray,
February 9, 1903, ibid., 266.
60. Baldwin to Washington, February 9, 1903, ibid., 542; Buttrick to Washington, February 1903, March 4, 1903, ibid., 249; Dabney to Washington,
February 7, 1903, ibid, 255; Ogden to Baldwin, February 12, 1903,
Ogden Papers, 14; Ogden to E. C. Branson, February 16, 1903, ibid.
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departure, Sheats experienced his first major election defeat when
he lost the Democratic nomination for state superintendent of
public instruction to Holloway in the Democratic primary. Holloway had made Sheats appear corrupt to Florida’s rural voters
by distributing 40,000 reprints of Sheats’s letter to DeBose which
included the phrase “white school auditorium,” and charged in
the circular that Sheats by so inviting Washington, “a great man
but unfortunately . . . a negro,” had “trampled underfoot the
most sacred traditions which a people ever cherished.” Though
Sheats retaliated with charges of forgery, supported by letterbook
imprints of his note to DeBose which did not have the damaging words, the accusation of “Negroism” influenced the voters,
and they rejected him by over 4,000 votes.61
In desperation Sheats appealed to Buttrick for aid. “Pauperized” by campaign expenses, he sought employment from the
board, and he also asked for a “couple of hundred dollars” to
prosecute Holloway for libel and forgery. Buttrick refused
Sheats’s request for money. “Southern sentiment,” he said, “did
not permit our board to even slightly participate in the choice
of officials.“62 Sheats continued the legal action, hoping to persuade the State Democratic Executive Committee to declare
Holloway unfit for office and to choose him as the candidate. The
committee did renounce Holloway, but instead of Sheats, it
picked J. Emmett Wolfe of Pensacola, a party regular, who
Holloway easily defeated in the state election.63
Sheats’s friends were also hurt as a result of the Washington
incident. J. W. Wideman informed Sheats that the Alachua
County School Board had discharged him as principal of Gainesville High School, since he had been involved in the alleged
attempt to use his school auditorium for Washington’s talk.64
61. Holloway-Sheats Controversy: Some Facts About the Booker T. Washington Matter, campaign circular of W. M. Holloway (1904) Sheats
Papers; Sheats to Buttrick, May 25, 1904, Washington Papers, 18;
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, April 16, 1904; Sheats Makes Concise
Reply to Holloway, Sheats campaign circular (1904), Sheats Papers.
62. Sheats to Buttrick, May 25, 1904, Washington Papers, 18; Buttrick to
Sheats, June 28, 1904, ibid., 20.
63. Shears to C. L. Peek, September 27, 1904, Sheats Letterbook 21; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, May 22, 1904; Pensacola Daily News,
October 19, 1904; Gainesville Daily Sun, November 11, 1904.
64. Sheats to J. W. Wideman, June 4, 1903, Sheats Letterbook 14. Wideman
who had headed the school for many years was bitterly disappointed
at having to leave Gainesville. Soon after his dismissal he wrote Sheats
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Sheats struck back at both J. B. Holley, the local Baptist minister,
and DeBose during his primary campaign. He claimed that
Holley had promised to make his church available if the school
auditorium could not be secured. Holley implored Washington
to send him the original invitation which would refute this
charge, but, advised by Sheats, Washington did not respond.
Sometime in July 1904, Holley resigned his position in Gainesville, and he moved to Jacksonville to become co-editor of the
Southern Baptist and Baptist Witness.65
Initially, it seemed that DeBose would join Holloway as one
of the few men connected with the invitation that would profit
from Washington’s visit. Shortly after Washington’s departure
the enrollment at DeBose’s school increased from thirteen to
twenty-seven pupils, causing him to write Washington on February 8, 1903, seeking an additional teacher. He informed Washington that “the tempest is calm” and that he had been “advised
by some of the white people that they are more in favor of
helping us since hearing you speak.” Unfortunately, during the
primary campaign Sheats charged that DeBose had served as
Holloway’s “negro henchman,” and this helped to weaken the
school. On April 1, 1904, inadequate funds forced DeBose to
close the institution. Two weeks later, he gave Sheats an affidavit supporting forgery allegations against Holloway, but it
was now too late. Moreover, this action did not win him any
friends when Holloway became state superintendent.66
from Key West that he could not obtain another teaching position
and that he had left his family in Gainesville while working for Carnegie’s Traveling Library. ibid.; Sheats to Wideman, June 28, 1903,
ibid.; Wideman to Sheats, September 2, 1904, ibid., 21.
65. Jacksonville Metropolis, March 9, 1904; Holley to Scott, November 24,
1903, Washington Papers, 261; W. N. Sheats, Jr. to Scott, November 27,
1903, ibid., 275; Sheats to Washington, December 23, 1903, ibid., 241;
Sheats to Washington, January 7, 1904, Sheats Letterbook 19; Gainesville Daily Sun, July 14, 1904. Holley immediately engaged in a dispute
with his co-editor, W. A. Hobson, over whose name would appear
first on the masthead of the newspaper. Holley submitted the matter to
arbitration and Hobson withdrew his claim. Hobson however published
an editorial describing the management of the newspaper in which he
repeatedly placed his name before Holley. After Holley saw the editorial he went to Hobson’s office and punched him in the face fifteen
times. Arrested and fines $200, Holley was reprimanded by the Baptist
churches of Gainesville and Jacksonville. Gainesville Daily Sun, June
1, 14, 1904. The following fall Holley became pastor of the Second
Baptist Church of Jacksonville. Ibid., September 28, 1904.
66. Samuel W. DeBose to Washington, February 8, 1903, Washington Papers,
256; Affidavit of Sam DeBose, Sheats Papers; DeBose to Washington,
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Washington’s visit did not abate the trend to decrease public
expenditures for Florida’s black schools.67 Centering his campaign on the charge that the Washington incident had proven
Sheats too liberal toward Negro education, Holloway advocated
a reduction of expenditures. 68 After the election, Sheats wrote to
a friend that the poll and property taxes paid by Florida blacks
exceeded the amount that was being spent on black education.
He certainly “felt sorry for the poor negroes,” if his successor
carried out “his policy advocated on the stump.“69
The Southern Education Board did nothing to relieve the
situation, disappointing those who had hoped to secure a large
grant as a result of Washington coming to Gainesville. Not until
1907 did Florida receive any Rockefeller funds and then only
for a professor of secondary education at the University of
August 1903, Washington Papers, 256. In 1913, a year after being reelected superintendent, Sheats again became involved with DeBose. He
revoked DeBose’s teaching certificate after receiving complaints from
superintendents in Clay, Alachua, and DeSoto counties that DeBose had
tampered with their teacher examinations. Because these allegations were
not proven DeBose had grounds to take Sheats to court. However, in
February 1913, Pinellas County Superintendent Dixie M. Hollins obtained an affidavit from a black female that DeBose had forged her
name on a copy of his teaching certificate for $20.00, and Hollins had
DeBose jailed to await trial. Hollins explained that although “the
negro . . . has been very nice and subordinate as a teacher . . . I feel
that my duty is to enforce the law.” Hollins to Sheats, January 18, 1913,
Pinellas County Transfer File 1913 to 1920 (mss., State Commissioner of
Education Office, Tallahassee): Sheats to Hollins, January 20, 1913, ibid.;
Hollins to Sheats, February 24, 1913, ibid.
67. In 1895-1896 the state spent $4.25 on each enrolled black child and
approximately $10.51 on each enrolled white child. In 1903-1904 these
figures were $3.42 per black child and $10.33 per white child. During
Holloway’s Alachua County administration the figures for blacks in that
county went from $5.03 in 1894-1896 to $3.37 in 1903-1904, while those
for whites increased from approximately $9.00 in 1895 to $10.92 in
1903-1904. W. N. Sheats, Report of the Twenty-Seventh and TwentyEighth Years of the Public Schools of the State of Florida (Tallahassee,
1897), 342, 362, 366; W. N. Sheats, Biennial Report of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction for the State of Florida for 1903-1904 (Tallahassee,
1904), 124.
68. Sheats to Buttrick, May 25, 1903, Washington Papers, 18; Some Facts
About the Booker T. Washington Matter, Holloway campaign circular,
Sheats Papers.
69. Sheats to A. H. Patterson, July 21, 1904, Sheats Letterbook 21; Sheats
to E. E. DeBaughn, July 9, 1904, ibid. This had not been the first
time Sheats had made such a statement. In 1901 the National Independent had cited him for “bravery” after he had exposed that white school
boards in Florida’s “black belt” counties [Florida’s predominantly
black northern counties had taken over $4,000 more from blacks in
taxes than they had returned in educational benefits, “Florida Schools
and Mr. Sheats,” National Independent, Vol. 53 (May 1901), 1090-91.
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Florida, and in 1911 for a rural school inspector.70 Somewhat
over a year after the rural school inspector had been appointed,
Sheats, recently reelected state superintendent, severed his department’s connection with the board, explaining that it had interfered with his appointment of state officers.71
The Gainesville experience illustrated Washington’s paradoxical impact on Southerners. While purporting accomodation to soothe racists torments, he had contributed to a turmoil
which drew national attention and which decisively affected
Florida’s politics. As suspected by some Floridians, behind the
“mask of acquiescence” was a man of courage striving to show
his people how to improve their status. 72 After all he had
transcended the bounds of his caste when he stood as an expert
before a white audience, and he had occasionally strayed from
the assigned topic of Negro education to discuss the needs of all
races.
Still, this episode proved another example of southern willingness to accept Washington while condemning those who
would inspire his race by giving him a higher social position.
Thus, Sheats joined Theodore Roosevelt as a scapegoat, since
he had afforded Washington an opportunity to violate southern
customs. Washington’s efforts had no discerniblbe effect on the
widening gap between per capita expenditures for black and
white education. As it turned out, when Sheats tried to gain support for black schooling by having Washington discourse with
Florida educators he lost his office to a man described by Ogden
as “an obscure county official” who advocated less public money
for the black school child.73 Ironically, many Floridians, like
Thomas Everette Cochran, History of Public-School Education in
Florida (Lancasted, Pa., 1921), 194-96.
71. A. A. Murphree to Buttrick, June 13, 1912, Sheats Papers; Sheats to
Buttrick, June 19, 1912, ibid.; Sheats to Buttrick, June 25, 1912, ibid.;
Sheldon Phillips to Sheats, October 12, 1912, ibid. Sheats persuaded the
legislature to appropriate the funds for this official. W. N. Sheats,
Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the
State of Florida for the Two Years Ending June 30, 1914 (Tallahassee,
1914) 243-44. Notwithstanding, Florida has not been favored by the
board as a place for investment. For example between 1907 and 1914
the state received annually an average of $1,453 from the board for
development of secondary education, the lowest amount among twelve
southern states. This was $500 behind Georgia, the state that received
the next smallest amount. General Education Board, 93.
72. Harlan, “Secret Life of B. T. Washington,” 394.
73. Ogden to Moore, February 9, 1903, Ogden Papers, 13.
70.
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other Southerners, seemed to be using Washington’s success as
a cover against northern criticism while they subtly withdrew
black opportunity.74
74. This thesis is supported by Emma L. Thornbrough in “Booker T.
Washington As Seen By His White Contemporaries,” Journal of Negro
History, LIII (April 1968), 161-82.
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PELTS, PLUMES, AND HIDES: WHITE TRADERS
AMONG THE SEMINOLE INDIANS,
1890-1930
by H ARRY A. K ERSEY , J R.*

a handful of Indians remained in Florida as the Third
O nly
Seminole War ended in 1858. When Chief Billy Bowlegs led

his band out of the Big Cypress Swamp, accepted a government
indemnity, and boarded the steamer Grey Cloud which would
take him and his group to their new home in the Indian Territory, he estimated that only thirty-eight warriors and their families were left behind. This was probably a low figure, but his
information was relayed to the war department by Colonel Elias
Rector, Superintendent of Indian Affairs, and plans were made
1
to locate the remaining bands. Throughout that summer, army
and civilian scouts found signs of Indian habitation, but failed
to make contact, and in the fall of 1858 a contingent of Seminoles led by Billy Bowlegs returned to seek out these Indians
and, if possible, persuade them to join their tribe in the West.
Only seventy-five more left the state, and when they moved to
Indian Territory in February 1859, it marked the last substantive attempt by federal authorities to remove Seminoles from
Florida.2
The Seminoles who had eluded the government faded into
the Everglades and Big Cypress region where they developed
what was later described as a “remnant of a remnant” culture.3
For two decades they had almost no contacts with whites except
for occasional visits to trade at frontier villages such as Miami
* Mr. Kersey is professor of education at Florida Atlantic University,
Boca Raton.
“Report of the Secretary of War,” House Executive Documents, 35th
Cong., 2nd sess., no. 2, 241-42.
2. Kenneth W. Porter, “Billy Bowlegs (Holata Micco) in the Seminole
Wars,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLV (January 1967), 241. See
Edwin McReynolds, The Seminoles (Norman, 1957), 287 and Grant
Foreman, The Five Civilized Tribes (Norman, 1934), 275.
3. “Bishop’s Journal,” Journal of the Eighth Annual Convocation of the
Church in the Missionary Jurisdiction of Southern Florida (Tampa,
1900), 52.
1.
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and Fort Myers. There was no desire on the Indian’s part to
learn white man’s ways, and the settlers were, with a few exceptions, little inclined to acculturate the Seminole. Then in
1879 the government dispatched Captain R. H. Pratt, the soldiereducator who founded the Carlisle Indian School, to investigate
the condition of the Florida Seminole and prevail upon them
to agree to leave Florida.4 Pratt contacted the Indians and reported on their camp life, but he made no headway in persuading them to move. In 1880 the Smithsonian Institution sent
the Reverend Clay MacCauley to compile an ethnographic survey
of the Florida Indians, which he completed in a period of
several months.5 Publication of the studies by Pratt and MacCauley in the 1880s spurred renewed interest in the Florida
Seminoles. By 1891 the Women’s National Indian Association had
purchased a half-section of land and established a Seminole
mission, and within a year the government had acquired adjoining land to open an industrial education center and general
agency for the Indians. 6 However, both private and public
efforts to contact the Seminoles had only limited success and
little impact on their life style. The Indians engaged primarily in
a hunting and trapping economy, augmented by some subsistence
farming and raising of livestock. As long as game was plentiful
and mobility was not constricted in southern Florida, the Seminoles defied attempts to convert them into farmers. Changes
occurred in the first quarter of the twentieth century with the
establishment of reservations, but as late as 1900 the Florida
Indians were still basically a semi-nomadic people with a relatively unrestricted domain.
The people who knew the Seminole best were the white
traders who at the end of the nineteenth century frequented
their camps or established permanent trading posts on the periphery of their hunting grounds. Many traders and whiskey vendors came and went among the Indians but left little documentary evidence of their transactions. What is known of the Indian
4. William C. Sturtevant, “R. H. Pratt’s Report on the Seminole in 1879,”
Florida Anthropologist, IX (March 1956), 1-24.
5. Clay MacCauley, “The Seminole Indians of South Florida,” Fifth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology (Washington,
1887), 475-538.
6. “Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,” House Exec. Doc.,
53rd Cong., 2nd sess., no. 1, 356.
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trade on the Florida frontier comes primarily from the documents and personal accounts of those families who established
permanent trading posts and trafficked with the Seminole on a
sustained basis. These pioneers, often living under the most
primitive of conditions, were the Indian’s contact with the outside world which he loathed but also needed. The trading posts
were his source of supply for food staples, manufactured goods,
guns, and ammunition that he needed for survival in the wilderness. They were also outlets for pelts, plumes, hides, and skins
which would bring the cash money necessary for trading. The
traders were also entrepreneurs, and they depended upon the
Indians for those items which they sold at a profit to warehousemen in Miami, Fort Myers, Key West, and Tampa for transhipment to eastern manufacturing centers. Thus, there developed a symbiotic relationship between the trader and the
Seminole that often transcended mere economic necessity; in
most cases the traders also became friends of the Indians and
keen observers of their way of life. The traders and their families often learned the language of the Indians, the Muskogee of
the Cow Creeks and the Hitchiti of the Mikasuki, and taught
the Indian some rudiments of English to facilitate communication. Many close relationships were established between white
and Seminole youngsters that lasted over the years. The posts
became havens for sick or injured Indians, especially in times of
epidemics such as measles or influenza for which the Indians
had no cure in their tribal medical lore.
Although there had been trading posts at Fort Myers since
the 1850s and at Miami since the 1870s, the boom in Indian
trade came in the 1890s when the demand for alligator hides and
the feathers of plume birds soared.7 As business grew it became
profitable to establish trading posts close to the source of supply.
By the late 1880s the Seminole had divided into three distinct
groups, which reflected language and political differences, and
had settled in three geographic locations, each having its own
particular environmental potential for economic gain. In the
7. MacCauley, “The Seminole Indians of South Florida,” 487-88. Two
of the traders at Miami were William B. Brickell and J. W. Ewan.
For information on their activities see Helen Muir, Miami, USA
(Coconut Grove, 1953), 14-16, 30, 51-52, and Charles W. Pierce,
Pioneer Life in Southeast Florida, edited by Donald W. Curl (Miami,
1970), 126-27.
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marsh region northeast of Lake Okeechobee, along Cow Creek,
were the Muskogee-speaking descendants of the lower Creeks who
first entered Florida in the 1700s. In the broad watery land
south of the lake lived the Hitchiti-speaking Mikasuki bands
which were divided into two groups: along the lower east coast
the so-called “Miami Indians” lived on the hammocks of the
Everglades, while some sixty miles west, the “Cypress Indians”
lived and hunted in the Big Cypress swamp southward to the
Ten Thousand Islands. One or more major trading posts served
each of these regious. The accounts of life at these posts produce
a colorful and human narrative of cultural interaction, and if
there is a thread of similarity in the experiences, there is also
diversity in terms of the somewhat different needs and life
styles of the Seminoles who frequented a particular site. The
accounts of these traders provide a chronicle of the cultural
changes that took place among the Seminole as they came in
contact with the outside world. This study focuses on the major
trading families who were active in south Florida and the
reciprocal relationships which they established with the Seminole
during the period 1890-1930.
Frank Stranahan was twenty-eight when, in 1893, he arrived
at the small New River settlement now known as Fort Lauderdale. He was to manage the overland stagecoach mail line from
Lantana to Lemon City, which had replaced the “Barefoot
Mailman” route along the beaches. In addition, he was to
operate the ferry across the river and develop a dining and
lodging facility at this midpoint on the stagecoach route. Within
a year he opened the Stranahan & Co. Trading Post on the
north bank of the river. In 1894 Stranahan purchased a ten-acre
tract from William B. and Mary Brickell of Miami, the first of
many land acquisitions that would make him one of the area’s
wealthiest citizens. Stranahan’s enterprises prospered, especially
his trade with the Indians. In 1900 he was married to Ivy Julia
Cromartie, who had come to the settlement as the first teacher,
and the following year he built an imposing two-story structure
on the river that would serve as both a trading post and family
home. 8
The Stranahans were staunch friends of the Seminoles who
8. August Burghard, Watchie-Esta/Hutrie (The Little White Mother)
(Fort Lauderdale, 1968), passim.
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trusted them explicitly and who often traveled great distances
to trade with them. The winter season was the heavy trading
period, and Mrs. Stranahan recalled seeing as many as 100
canoes coming down the river loaded with Indian families, their
trade goods, cook ware, and animals. These large groups might
come in as often as every six weeks, depending upon the supply
of game and where they were hunting. There were also families
of Indians living in nearby camps, such as Johnny Jumper’s
who traded at the store more frequently and did not stay as
long. Those who came would generally stay four days to a week,
camping on the grounds, and keeping their dugouts in a slough
which ran off the main river course. Stranahan also built a shelter with canvas roof and siding which served as a dormitory for
visiting Seminoles. Since Stranahan refused to sell whiskey, oftentimes the Indians would take the stagecoach, later the train, to
West Palm Beach for a drinking bout at Zapp’s or other saloons
in the vicinity. On such occasions Stranahan usually prevailed
upon them to leave their weapons with him at the store until
they returned.9
The Seminoles brought a variety of items to trade at Stranahan’s store: “After abolition of the egret plumes trade in 1901,
otter pelts became the most valuable trade item with a single
skin priced from $7 to $8 during the winter season. . . . In summer, alligator hides brought $1.80 to $2.00 for speciments 6 to
8 feet long, but only 50 to 75 cents each for smaller hides. Newly
hatched alligator eggs were also important. The Indians would
place moist leaves around eggs and hatch them at the store for
Stranahan who in turn sold them to tourists for 25 cents to $1.00
each, depending upon size. Garden produce in the form of corn,
pumpkins (of the special Seminole variety), and beans were
often offered to the store as were huckleberries and wild grapes.
But the old customs of bartering preserved quail, doves, parakeets or live turkeys seems to have died out, although deerskins
remained a common trade item. Kunti (koonti, compte) the
famous Seminole starch and famine food, constituted a significant item of commerce at Stranahan’s store.”10 The scope of the
trading activities was such that some Indian groups “brought
9 . Alan Craig and David McJunkin, “Stranahan’s: Last of the Seminole
Trading Posts,” Florida Anthropologist, XXIV (June 1971), 48.
10. I b i d .
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Hunting party on the New River, ca. 1904. Courtesy of Stranahan Family
Collection.

Stranahan home and trading post, 1901. Courtesy of Stranahan Family
Collection.
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W. H. “Bill” Brown, his wife, and children, at a Big Cypress camp, ca. 1902.
Courtesy of Percy Brown Collection.

Storter’s store at Everglade, ca. 1920. Courtesy of Kirby Storter Collection.
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in as much as $1200 to $1500 in materials to be sold to Stranahan although generally the amount involved was much less,
usually $50-75.11 The volume of Seminole trade was substantial,
adding significantly to the economy of the area.
Stranahan’s store provided the Indians with nearly everything they needed to survive in the Everglades: “new pots and
pans, traps, good quality shotguns, ammunition, an occasional
rifle, ‘books’ of calico (this is a 10-yard bolt folded so as to
resemble pages of a book), some canned goods (particularly
peaches), flour, a small amount of grits, much salt (for salting
alligator hides), jewelry in general (especially watches, fobs, and
beads), axes, hatchets, saws, knives, hammers, and large amounts
of nails. This latter commodity was extensively used in the construction of their chikees and other structures. In addition to
lard and butter used for cooking oil, they bought canned milk.
Kerosene was not used for cooking but rather for illumination
and as a mosquito repellant. Cheesecloth was purchased for
mosquito netting. Chewing tobacco, pipes, and snuff were not
popular with the clientele of Stranahan’s store but they did buy
cut tobacco and cigarettes in quantity. . . . Stranahan refused
to sell patent medicines, vanilla extract, or any other item
containing alcohol.“12
Mrs. Stranahan often recounted her experiences with the
Seminole early in this century. 13 For the first year or so the
Indian children would not come near the white woman at the
trading post, but ultimately a rapport was established, and the
young Seminoles roamed the Stranahan house freely during
their visits. At this point Mrs. Stranahan felt that it was her
Christian duty to work with the youngsters so that they might
be better prepared to cope with the ever encroaching white
culture. Shunning traditional school materials such as the Webster blue back speller and McGuffey readers, she used large
brightly colored religious posters supplied by the Presbyterian
Church. These posters contained pictures of saints, apostles, and
other scriptural figures with their names printed underneath.
The children learned their letters on the Stranahan’s back porch,
11. Ibid.
12. Ibid., 45, 49.
13. Burghard, Watchie-Esta/Hutrie (The Little White Mother), passim.
See Harry A. Kerry, Jr., “Educating the Seminole Indians of Florida,
1879-1970,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLIX (July 1970), 18-19.
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or around Mrs. Stranahan’s Model-T Ford when she drove in
later years to nearby camps. Her educational efforts were not
always well received. “The parents frowned upon education,”
she recalled, and the “medicine men detested it.“14 Therefore,
she concentrated on the children and did not attempt to change
their elders’ mode of living. Moreover, she realized that the
ways of the white men were not necessarily the best for the
Indians, and she always told the children “we don’t want to
make you like us. We just want to give you education, so that
you can make the best of what you are.“15 Despite the resistance
of some tribal elders and the hardships involved, Mrs. Stranahan
continued her informal teaching for over twenty-five years, ceasing only when a federal day school was opened on the Dania
Seminole Reservation in 1927.16
In addition to these efforts, there were other instances where
the Stranahans helped introduce new elements into Seminole
culture. For example, Mrs. Stranahan possessed an 1893 sewing
machine which her husband had purchased directly from the
manufacturer, Thomas H. White, an early-day yachting visitor
to the area. The Indians learned to sew on this machine, and
Stranahan later sold them smaller hand cranked models for
$30.00 to carry back to their camps. He always kept a few treadle
models for them to use when visiting his store.17 The Stranahan
phonograph and wax cylinder records both amused and frightened the Indians. They enjoyed the music but were alarmed
at the talking voices, and one Seminole reportedly gathered up
his family and commanded: “Go! No like canned man.“18 The
Indians had become increasingly fond of canned goods, and
this fellow apparently believed that a person was incarcerated
in the cylinder like the beef and vegetables.
In 1906 Stranahan moved his business to a location on
Brickell Avenue adjacent to the Florida East Coast Railroad.
The company ledgers reveal that the Seminole continued a brisk
trade with Stranahan until he sold his interests to the Oliver
14. Fort Lauderdale News, September 29, 1968.
15. Ibid.
16. Roy Nash, “Survey of the Seminole Indians of Florida,” Senate Doc.,
71st Cong., 3rd sess., no. 314, 70.
17. Fort Lauderdale News, August 6, 1956.
18. Ibid.
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19

brothers in 1912. He devoted his remaining years to private
and civic affairs until his death in 1929, always maintaining a
close relationship with the Indians, and often accompanied
federal officials on their visits to the camps. Mrs. Stranahan also
devoted her time and energies in support of the Seminoles, and
she was instrumental in establishing the federal reservation at
Dania in 1926.20 She later organized the “Friends of the Seminoles” to continue her work, and it was her personal prestige
with officials at all government levels which generally brought
decisive action favorable to the Florida Indians. Mrs. Stranahan
died at her home in Fort Lauderdale in 1971.21
William H. “Bill” Brown was perhaps the most famous Indian trader to operate in the Big Cypress region on the western
edge of the Everglades. An Englishman who had run away from
home as a teenager, Brown jumped ship in Havana, Cuba, and
eventually made his way to Fort Myers. Around 1885 he began
taking a covered wagon filled with groceries into the wilderness to trade with the Seminoles. When the mission was established at Immokalee in 1891, the Browns had already moved their
home to the new community. In 1896, Rose, the eldest Brown
daughter, was the first white child confirmed in the region by
Bishop William Crane Gray of the Episcopal Missionary Jurisdiction of Southern Florida. 22 Rose claimed that when she told
the bishop that the Seminole term for “my home” was Immokalee, he gave that name to the mission.23 In 1896 Bill Brown
decided to move closer to the Indian camps located some forty
miles further into Big Cypress Swamp. He later bought out a
trader named Wilson and established Brown’s Boat Landing
on a hammock now located in the Big Cypress Seminole Reservation.
The Indians traded the usual assortment of alligator hides,
otter pelts, and bird plumes. The best season for taking alligators was during the high water of summer and early fall, and
19. Ibid. See ledgers of Stranahan & Co., 1906-1911, Ft. Lauderdale Historical Society, Ft. Lauderdale.
20. Nash, “Survey of the Seminole Indians of Florida,” 70.
21. Mrs. Stranahan died August 30, 1971.
22. Interview with Rose Brown Kennon, Fort Myers, September 24, 1971.
Tape (50A) and transcript in University of Florida Indian Oral History
Archives, Florida State Museum, Gainesville. See “Address of the
Bishop,” 60.
23. Interview with Rose Brown Kennon.
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Frank Brown recalls one year when in a four-week period the
Seminoles delivered 700 hides to George Storter’s store at Everglade and a similar number to his father. The average ‘gator
hide traded ran from five to eight feet in length, according to
the surviving Brown children. A five-foot hide sold for fifty cents,
a six-footer for seventy-five cents, and ninety cents was the top
price for eight-feet or over.24 The hides were transported to
Fort Myers, a five-day trip by oxcart, and were sold to dealers
such as R. A. Henderson or H. P. Parker. The top price paid by
Parker for an eight foot ‘gator hide seems to have been $1.05,
so the profit for Brown was not large.25 The Seminoles also
traded buckskin which Brown bought from them by the pound,
and egret plumes in season, April to June, when they were most
brilliant and would bring top prices. The major pelts that the
Indians brought to the Boat Landing were otter; they did not
like trapping raccoon, claiming they “stink too much.“26 Whenever Brown had a load of trade goods and needed to replenish
his store inventory he and his sons would make the long trek
into Fort Myers via Immokalee. Sometimes the entire family
would go along, although they generally remained at the
trading post nine months of the year, moving into Immokalee
to farm during the summer months. The Fort Myers Press once
reported his arrival: “Mr. Wm. H. Brown came in from the
Everglades Tuesday bringing his wife and four children, two
wagons, 4 yolk of cattle, 3 dogs, 513 gator hides, seven otter
hides, 10 Seminole checkens, 3 pigs, thirty pounds of buckskin
and 4 pounds of alligator teeth.“27
For the most part the Indians traded for staples such as flour,
sugar, coffee, and grits. The Browns hauled sugar in 355-pound
barrels and grits in 196-pound barrels, and then sold them by
the paper sack full. Another popular item was cloth, particularly
calico, which the squaws bought three to ten yards at a time
selected from counter bolts. They also purchased sewing machines, and Mrs. Brown taught both men and women to sew.
24. Interview with Frank Brown, Immokalee, September 24, 1971. Tape
(51A) and transcript in University of Florida Indian Oral History
archives, Florida State Museum.
25. Interview with Rose Brown Kennon.
26. Interview with Frank Brown.
27. Fort Myers Press, December 10, 1891.
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A hand-cranked machine was first sold in the Big Cypress. Of
course, glass beads were always a popular item with the women,
and the Browns sold them for approximately $3.00 a quart.
Among the men, skinning knives, guns, and ammunition were in
demand, particularly twenty-two pump guns, thirty-two single
shot rifles, thirty-eight Winchester ‘73 lever-action rifles, as well
as twelve and sixteen gauge shotguns. Firearms were relatively
inexpensive: the thirty-two single shot rifles selling for $5.00$8.00, and shotguns for $12.00 or less. The Seminoles also purchased a variety of farming instruments with which to plant and
harvest their crops, and there was a limited demand for harness
and wagon parts by the few who had oxen and carts. Derby
hats were also a popular item of wearing apparel for the Indians. 29
The Brown family established many close friendships with
the Indians who frequented their trading post. The Seminole
called the trader “mac-kin-a-see” or friend, and whenever they
poled their dugout canoes in from the deep water of the sawgrass and down the canal that had been dug to the landing, they
were accorded the freedom of the place, including the Brown
homestead. At Christmas time the Browns always held a barbecue for the Indians, sometimes to the distress of missionaries
who had settled nearby and felt this conflicted with their services.
Mrs. Brown cared for the sick and injured who came to the
landing and taught them various domestic arts. On at least
one occasion she taught an Indian man to read minimally and
to write his name.30 The children of the family, especially the
two oldest, Rose and Frank, learned to speak the Mikasuki
tongue fluently, and they helped their father in the store. At age
85, Frank Brown still retained vivid memories of life in the
Indian camps at the turn of the century. He learned the Mikasuki language from Billy Conapatchee, who had some schooling
and spoke excellent English; he often hunted with Conapatchee’s
son Josie Billie, as well as his brothers Billy Fewell and Miami
Billy. He could recall when a spread of egret plumes brought
$50.00 in a Fort Myers’s hotel before the 1901 anti-pluming law.
28. Interview with Frank Brown.
29. Ibid.
30. Ibid. The teaching activities of Mrs. Brown are also reported in Harriet
Randolph Parkhill, Mission to the Seminoles (Orlando, 1909), 15. Also,
Charlton W. Tebeau, Florida’s Last Frontier (Coral Gables, 1957), 194.
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Frank Brown hunted and trapped throughout the Everglades,
and he became a leading guide in the region. The Audubon
Society hired him as one of the first wardens guarding the plume
bird rookeries, and he later worked for the Indian agent when
the Big Cypress Reservation was established.31
Mrs. Rose Brown Kennon recalled that her mother and
father had great confidence in the medical powers of the Seminole, and once when she contracted blood poisoning and was
in danger of losing her arm they agreed to have her treated by
old Doctor Tommie, the Indian medicine man. He arrested the
infection with herbal medicine, and she used the formula often
in later years.32 Other whites also learned much about Everglades survival by emulating the Indians; for example, using
palmetto and cabbage palm for both food and shelter.
Due in part to his wife’s poor health and his own advancing years, Bill Brown in 1908 sold the Boat Landing and
moved his family back to Immokalee. The post was purchased
by Bishop Gray for the Episcopal Church, and the activities
which had been centered at a mission called Glade Cross since
1898 were moved to the landing. Dr. J. W. Godden, a medical
missionary, continued to trade with the Seminoles at that location until he moved the operation to a site near old Fort Shackleford, some six miles away, where he hoped to establish an industrial training farm for those Indians who wanted to learn
a new way of life. When Dr. Godden died in 1914, the mission
was closed permanently, and the Indians were once again forced
to carry their trade goods to Immokalee or Fort Myers. Bill
Brown continued to run a small store in Immokalee until his
death in 1927, and his old Seminole friends often would make
the long trip to visit him and the family.
In 1887, George W. Storter, accompanied by his wife and
infant daughter, arrived at the hamlet of Everglade on the Allen
River in southwestern Florida where his father and younger
brother had settled seven years earlier.33 Establishing a home on
31. Nash, “Survey of the Seminole Indians of Florida,” 68. Also, interview
with Frank Brown.
32. Interview with Rose Brown Kennon.
33. Interview with Kirby Storter, Miami, September 15, 1971. Tape (35A)
and transcript in University of Florida Indian Oral History Archives,
Florida State Museum. See Charlton W. Tebeau, The Story of the
Chokoloskee Bay Country (Coral Gables, 1955), 32.
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the river, Storter made his living by farming and cutting buttonwood to supply stove wood for the Key West market. At first
there were no Indians in the vicinity, although occasionally he
saw them when hunting deer in the Everglades. Then in 1888,
five canoe loads of Indians settled in the lower section of the
Big Cypress Swamp. Four years later Storter had acquired sufficient capital to take out an occupational license for $1.50, and
he opened a general store at Everglade. The family operated
this store until 1921, and during that time one-half of the customers were “Cypress Indians.“34 Because of the isolation of
Everglade, store supplies were brought in by schooner which a
family member operated. The major sources of supply were
wholesalers in Key West and Tampa; there was little contact
with other traders in south Florida.
The Indians brought in a variety of trade items to the Storter
store: otter and raccoon pelts, bee’s wax, fresh deer and wild
turkey, cured buckskins, and Indian dolls and costumes. A common item was salted and rolled alligator hides. The Seminole
only took belly skin, and these were stretched on a table and
measured to the nearest foot; the going price was ten cents a
foot. There were also small ‘gators called “hornbacks” which
had been skinned out in their entirety for souvenirs, and these
brought a slightly higher price. The hides were packed in empty
sugar barrels and shipped to Bayer Brothers in New York. Some
months the Storters handled as many as 700 alligator hides.35
The Indians also brought in egret plumes to trade. At first
Storter was not sure of their value, but finally agreed to pay
fifty cents for poor ones and seventy-five cents for the better
quality. When he had collected enough to stuff a mattress,
Storter took a load to Key West where he sold them for a
handsome profit.36
The Seminoles were waited on individually in Storter’s
store, and since they often came four or five canoeloads at a time,
it could take as long as twelve hours to complete a trading session. The Indians were paid in cash for the goods they had
brought in. Then they roamed freely behind the counters selecting items which they paid for a piece at a time. Thus the Indian
34. Interview with Kirby Sorter.
35. Ibid.
36. Ibid.
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would have his goods, and the Storters would have their money
back, and the process would begin again with another Seminole.
Only rarely did the Indians not spend their entire income before leaving the store, but if they did have a cash surplus they
would refuse paper money, since it was subject to rotting or
being mutilated in the camps. Gold and silver coins were relatively indestructible, and they could also be strung together as
ornamental necklaces or bracelets. On occasion Indians sought
to buy on credit, which they called “making book,” and it was
usually granted because the majority always honored their
debts. 37
Most of the “Cypress Indians” understood English, and there
was little difficulty in communicating. The Storters also learned
the Mikasuki language, particularly idioms and the name for
store goods. The Seminoles mainly bought groceries, especially
coffee, flour, salt, and grits which they used in making “sofkee.”
Different kinds of cloth and hand-cranked sewing machines, each
costing $25.00, were popular among the women, as were multihued glass beads which were sold for $1.75 a pound and sometimes more.38 By the beginning of the twentieth century the
men began buying trousers. Often they would stuff their kneelength shirts in at the waist, giving a rather rumpled appearance.
Derby hats and broad-brimmed woven hats were also popular.
The Storters did not regularly stock guns but these could be
ordered from suppliers in Tampa. The most popular weapon
among the Seminoles was the Winchester ‘38, 1873 model, leveraction, which was very effective in bringing down deer or dispatching an alligator. Twelve- and sixteen-gauge shotguns and
twenty-two pump-action rifles were also used, and it was easy to
obtain ammunition for them. After completing their trading
the Indians often remained overnight in the loft of the store or
made camp on the grounds. Only once did an Indian abuse the
Storter hospitality by stealing from the unguarded store, and
the offender was barred from further commerce at Everglade.
The Storters sold their holdings to Barron Collier in 1922.39 One
year later the Florida legislature recognized the latter’s holdings
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid.
39. Ibid. According to Kirby Storter his father George W. Storter was not
named after his grandfather, George W. Storter. See Tebeau, The Story
of the Chokoloskee Bay Country, 35.
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as Collier County, and the newly renamed Everglades City became its first county seat.
Chokoloskee Island, less than 150 acres and rising only
twenty feet above sea level, lies in the shallow inland sea known
as Chokoloskee Bay some six miles southeast of Everglades City.40
Since 1955 it can be reached by a causeway and bridge, but
earlier shallow-draft vessels brought in supplies and mail, and
carried out the produce raised by the islanders for the Key West
and Miami markets. As early as 1886 a small store was established
on the island by C. G. McKinney, but it did not become a prominent Indian trading center until C. S. “Ted” Smallwood opened
his post there in 1906. The original store was in Smallwood’s
home, which also served as the post office. Later he constructed
a store at the water’s edge, and had it raised on pilings after the
hurricane of 1924 set the business awash. A prominent historian
of this region has contended that “after 1906 the Smallwood
place became increasingly the trading headquarters for the
region, being rivaled only by that of Captain George W. Storter
at Everglades.“41 The shallow waters of Chokoloskee Bay were
ideally suited for the dugout caroes of the Seminole, and they
often frequented Smallwood’s store, particularly after the Storters
sold out their holdings to Barron Collier.
Ted Smallwood ran his store for thirty-five years until his
retirement in 1941, then his daughter Thelma took over the
post office and business which still remains in the family to the
present. As a youngster growing up at the trading post, Thelma
Smallwood retained many memories of the Indians who traded
with her father.42
In the Lake Okeechobee region two families dominated
trading with the Cow Creek Seminole who lived and hunted on
the prairie and marshlands northeastward to the Blue Cypress
Swamp. Ellis Meserve came to Okeechobee City, then called
Tantie in honor of a local school teacher, in 1915 and opened a
hardware store with money advanced by his father.43 A decade
earlier L. M. Raulerson, the son of a pioneer family, had
40.
41.
42.
43.

Ibid., 5.
Ibid., 55.
Ibid., 56-59.
Interview with Hiram Raulerson, October 10, 1971. Tape (36A) and
transcript in University of Florida Indian Oral History Archives, Florida State Museum. Also interview with Ellis Meserve, October 10, 1971.
Notes in possession of author.
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opened a grocery store and trading post.44 The Meserve and
Raulerson enterprises have been the dominant mercantile interests in the Okeechobee area and the prime recipients of the
Indian trade.
Meserve bought plumes from the Seminoles, which they
brought wrapped in bundles, and he would determine a value by
feeling the texture. At Raulerson’s the Indians traded alligator
hides and otter pelts as well as plumes, and they occasionally
brought in fresh meat and berries. At the hardware store the
Seminoles secured pots and pans, single barrel shotguns, boxes of
black powder shotgun shells which cost forty-five cents, and
45
sometimes sewing machines. They insisted that items be selected and paid for one at a time and that each item be
wrapped, probably because they needed the paper and string.
If they had cash left after leaving Meserve’s they usually went
to Raulerson’s trading post where they purchased staples like
flour, grits, rice, coffee, sugar, and citrus which they did not
raise at that time.46 Neither merchant learned the Muskogee
language, although they knew enough to transact business. The
Indians could not speak much English in the early years; when
they saw something they wanted, they pointed and grunted, and
they knew the value of money.
Because many Indian camps were only some twenty miles
away, the Seminoles rarely spent much time in Okeechobee when
they came in to trade, and entire families often made the trip.
If an Indian did stay for a day or two they used the Raulerson
porch as a sleeping and eating area. Indicative of the changing
life style of the Seminole in the region, Hiram Raulerson recalls
that initially the men who came to his father’s store wore traditional long shirts and that a few still wore the old turbans; by
the 1920s they were buying denim work clothes and Stetson hats
like the whites.47 The Raulersons trusted the Indians and would
extend them credit. A ledger entry from 1920 shows that Billy
Bowlegs III and Charlie Micco were customers who enjoyed this
privilege.48 The Raulerson and Meserve businesses continued
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Interview with Hiram Raulerson.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ledgers of L. M.. Raulerson & Co., 1905-1926, in possession of author.
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to benefit from the Indians even after the day of plume and hide
trading had passed, and today many of the Indian cattlemen
from the Brighton Reservation have accounts at the stores. For
many years Raulerson’s also had an open account for the “Friends
of the Seminole” organization headed by Mrs. Stranahan, and
outfitted many of the children who were going away to boarding
schools. Even now an occasional pelt or hide is taken in exchange
for goods at Raulerson’s, keeping alive its heritage of a trading
post.
By the late 1920s the lucrative era of the Indian trade in
Florida was drawing to a close, and there was a decline in both
the volume and value of the goods which the Seminole brought
to the trading posts. A primary cause of the decline was the
accelerated draining and cultivation of the Everglades during
the Florida land boom of the twenties. Then, too, the changing
whims of fashion, coupled with a renewed national emphasis
on the conservation of wild life had drastically reduced the
market for the products of hunting and trapping. Moreover,
there was an increasing competition for the game remaining in
the region. Roy Nash, in his 1930 survey of the Florida Seminole,
reported that hunting and trapping were still the chief occupations of the Big Cypress and Everglades Indians and that diminishing supplies were in some measure compensated by
rising prices. Nevertheless, he estimated that the Indian trade
in furs and hides brought them no more than $25,000 annually,
and he found that “the Indian is a minority factor in the Florida
fur trade . . . he is regularly beaten at his own game by white
men. . . . It is the difference between dugout canoe and a gasoline launch (in taking number of ‘gators) . . . . White men buy
better traps and they take more pains in handling their pelts.“49
The rapid settlement of south Florida also had an impact on
the Indian way of life. With the completion of the Tamiami
Trail in 1926 linking the lower east and west coasts of the state,
plus the addition of secondary roads in the region, the Seminole
had easier access to the coastal towns and cities for shopping and
employment. Unfortunately, this also brought him into closer
contact with the baser elements of the dominant culture, and
some Indians were ensnared in the vicious life of the commercial
49.

Nash, “Survey of the Seminole Indians of Florida,“ 37.
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“tourist camps” which sprang up during that period. However,
few Seminoles willingly chose to move into the populated urban
areas for any length of time; they began to acquire cars and
trucks and were frequent visitors, but preferred to live in a
wilderness seclusion.
In the long run, perhaps the most important factor in changing the economic life of the Seminole was the establishment of
permanent federal reservations in Florida. With land of their
own and government support, the Seminole increasingly turned
to cattle raising and agricultural labor, as well as semi-skilled and
skilled construction work both on and off the reservation; their
children began to attend school, modern housing supplanted
the “chickee,” and inexorably a new life style began to emerge.50
Today, the Seminole rarely hunts or traps except for recreation,
and stringent game laws govern these activities except on the
reservations. The Miccosukee Tribe which lives along the
Tamiami Trail and maintains the most traditional cultural patterms of the Florida Indians, did a thriving business as late as
the 1950s supplying restaurants in Miami and the Everglades
City-Naples area with frog legs and other delicacies.51 Now even
the Miccosukee have turned to commercial ventures with the
establishment of a tribal restaurant-service station complex at
40 Mile Bend on the Tamiami Trail west of Miami. Thus, for
all practical purposes the days of commercial hunting and trapping are over for the Florida Indians; in the not too distant future the young Indian will probably look on the hunting and
trading period of his people’s history as a quaint cultural anachronism, better left to the studies of anthropologists and historians while the Seminole and Miccosukee people get on with
the serious business of life in the twentieth century.
50.

Harry A. Kersey,, Jr., “Ahfachkee Day School,” Teachers’ College Record,
LXXII (September 1970), 94-95. See Kersey, “Educating the Seminole
Indians of Florida, 1879-1970,” 26.
51. Ethel Cutler Freeman, “Culture Stability and Change Among the
Seminoles of Florida,” Men and Cultures (Gainesville, 1965), 251.
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LUMBER AND TRADE IN PENSACOLA AND
WEST FLORIDA: 1800-1860
by JOHN A. E ISTERHOLD *

significant communities along the
O Old South’scommercially
gulf coast, Pensacola was most dependent upon
F ALL THE

lumber for its prosperity. Although it failed to develop into a
great cotton port, Pensacola found that an expanding lumber
industry offered a reliable export commodity upon which to
base a steady if unspectacular rate of growth.1 Favorably situated
near rich timber resources, and possessing a good harbor, only
enterprise was needed to make the city one of the nation’s
leading lumber ports.
The town’s citizenry was constantly reminded of the potential importance of lumber by the energetic editor of the Pensacola Gazette. In an editorial written in March 1834, he detailed what this trade actually meant and could mean to the
future of the area.2 Noting that there had been a large percentage increase in the amount of lumber cut and shipped from
Pensacola in the previous six years, he claimed that only one
saw mill was operating within fifty miles of Pensacola in 1823.
Lumbermen, and men with an eye for profit in general, had
discovered how rich the area was in yellow pine and other
timber— White Oak, the Red Cedar, the Juniper, the Cypress,
and the Ash, all “of a quality and value not surpassed by that
of any other part of the world.” Lured by abundant timber,
some twenty-five mills were in operation by 1834. The editor
believed that competition among lumbermen only served to increase the price of lumber, and that seemingly supply could
never catch up with demand. All this, he concluded, had been
demonstrated already in Mobile where “every thousand feet of
lumber is worth ten dollars, not because they have more use
* Mr. Eisterhold is associate professor of history, University of Tennessee
at Martin.
1.. Henry Clay Armstrong, History of Escambia County Florida (St. Augustine, 1930), 91; Herbert J. Doherty. “Antebellum Pensacola: 1821-1860,”
Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXVII (January-April 1959), 337-57.
2. Pensacola Gazette, March 26, 1834.
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for the article there, but because there is a large quantity produced, and vessels without freights are always sure of finding
a supply of lumber in those waters.“3
With its fine harbor and growing lumber production, there
was no reason why Pensacola could not compete with Mobile.
Some years earlier, when Hanson Kelly established a lumber
mill and yard in Pensacola, most people predicted that it would
be a failure. Kelly, however, prospered, and by 1834, even with
many competitors, his mill was yielding a “reasonable profit,”
stimulating diverse businesses in town, and affording his employees a good living. An acquaintance of the editor, a man of
“genuine practical sense,” announced his intention to build a
steam saw mill on “extensive plans” that would be capable of
sawing 25,000 feet of lumber per day. With projected net profits
at $2.00 per 1,000 feet, about twenty to thirty per cent profit
margin at current prices, lumber mills represented a potentially
attractive investment.4
After 1834 most mills began changing over from water to
steam-power. The water mills, generally running only two saws,
had been capable of producing only a few thousand feet of
lumber per day. Conversion made it possible to multiply production, satisfy domestic needs, and create a surplus for export.
The citizens who held stock in the Pensacola Steam Saw Mill
Company led this modernization drive. Noting that the “best
business” was already being enjoyed by the saw mill owners,
a subscriber decided that a “steam saw mill would do a greatly
better business”; lumber could be “more accurately sawed, more
easily cleaned and dried, and loaded on vessels,” and the great
quantities available would assure that ship captains “would
always be sure to get a cargo at this port.” Lumber, he asserted,
was the town’s “only staple.” The streams running into Pensacola Bay made rafting from the interior easy. Buildings in the
West Indies, where “cane built houses of the Spanuish Maine
[sic] are all giving way to the substantial lumber tenements, for
which the Gulf of Mexico have supplies,” insured that demand
and price for a continuously greater amount of lumber would remain constant. He predicted that the Pensacola Steam Saw Mill
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid. Kelly apparently came to Pensacola from Wilmington, North Carolina, where he was a merchant. See Wilmington Gazette, September 29,
1807.
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Company would enjoy a handsome business for many years to
come.5
Alexander McVoy was the most prominent lumberman in
antebellum Pensacola. In September 1847, he formed a partnership with William J. Keyser, a local merchant, and began producing and merchandising lumber.6 Within a year, Keyser left
the business, running a notice in the Gazette that the firm’s
enterprises would be continued by McVoy.7 While the brief partnership lasted, it seemed to flourish, with McVoy and Keyser
offering a variety of services. Although the chief business of the
firm was the buying, milling, and exporting of lumber, it also
handled other goods, freighted diverse products, and booked
passage for coastal and international travelers. All seven of the
vessels clearing Pensacola in the week ending January 1, 1848,
carried cargo and passengers booked by the firm.8 The partnership, and McVoy after the partnership’s dissolution, also acted as
receiving agents, selling from a large store a variety of goods,
including, for example, hay and potatoes from as far away as
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.9
As sole proprietor, McVoy seems to have prospered. As
shipping agent for a number of schooners and brigs operating
in the coastal trade, McVoy supplemented his merchant income
and helped to arrange a regular schooner service between Mobile
and Pensacola. McVoy announced, February 28, 1852, that the
schooner Walcott, Captain Harry Maury commanding:
. . . will leave Pensacola every Tuesday and Mobile every
Saturday . . . . The Walcott has two fine cabins furnished
with every convenience and comfort, one of which is suited
up exclusively for the ladies. All orders promptly attended to.
For freight or passage, apply to Alexander McVoy, or to
the captain on board.10
McVoy also branched out into politics during these years,
and was elected city alderman. A Know-Nothing and a staunch
Fillmore supporter in the election of 1856, McVoy was wellrespected by his fellow Pensacolans.11 But commerce, and par5. Pensacola Gazette, December 19, 1835.
6. Ibid., September 24, 1847.
7. Ibid., September 30, 1847.
8. Ibid., January 1, 1848.
9. Ibid.
10. Ibid:, February 28, 1852.
11. Ibid., February 28, 1852; October 18, 1856.
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ticularly the merchandising of lumber, was McVoy’s chief interest and occupation. The editor of the Pensacola paper recognized the lumberman’s contributions to the community’s economy and wrote of his activities:
On Thursday last, our Bay presented quite a beautiful appearance— three large Barques from Mobile, under full sail
and sailing abreast of each other as if running a race, was
a sight worth beholding.— We should like to see instead of
three as many as a hundred. Our Bay has amble room and
plenty of water.. We understand that these Barques have been
chartered by our . . . fellow townsman, Alexander McVoy,
Esq., for the purpose of freighting them with lumber to
northern ports.12
McVoy shipped his lumber, laths, shingles, and staves to
Apalachicola, New Orleans, Baltimore, New York, Boston, and
other gulf and South Atlantic ports.13 Although most of his and
Pensacola’s lumber was destined for domestic ports, large amounts
went abroad, chiefly to Cuba, but also to Nassau, Barcelona,
14
Bremen, and Charges. The single largest overseas shipment,
468,000 board feet, ever sent out by McVoy was carried by the
British barque Snowden to Barcelona.15 While schooners were
large enough to carry profitable cargoes in the coastal trade, the
lumbermen generally used barques, brigs, and ships for ports
farther away than the West Indies. The typical schooner carried
about 100,000 board feet, a brig, barque, or ship could carry up
to 500,000 board feet.16 In fact, of some 4,000 vessels carrying
lumber which cleared Pensacola prior to 1860, not a single
schooner was listed as carrying lumber to Europe or South
America.17 While they were the standard vessels of the local and
coastal trade, their limited cargo capacity made long hauls unprofitable. 18
From 1847 to 1855, McVoy’s saw mill underwent several expansions, and he was often seeking competent sawyers. One ad12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Ibid., June 5, 1852.
Ibid., September 27, 1851; August 31, 24, November 9, 1850.
Ibid., April 5, January 17, May 3, June 7, 1851; April 29, 1854; January
3, 1852; July 5, 1851.
Ibid., August 17, 1850.
Ibid.
Compiled from some 4,000 carago descriptions listed by the Pensacola
Gazette during the antebellum era.
Howard I. Chapelle, The History of American Sailing Ships (New York,
1935), 220.
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vertisement, calling for a man “perfectly understanding the
management of a single saw in a Steam Saw Mill,” and offering
19
“liberal wages,” required references from the applicants. In
April 1855, however, McVoy’s luck seemed to have run out when
his mill complex, some nine miles north of Pensacola, burned to
the ground. The loss included all of the mill’s machinery, and
was estimated at more than $100,000.20 The conflagration was believed “to have been the work of incendiaries,” and two of
McVoy’s employees were arrested on suspicion of arson.
While many believed that McVoy would soon “have the mill
reestablished in a better condition than before its destruction,”
he did not have the necessary capital to rebuild.21 In a few
months, however, he was back in the lumber business. A copartnership was announced in September 1855, between McVoy,
Samuel C. Keyser, and the firm of Puig, Mir, and Co. McVoy
and Keyser were to act as general partners and would be responsible for any debts of the partnership. Puig, Mir, and Co. was to
act as a “special partner,” claiming no liability past its initial investment, although sharing equally in the profits. The firm was
capitalized at $41,500. 22 Puig, Mir, and Co. eventually withdrew
from the partnership, although the new business apparently was
prospering. McVoy seemed to spend all of his time in the lumber
business; no further announcements concerning his other activities appeared in the Gazette.
The fire which ravaged McVoy’s saw mill was not an isolated
phenomena. Destruction of saw mills by fire was a frequent
occurrence in Pensacola and throughout the South. One property with “all the iron boilers, bricks, etc., belonging to the
Steam Saw Mill lately burnt” was sold at public auction in
1843.23 The Criglar Company, owning one of the largest mill
complexes in the Pensacola area, lost one of its mills in February 1854, with a loss estimated at $20,000.24 When the “splendid
Steam Saw Mill of Messrs. Anderson and Pritchett” burned in
April 1857, the fire also destroyed a large quantity of lumber and
several small houses located around the mill. The suspicious
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Pensacola Gazette, March 9, 1850.
Ibid., April 14, 1855.
Ibid.
Ibid., September 8, 1855.
Ibid., May 20, 1843.
Ibid., February 18, 1854.
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Pensacola Gazette noted that “the fire originated in the second
story of the building, a good distance from the furnace, . . .
there is every reason to suppose it the work of an incendiary . . . .
The loss is estimated at $18,000 or more . . . .“25 Whether true
or not, there was general suspicion after any mill fire that
arsonists were to blame.26 Defective equipment or negligence on
the part of the workers seldom were considered possible causes.
Whatever the cause, however, the fires were all too common,
despite precautions to prevent them. Insurance was available,
but high rates usually discouraged mill owners from protecting
themselves.
Another source of aggravation were those who illegally cut
timber on private or publicly-owned lands. As early as 1823,
Alexander Scott, Jr., collector for the port of Pensacola, publicly
warned such thieves against cutting Live Oaks or Red Cedar:
“Owners, shippers, masters of vessels are hereby warned that no
clearance will be granted in this District unless satisfactory proof
be made at this office that such timber has not been cut from
public lands.“27 Scott threatened legal action against those
committing such depredations. 28 John Hunt, an early mill
owner in the Pensacola area, ran a notice in the Gazette in 1835,
warning “persons from cutting wood or committing further
depredations on my property.“29 Another Escambian, William
Bell, warned that he would prosecute anyone he caught illegally
cutting timber on his property. 30 William F. Steele, United States
attorney for the Florida Territory, sent a letter to Secretary of
the Navy Samuel L. Southard, December 19, 1823, warning that
if the government did not stop the illegal cutting of “red cedar
and live oak . . . being cut for export from public lands,” the
interests of the navy would be jeopardized. This valuable timber
was often being cut for export to England, where it was destined
to be used by the British navy. He noted that the practice had
become so widespread that it was difficult to obtain a conviction
25. Ibid., April 11, 1857.
26. Ibid., March 13, 1858, has an article on a fire set by arsonists at the
saw mill of Manuel Hernandez.
27. Pensacola Floridian, October 18, 1823.
28. Ibid.
29. Pensacola Gazette, April 25, 1835.
30. Pensacola Florida Democrat and Mechanic’s and Workingman’s Advocate, July 13, 1848.
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because of sympathy among the Pensacolans for the thieves.
Neighboring communities like Apalachicola had similar problems. An 1838 city ordinance there provided a maximum fine of
$200 for those convicted of illegally cutting timber.32 The Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser carried a notice from the Apalachicola Land Company which warned “certain persons who
are known to be now engaged in cutting and collecting a quantity of Cedar Timber on the lands of said Company, . . . not
remove said Timber.“33 James G. Forbes, a government marshall
assigned to St. Augustine in 1823 with instructions to protect
public timber, found a brig loading on the St. Johns River with
timber cut from public lands and bound for London.34 Similarly, Thomas Douglas, United States district attorney for
St. Augustine, observed that it was common practice for mill
owners to cut timber for export from the public lands.35 Nor
were Pensacola and other Florida lumbermen exempt from petty
theft. As early as 1821, one Florida mill owner cautioned lumbermen from buying “two feeding arms of a saw mill” which had
been stolen from his mill.36
One of the largest Florida operations was owned by Joseph
Forsyth and E. E. Simpson. The partnership, probably formed
sometime during the early 1830s, owned a diversified lumber
complex on a heavily-timbered 500 acre site near Milton. They
were running at least two saws by 1835.37 By 1842, their establishment, along with that of a neighboring mill complex owned
by another Pensacola shipper, John Hunt, was milling annually
over $100,000 worth of lumber. 38 In addition, there were some
fifteen to twenty other mills located near Black Water, north of
Pensacola, and most of them were sawing lumber for the
Pensacola market.39 One of these was the Acadia Pail Factory,
owned by a Mr. Twitchell. With a machine capable of digesting
blocks of wood a foot long, “the staves were sawed out, shaped,
31. Clarence Edwin Carter, ed., Territorial Papers of the United States:
The Territory of Florida, 26 vols. (Washington, 1956-62), XXII, 309-16.
32. Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, June 28, 1838.
33. Ibid., August 21, 1847.
34. Carter, Territorial Papers, XXII, 384.
35. Ibid., XXV, 28.
36. Pensacola Gazette, December 31, 1821.
37. Ibid., May 9, 1835.
38. Ibid., September 3, 1842.
39. Ibid.
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tongued and grooved, adjusted and smoothed, the bottoms made
and inserted, and the hoops and bales prepared.” The process
took about thirty minutes, and resulted in a half-dozen Juniper
pails. 40
Forsyth and Simpson’s complex, capable as early as 1849 of
sawing up to 20,000 board feet of lumber a day, was the largest
in the area. They ran five gangs of saws, varying from one to
ten saws for each gang. Powered by a steam engine, the saws
derived power from burning sawdust carried to the furnace doors
by means of a trough. The company also employed a steampowered maching capable of “planing, mortising, and tonguing
and grooving” that made sashes, blinds, and panel doors.41 An
onlooker noted that even the saws were filed with the help of
a steam engine: “In fact, a man has nothing to do but look on
and see his work done as if by magic.”42 Bagdad, described as a
“handsome village” near Pensacola, was primarily populated by
workers from Forsyth and Simpson’s mills. Most of the skilled
laborers were from the North, whereas the common practice in
most southern mills was to employ a heavy concentration of
slave and free Negro labor.43
Forsyth and Simpson shipped their lumber both coastally
and internationally. Their partnership prospered and lasted for
the better part of two decades. Joseph Forsyth, a Whig, was
active in local and state politics, and held a seat in the Florida
senate until ill-health forced him to resign. One of the candidates for this vacancy was William L. Criglar, another Pensacola
lumberman.44 At the court ordered public sale upon Forsyth’s
40. Ibid., December 31, 1842.
41. Ibid., March 17, 1849. For a description of the evolution of planing
and moulding machines, see Manfred Powis Bale, Woodworking Machinery: Its Rise, Progress, and Construction, with Hints on the
Management of Saw Mills and the Economical Conversion of Timber
(London, 1880), 69-112.
42. Ibid.
43. Ibid. For examples of the use of Negro labor in saw mills, see John
Hebron Moore, “Simon Gray, Riverman: A Slave Who Was Almost
Free,” Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XLIX (December 1962),
472-84; also John Hebron Moore, Andrew Brown and Cypress Lumbering
in the Old Southwest (Baton Rouge, 1967), 125-48, for a discussion of
the use of free and slave labor at a large antebellum sawmill in
Natchez, Mississippi. See also New Orleans LeTelegraphe, October 17,
1807; New Orleans Daily Picayune, September 12, 1856; Wilmington
Gazette, January 1, 1801; and Charleston Courier, December 18, 1837.
44. Ibid., November 4, 1854.
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death, his five-twelfth’s share in the partnership’s machinery,
stock, and properties were auctioned off for the benefit of his
children. His surviving partner E. E. Simpson, and another
lumberman, B. D. Wright, acted as executors for the estate.45
Among Forsyth’s property were twenty-five slaves who had been
trained to work in his cotton factory.46 The editor of the Pensacola Gazette considered Forsyth’s death a serious loss, noting
that he was a successful lumberman, as well as an outstanding
public figure. E. E. Simpson continued to run the business.
Criglar, Batchelder and Company, which owned mills on
Black Water and lumber yards in Pensacola, New Orleans, and
Mobile, was one of the gulf coast’s largest antebellum lumbering
firms. The company in 1849 purchased the Black Water mills
from John Hunt who owned a complex running two gangs of
steam-powered saws as well as planing machines.47 Criglar,
Batchelder also obtained 5,000-6,000 acres of timberland and a
stock of sawed lumber, both rough and planed. Located about
a mile south of Forsyth and Simpson’s mills, near Milton, Hunt’s
mills had been in operation for about seven years prior to the
sale.48 He had also been active as a merchant and shipping agent,
and had shipped lumber, bricks, and other produce, mostly to
New Orleans.49 Hunt, whose ill-health apparently dictated the
sale to Criglar and his associates, remained active in business
although he was no longer involved in lumbering.50
In addition to Criglar, the firm included Louis Batchelder,
Thomas Murray, and J. C. Pooley. It enjoyed a steady rate of
growth and diversification during the period before the Civil
War. Criglar, from Pollard, Alabama, was apparently the driving
force in the company, and he emerged as the dominant figure by
the end of the era. Pooley ran two lumber yards at New Orleans,
and took orders there for lumber from the Black Water mills.51
45. Ibid., July 21, 1855.
46. Ibid.
47. See scattered references to John Hunt in William Louis Criglar Papers,
Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill. See also Pensacola Gazette, September 8, 1848, March 17, 1848;
New Orleans Daily Picayune, September 22, 1860.
48. Pensacola Gazette, February 27, 1841.
49. See, for example, ibid., October 31, 1835; February 27, 1841; April 4,
1846; September 18, 1847.
50. Certificate issued by Register of General land Office, January 7, 1859,
Criglar Papers, folder 1, which mentions John Hunt.
51. New Orleans Louisiana Courier, April 1, 1855.
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Murray accepted orders at the Mobile yard.52 The firm shipped
mainly to New Orleans and Mobile, although occasionally
orders were filled for Santiago, Cuba, New York, Key West,
53
Tampico, Mexico, and Galveston. In practical terms, however, New Orleans received virtually all of the lumber the firm
shipped during the first full year of operation. Of the 3,393,000
feet of lumber loaded out of Pensacola in 1850, every known
shipment went to New Orleans.54 Thereafter New Orleans remained the major receiving port for the company’s lumber.
From sixty-one shipments in 1850, Criglar’s shipping
activities and production grew steadily during the decade. Although statistics for the period are incomplete, it can be ascertained that a minimum of 3,059,000 board feet of lumber were
dispatched from Pensacola in 1852, in some sixty-eight vessels.
Other than a few shipments to Lavaca and Galveston, the rest
went to New Orleans.55 Production rose in 1853, but it slowed
somewhat the next year when a mill burned at a loss of $20,000.
Apparently newer and more powerful machinery was installed
as production climbed sharply after 1854.56 In an effort to make
operations more self-sufficient, and probably also because Pensacola continued to suffer from a chronic lack of shipping, the
company acquired at least one schooner, the Southron, by 1853,
and had added another, the West Florida, by 1855. A steamer,
the John Hunt, and a lighter, the Gopher, valued at $800, were
secured by the end of the decade.57 Running regularly between
Pensacola, Mobile, and New Orleans, the vessels mainly carried
cut lumber. Further evidence of diversification came in 1855,
when although the total of lumber exported dropped to
3,044,000 board feet, the number of laths shipped increased to
527,000, and the number of shingles to 377,470. A limited quantity of sash, doors, blinds, and mouldings shipped by the com-

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Thomas Murray to William L. Criglar, October 22, 1863, Criglar Papers,
folder 1.
Pensacola Gazette, March 13, 1858; December 25, December 12, June 6,
1857; April 28, 1855; May 24, 1856; May 5, 1855.
From the author’s compilation of cargo “Clearings” listed by the
Pensacola Gazette for 1850.
Ibid., 1852.
Pensacola Gazette, February 18, 1854.
Inventory, January 31, 1862, Criglar Papers, folder 1.
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pany indicates that it was growing both in output and diversification.58
Despite the fact that the Pensacola Gazette did not run cargo
descriptions in its list of “clearings” for three months in 1856,
Criglar’s vessels carried 2,749,000 board feet of lumber in the
nine months for which the paper enumerated cargoes.59 In 1856
the firm shipped substantial amounts of lumber to New York,
Tampico, and Rio de Janeiro. This marked the company’s
entry into the South American trade.60 The company’s interests
in international trade began developing in 1855 when J. C.
Pooley noted in advertisements carried in the New Orleans
Louisiana Courier that the mills could produce lumber suitable
for both the coastal trade and “for the English and other European markets.“61 By 1857, the last year for which a complete compilation is possible during the decade, the company shipped
lumber coastally and internationally on some 122 vessels. Substantial growth of the business is evident from the quantity of
lumber sold that year: 6,985,000 board feet of lumber, 912,000
laths, and small amounts of pickets and shingles.62 Most of the
lumber still went to New Orleans, but large quantities were also
going to New York, Tampico, Key West, Boston, and other
cities.63 It is probable also that there was a rise in domestic
consumption in the Pensacola area during this period.
Criglar’s personal wealth gives some good indication of the
firm’s size and prosperity. In January 1862, he itemized his
various investments computing them to be worth $316,842.87.64
This analysis disclosed the facts about the scope of his enterprises. His “Mills, Lands, and Improvements, Carts, Teams,
Extra Machinery, Lumber, Flats, and Boats, Farming Utensils,
Log Chains, Extra Boilers, Log Saw and Engine and Corn Mill
and Office Furniture” were valued at $100,295.05, and the
lumber, logs, laths, and shingles at $45,409.25. Provisions and
58. Compilation of cargo “Clearings” listed by the Pensacola Gazette for
1855.
59. Ibid., 1856.
60. Pensacola Gazette, June 21, March 1, May 3, 1856.
61. New Orleans Louisiana Courier, April 1, 1855.
62. Compilation of cargo “Clearings” listed by the Pensacola Gazette for
1857.
63. Pensacola Gazette, April 1, November 21, May 23, July 4, 1857.
64. Deed of bequest, Criglar to Louisiana Criglar, July 5, 1862, Criglar
Papers, folder 1.
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other supplies for the mill’s slaves and free workers were worth
$3,050.65, the four vessels, $10,300, timberlands, $18,937, and
slaves, $138,850. The slave valuation included Criglar’s interest
in some 197 Negroes owned by the company. A prudent businessman, Criglar kept five extra rip saws, two dozen mill saws,
two lath saws, and one cutoff saw on hand as spares so that mill
shutdowns due to worn or defective equipment could be kept
to a minimum. 65 The list does not include an analysis of
Criglar’s liabilities, though his correspondence with Thomas
Murray during 1863-1864 shows that they must have been
considerable. Criglar, of course, lost his slave investment as a
result of the war.66 He managed to survive the war, and continued actively with his lumbering operations into the 1860s.
Other lumbermen also contributed to Pensacola’s rise to importance as a major lumber exporter before the Civil War. By
the middle of the 1840s, the international exportation of lumber
was becoming an increasingly important part of Pensacola’s
economy, although. the bulk of it was still going to New Orleans.
In 1846, the Gazette noted that Pensacola, which for many years
had lived in Mobile and New Orlean’s commercial shadow,
was finally showing signs of becoming an important port in her
own right. The editor called for renewed efforts to obtain direct
trade arrangements between Pensacola and foreign merchants
so that it would no longer be necessary to ship to Mobile and
New Orleans for sale and then reshipment by their merchants,
and no longer necessary to purchase imported goods from those
cities. What was needed, the editor observed, to ensure Pensacola’s prosperity, was to eliminate Mobile and New Orleans
middlemen. By buying goods directly from foreign exporters and
by shipping lumber to foreign ports, Pensacolans would not be
paying for strengthening her business rivals in Mobile and New
Orleans and her own “breaking down.” Foreign merchants and
shippers could find a considerable number of advantages in
Pensacola, including ready money, cheap freight and labor, constantly available lumber, and a snug harbor.67
Although Pensacola was not able to relieve the dependence
65. Ibid.
66. Murray to Criglar, October 22, 1663, May 31, 1864, Criglar Papers,
folder 1.
67. Pensacola Gazette, December 12, 1846.
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upon Mobile and New Orleans, there was a notable expansion
of international trade in lumber. It is impossible to determine
exactly how much lumber was shipped from Pensacola to foreign
ports. The papers sometimes failed to list cargoes, pertinent
records have not survived, officials often did not deliver ship
clearings in time to meet editorial deadlines, and some shipments did not always clear customs. Nevertheless, from a compilation of some 4,000 known sailings, it can be determined that
a minimum of 28,997,,381 board feet of sawed lumber left
Pensacola for international ports between 1821 and 1858. The
total amount of lumber exported domestically and internationally was 161,945,736 feet, in addition to an indeterminate amount
of shingles, staves, barrels, and wooden pails from the Acadia
Factory near Pensacola, and cedar and pine logs, pitch, tar, and
other products. It is impossible to determine the total shipment
of these other articles, although they must have considerably supplemented the totals of sawed boards.68
Cuban ports were the chief foreign recipients of Pensacola
lumber. A minimum of 11,845,030 board feet of sawed feet of
lumber was shipped to Havana; Cardenas received at least
2,639,128 board feet between 1821 and 1858; Matanzas received
1,598,261 board feet; and Sanitage 337,313 board feet.69 Although
there had been some earlier trade between Pensacola and
Havana, it was not until the nineteenth century that the lumber
operations became important. Lumber ships out of Pensacolamainly barques or brigs-put into Mexican, Honduran, and
finally South American ports .70 Of the eighteen vessels which
cleared from Pensacola for Rio de Janeiro in the 1850s, two
were ships and sixteen were barques, and their cargoes averaged
in excess of 175,000 board feet.71 Keyser and McVoy sent the
largest shipment of lumber to Rio de Janeiro. Carried by the
Cornelia, it amounted to 301,225 board feet.72 The barque, White
Cloud, carried the smallest cargo, 106,419 board feet, shipped by

68. Compilation of 4,000 ship “Clearings” listed by the Pensacola Gazette
from 1821 to 1858.
69. Ibid.
70. Chapelle, American Sailing Ships, 220.
71. Compilation of sailings for Rio de Janeiro from November 6, 1852 to
March 27, 1858, as listed in the Pensacola Gazette.
72. Pensacola Gazette, June 16, 1855.
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Criglar, Batchelder, and Company.73 Shipments to other South
American ports, like Montevideo, were generally sizable and invariably sent on ships or barques.74
A limited amount of Pensacola lumber was exported to
Europe, although it amounted to no more than two per cent of
the total exported from Pensacola up to 1860. England was the
chief customer, loading 1,429,072 board feet from 1855 to 1858.
In addition, 3,326 pieces of timber were loaded on English ships
during the 1850s and direct trade with England was clearly
accelerating by the close of the decade.75 One shipment, 481,454
board feet, was sent to Cork, Ireland, and another went to
Greenock, Scotland.76 There were also a few shipments to Bremen, Marseilles, and Barcelona.77 Even as Pensacola’s export volume rose, Europeans still bought their lumber mainly from
Mobile, New Orleans, Savannah, Charleston, Wilmington, and
Norfolk. Pensacola’s desire to escape commercial serfdom was
only partially realized. Nonetheless, a basis was laid for the time
when Pensacola did become one of the most important lumber
ports in the United States. The 27,389,175 board feet of lumber
exported domestically and internationally in 1857 served as an
indicator of the progressively growing importance of lumber and
lumbering in the Pensacola area.78
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

Ibid., August 22, 1857.
Ibid., August 18, 1857.
Ibid., May 19, June 30, 1855; May 10, 1856; May 9, June 13, July 4,
1857; February 27, 1858.
Ibid., May 23, 1857; March 20, 1858.
Ibid., January 3, 1852; January 2, 1839; August 17, 1850.
Compilation of cargo “Clearings” as listed by the Pensacola Gazette
for 1857.
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STATUS OF NEGROES IN A SOUTHERN PORT
CITY IN THE PROGRESSIVE ERA:
PENSACOLA, 1896-1920
by DONALD H. BRAGAW*

W
in his book, The Negro in Business,
BselectedT.Pensacola,
Florida, as a “typical Negro business comOOKER

ASHINGTON

munity” to illustrate the economic progress of blacks since the
Civil War. Pensacola, he felt, was “representative of that healthy
progressive communal spirit, so necessary to our people. . . .“1
Washington’s information, obtained largely from the periodical
pages of the Colored American, was quite accurate in describing
the community’s Negro populace during the period 1896 to
approximately 1913. In 1907 The Voice of the Negro provided
a similar appraisal of Pensacola’s Negroes: “It has been equally
surprising to note the amount of business done by our people.
For instance, in the city of Pensacola, Florida, the amount of
capital invested in 1900 was above $50,000, and the amount of
capital that year was over $250,000. The same and even better
may be said of many other cities throughout the South.“2 There
were indications of a strong economic and social base established by a small, but seemingly healthy Negro middle class,
and a large and growing laboring class whose pay rate on skilled
and semiskilled jobs closely approximated the white workers’s
scale. The rapid growth of Pensacola after 1880 allowed enterprising Negroes to become early participators in providing necessary services. The position of these middle class blacks during a

* Mr. Bragaw is chief of the Bureau of Social Studies Education, New
York State Education Department. This article was read at the annual
meeting of Southern Historical Association, Houston, November 19,
1971. The dates selected reflect the beginning of substantial Negro data
in 1896; 1920 was chosen only to reflect the possible trend of Pensacola
in the post-war era. There are also several extensions to 1924 in the
use of city directory data.
1. Booker T. Washington, The Negro in Business (Boston, 1907), 230.
2. R. E. Lee, “The Negro National Business League,” The Voice of the
Negro, I (August 1904), 327-31.
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period from the late 1890s to 1910 was one of moderate commercial and residential integration and comity.3 But toward the
end of the century’s first decade, this relative social acceptance,
economic health, and some measure of security changed, and the
economic and social status of the Negroes began to decline with
few exceptions. It is the purpose of this study to touch upon some
of the factors encouraging Negro well-being, to indicate evidence
of this decline, and to show its close relation to the concomitant
economic decline of the city of Pensacola itself.
Between the coming of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad in the 1880s and World War I, Pensacola rose to some
prominence as a major exporting seaport on the gulf coast.4
This was accounted for in part by its deep natural harbor and
its easy access to the Gulf of Mexico. More important, however,
was its role as an exporter of the yellow pine which grew in
great abundance in the region of the Escambia and Blackwater
rivers from the city limits into southern Alabama. Although
some cotton and other products were shipped from the port, the
preeminence of the pine wood industry controlled the fortunes
of the city.5 Northern capital in the shape of railroad and land
speculation were the early supporters of the economic boom of
the 1880s and 1890s.6 Following the establishment of the major
export lumber business, additional, and primary, capital came
from Europe, mainly England, Germany, and Italy.7
3. Interviews with Mrs. Corinne Jones, Pensacola, Florida, April 12, 28,
May 7, 1970. Mrs. Jones allowed access to early trade editions of the
Pensacola Florida Sentinel (1904, 1906), and responded to several interviews and one written questionnaire.
4. William D. Chipley, Pensacola, The Naples of Florida and Its Surroundings (Louisville, 1877), 6.
5. Pensacola’s import statistics never exceeded $2,000,000 through 1910,
and remained below the $3,000,000 mark for the period to 1920. Export figures ranged progressively higher yearly except for 1902 and
1906-1907: 1900— $14,413,522; 1905— $16,258,732; 1907— $19,463,564; 1909—
$20,969,898; 1912— $23,866,866. During World War I and after, the
export business was severely curtailed; in 1925, the figures show only
$7,816,903. Pensacolian, I (July 1909), 1; ibid. (November 1909), 1;
Pensacola Journal, January 1, 1906, 1910, 1913, 1926; Florida on the
Gulf, I (December 1925).
6. Emory F. Skinner, Reminiscences (Chicago, 1908), is one account of
land and railroad speculation in northwest Florida.
7. Evidences of this European connection are to be found in the Rosasco
Papers, John C. Pace Library, University of West Florida, Pensacola and
in the John A. Merritt Company records in the files of the company and
family, Pensacola.
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An additional factor contributing to Pensacola’s economic
health was the presence over the years of a naval base. While
its full operation since the Civil War had been sporadic, the
Spanish-American War brought some new life and expansion
to the facility. The years following that war, however, again
returned the base to an uncertain status. It was to remain on a
limited operational basis until 1911. During this early period,
the naval facility’s contribution to the region’s prosperity was
not crucial, although rumors of its demise from 1908 on brought
about psychological fears of economic disaster for the city.8
Both black and white population grew after the Civil War,
the blacks increasing slowly at a greater rate until in 1900 they
exceeded the white population by over 1,000.9 One Escambia
County historian noted that after the Civil War “many Negroes—
thousands in fact— had come to Florida from bordering states;
and Pensacola got more than its share.“10 Much of this migration into the area was caused by the increasing need for cheap
labor to work in the railroads, in the lumber industries, and in
the 1890s the opening up of naval stores industries which
included several nearby turpentine camps. The latter jobs were
universally avoided by white laborers. As the need for other
lumbering workers and connected service jobs increased, the
population by 1900 had returned the white element to a majority
(9,182 whites, 8,561 blacks); the forty-five per cent increase in
the white population was more than four times that of the
blacks. In 1905, despite a resurgence of blacks (twenty-six per
cent) since 1900, the white population maintained its dominance and continued to increase rapidly during the period to
1920. The blacks, on the other hand, began a decline which
by 1910 brought them to a plateau of 10,000 where they remained throughout the next decade, further declining in the
early twenties. Thus, by 1920, the white population held a two

8. Pensacola’s Navy Yard, 1528-1911 (Pensacola, 1967), 19-20. Pensacola
Journal, various issues, 1908-1910.
9. U. S. Bureau of the Census, Twelfth Census of the United States, 1900,
Population, I (Washington, 1901), 441, 612; Negro Population in the
United States, 1790-1915 (Washington, 1918; reprint edition, New York,
1968). 7,775 Negroes to 6,312 whites.
10. Henry Clay Armstrong, ed., History of Escambia County (St. Augustine,
1930), 114.
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to one majority (20,631-10,404). 11 It would appear that the
early promise of Pensacola as an area for black progress and
success had by 1910 become an illusion.
Another population factor in Pensacola’s history is that of
the presence of a small but relatively significant Creole population.12 Many of these residents were of uncertain lineage, both
as to origin and status. The successive Spanish, French, and
English occupation of the Pensacola area had led to several
strains of inter-mixture. The designation of such families in
the city directory listings varies from year to year. Early editions
include them in the total white population, later issues designate many in the “colored” sections.13 However listed, most of
these persons were established by 1900 in seemingly secure professional, proprietorial, artisan, and service positions. While the
presence of this Creole factor may well have mitigated the presence of Negroes in the city at first, the eventual abolition of
the term “Creole” from the directory by 1910 is one major
indicator of the intensity of racial feelings at this juncture in
Pensacola’s history.
It is difficult to make absolute judgments regarding residential
housing patterns over the period 1896 to 1920. The presence of
the Creoles and their fluctuating designation as white or colored
causes unusual checkerboard patterns to appear on early maps
derived from the street guides and directories of householders.
This pattern was suggestive of a greater integration of blacks
and whites than originally thought possible. The memories of
one elderly black resident, however, lent some support to an
integrated period for middle class Negro families in limited
sections in both the residential and business areas.
11. Twelfth Census, 1900, Population, I, 612. U. S. Bureau of the Census
Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920, Population, II (Washington, 1922), 77.
12. The interpretation of the term Creole as being of original FrenchSpanish lineage, with no native mixture, is not applicable to the use
made by the Pensacola city directories. That definition is more in line
with mulatto, or the mixture of the Spanish and French with the
Negro population
13. Pensacola city directories, 1886-1924, passim. Usefulness of city directories
has been aided by such research as Peter R. Knights, “City Directories
as Aids to Ante-Bellum Urban Studies: A Research Note,” Historical
Methods Newsletter, II (September 1969), 1-10. Webb’s Pensacola
Directory (New York, 1885); Wiggin’s Pensacola City Directory (Columbus, Ohio, 1896, 1898, 1903); R. L. Polk & Co.‘s Pensacola Directoy
(Jacksonville, Richmond, 1905 to date).
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Several possible explanations for the appearance of this “integration” can be offered. The central section of Pensacola from
the earliest permanent settlements in the sixteenth century
through Florida’s acquisition in 1821, had been inhabited by
the three major colonial powers: Spain, France, and England.
Such integration of population factors as Europeans, native
Indians, and Negroes did take place on a moderate scale, and
the early colonial years of the Seville Square area reflected this
mix. The expansion into the peripheral areas by these people
in the post-1821 period of urban growth followed the same
pattern of white expansion. In the latter part of the nineteenth
century, with the significant spurts of economic expansion (and
increasing Negro population), Palafox Street from the wharf
to Garden Street (and later to Wright Street) and its parallel
north-south streets, emerged as the central business section— with
the immediate peripheral streets developing as desirable “surburban” living areas. The older areas remained fairly stable
with a mix of population factors. With economic expansion
came greater utilization of “live-in” Negro servants, whose
presence on “white” property accounted for some of the directory’s integrated appearance of residential patterns in the older
areas. These wharf area needs also account for a more cosmopolitan population due to the infusion of sailors and other commercial peoples from Europe. The “ladies of Zarragossa Street”
were of mixed racial composition as well — contributing to that
street’s integrated quality.
Central business streets began early to reflect the concentration of Negro population: living space above and behind stores
and along alleyways. The directory of householders in the city
directories shows the intensification of Negro residential settlement along the railroad tracks which created a central path
down the middle of Tarragona Street. The expansion in this
area proceeded north along the tracks and eastward for six to
eight blocks. Away from the tenement-loft nature of the
business area, the houses were either small square one-room or
the long-narrow “shot-gun barrel” variety typical of urban areas
throughout the South. There was no congestion in these expansion areas. Householder listings in directories as late as 1920
indicate isolated Negro residences on the northernmost streets.
In Booker T. Washington’s account of 1907, he noted that
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half the black residents then owned their own homes, and, combined with the value of business property, the total taxable
Negro property amounted to some $450,000. While many of
the homes were of the type previously described, some were, in
Washington’s words, “nicely built after the latest modern plans,”
and fifty-two were “two story houses of from eight to ten
rooms.“14 A section in each of two of the three available annual
trade editions of The Florida Sentinel proudly displays pictures
of these substantial middle-class homes owned by local “colored”
dignitaries— lawyers, doctors, and the newspaper editor.15 These
residences were built in still a third area of the city, slightly
north and west of the main business district. As the town grew,
there was a tendency for the more affluent, both black and white,
to build these larger homes in an area just west of the central
business street, constituting a professional office-residence combination. The isolated middle class Negro residents in this group,
however, by 1920, were to be found even further west, another
two or three blocks, and somewhat more north into what became
a third distinct “colored” area. This ghetto came during the
1910s to include the major Negro business district. It is somewhat
deceptive though to assert an “integrated” aspect, since the
residences in these wealthier areas were widely spaced and close
relationships possible to avoid. It was when the spaces began to
be filled in by the expanding white population that the Negroes
began to move into the “assigned” ghetto area.
Many of the Negro middle class during the latter years of
the Progressive era and into the 1920s began settling some distance from the city’s center, and even today (1973) a sizable
number live in pleasant, comfortable homes in semi-integrated
areas.16 One factor, however, still marks their presence: some of
the streets of this area— despite the good homes and nicely kept
lawns and gardens— are unpaved. The paternal tolerance goes
just so far in improvements even in the 1970s.
A similar mixed pattern also existed in the major business
14. Washington, Negro in Business, 231.
15. For example, Pensacola Florida Sentinel (annual trade edition), May
26, 1906.
16. This “semi” consists of peripheral streets which contain white residents
in the process of being “displaced” by the widening out of the Negro
community into the more expensive homes. Isolated examples of white
liberals and of conservative older white residents are also present.
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area of Pensacola. Desirable store locations along Palafox Street,
stretching up from the waterfront for a mile, were open to
Negroes as well as whites during the early period 1890-1910.
The People’s Drugstore and Pensacola Drug Store, both Negro
pharmacies and ice cream parlors, were located on the favorable
upper reaches of Palafox and were patronized by both whites
and blacks. Sam Charles, the Negro “shoe king” of Pensacola,
moved successively from the dock area up Palafox Street, as
his repair and sales business expanded and grew more profitable
from both a black and white clientele. Charles was the only one
of the Negroes whose business lasted intact on the main street
through the 1920s. Adjoining streets, both east and west, contained scattered Negro business and professional operations. The
largest and oldest black grocery and furniture stores were located
but one block east of the Palafox-Garden Street center. Except
for Charles, all of these stores were eventually forced to move
further north and west of the more desirable address into the
clearly identified Negro areas. Thus, we find, for example, the
People’s Drugstore relocated at a DeVilliers Street address (the
Negro business street) by 1916. H. G. Williams, the proprietor,
must have noted the changing attitudes, for between 1910 and
1913 he established a branch of his drugstore at DeVilliers. By
1916 it was the only store. The same kind of removal took place
with other professional and proprietorial people.
Because the labor opportunities between 1880 and 1906
were constantly expanding, Pensacola’s Negro population had a
greater chance at economic well-being. Throughout the period
the primary job factor was as laboring hands in a variety of railroad, lumber, and sea industry-connected menial work. This
steady increase in urban labor concentration reflected the general trend of the Negro movement away from agricultural pursuits. Escambia County had never been a large agricultural
producing unit; the influx of Negroes after the Civil War came
from the fields of southern Alabama and Mississippi. As the
migration of blacks to the city began to decline from the middle
of the first decade of this century, so did lumber and port employment. Job opportunities for Negroes decreased until about
1920-1924 when the remaining blacks were forced regardless of
their skills into a menial labor work force, and these kinds of
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workers began to increase at the expense of artisan categories.17
In 1902, Matthew Lewey, black editor of The Florida Sentinel, identified for an Atlanta University survey on the status
of Negro artisans, 169 “leading Negro mechanics” in Pensacola.
Included were ninety-five carpenters, nineteen painters, seven
blacksmiths, twenty-three plasterers and bricklayers, five tailors,
eight cigar makers, seven shoemakers, two tinners, and three
cabinetmakers. Lewey further reported that these mechanics were
“measurably holding their own.” Indeed, carpenters and builders
of both races worked side by side and received the same union
wages. 18 This encouraging report, upon which Washington
also probably drew, indicated good prospects and much of the
decade gives evidence of growing numbers of skilled artisan
Negroes. The picture after 1908-1910 was not as encouraging, and
with but very few exceptions becomes increasingly gloomy for
this Negro occupational grouping.
In such artisan jobs as blacks were able to make progress
this trend was directly responsive to Pensacola’s economic condition. Carpenters, for example, continued to increase in number, and the 1910 directory sample indicates approximately 170,
almost double that of Lewey’s report in 1902.19 By 1913 the
total number had decreased by twenty, and another thirty
by 1916. In 1920 the sample reflects a return to an 1896 figure of
approximately fifty Negro carpenters. Over the twenty-year span,
job opportunities for carpenters rose considerably, especially in
connection with wooden shipbuilding and urban construction
needs. With the shift after 1910 to steel ships and a growing
white population which included more skilled carpenters, many
17. The analysis of Negro occupational opportunities is derived from a
sample of Pensacola directories, 1896-1924. Each listing in the directory indicates occupation. More precise is the account of professional,
artisan, and proprietorial factors due to the separate listings in a
special classified section of the directories which are not sampled but
used in their entirety. Allowing for the inaccuracies of the directory
canvassing and editing, this source offers the most accurate occupational picture. The Alba M. Edwards’ Alphabetical Index of Occupations and Industries (Washington, 1940) has been used throughout.
18. “The Negro Artisan,” Atlanta University Publications, II (Atlanta,
1902; reprint edition, New York, 1968), 112.
19. These numbers should be held up against the following Pensacola
Negro population figures: 1890— 7,775; 1906— 8,561; 1905— 10,712, Third
Census of State of Florida Taken in the Year 1905 (Tallahassee, 1906),
30; 1910— 10,214; 1920— 10,404. Negro Population in the U.S. 1900-1915,
768; Fourteenth Census, 1920, Population, II, 77.
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black artisans migrated to the North, and Pensacola’s Negro
population began to decline after 1905. Less severe, but noticeable declines in job opportunities occurred in the bricklaying,
cigarmaking, and painting crafts. Other artisan jobs remained
either low, constant, or erratic within a very small (ten plus or
minus) sampling range— indicating that only minimal inroads
had been made by Negroes in those areas (e.g., shoe repair,
seamstress, machinists).20
Proprietorial occupations hold a constant low figure. The
two major jobs involved in this category were typical of urban
Negro communities everywhere: grocers and butchers. While as
many as twenty-three grocers were listed in the directory for
both 1908-1909 and 1916, the figure had fluctuated from a low
of fourteen in 1905, dropped in 1913, and again in 1920, but the
differences are not overly significant in total numbers. But on
detailed analysis, only three grocers of that total were consistently
in business between 1910 and 1920. The others remained in
business for an average of only one to four years, with the
largest number in the former group. While the amount of
capital required to establish a grocery stock was small and only
a room or shed was required to begin operations, the managerial
ability to sustain them appears to have been lacking in the
Negro community despite concerted attention to encourage “Buy
Black” programs.21 The most sustained businesses of this type
were those established early, some in the 1890s, and whose growth
eventually included a wholesale branch to supply the other
transitory retail establishments.
The most prominent of the service occupations, barbers, also
received setbacks due to depressed conditions and general decline.
Essentially, the Creole occupation, in that the more successful
and continually operating barbers were Creoles, this job retained a fluctuation which resembled that of the grocers. As
with the latter, the 1908-1909 economic downswing led to a
small decrease (twenty-three down to nineteen); the same period,
however, found a great increase of white barbers, a twenty-four
20. P. B. Warthman and J. R. Green, “Black Workers in the New South,
1865-1915,” in Nathan I. Huggins, et al., Key Issues in the Afro-American
Experience (New York, 1971), 47-69. Worthman and Green assert: “In
Pensacola, Florida, skilled work was about evenly divided between the
races.” While this was valid in 1902, it was not true in 1910, 1916, 1920,
or since.
21. Pensacola Florida Sentinel, May 26, 1906.
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per cent increase over the ten-year span since 1900. Thus, if as
the newspaper claimed there had been no real economic repercussions from the national decline in 1907-1909 for the white
community, it did have an influence on black economic conditions in Pensacola.22 The war years temporarily increased the
Negro jobholders in barbering and grocers, but again, influenced
by the economic downswing of 1920-1921-1922, the number of
barbers sharply decreased from a high of twenty-three in 19161917 to fifteen in 1920, and thirteen in 1924. The latter drop,
however, was matched by a similar pattern in the white community, indicating a fuller effect of the war and recession on
the total Pensacola economy. In all, over the years, Negro barbers, restauranteurs, clothes cleaners, drivers or draymen, fishermen, gardeners, and similar workers, did not fare too badly in
years of economic quietude, but in years of economic hardship
the black workers suffered as Negroes did in other urban centers.
Constants over this period were alone to be found in the
professional and semi-professional class. Black physicians averaged four over the period 1900-1913, temporarily increasing to
seven in 1916, and then returning to the average by 1924. At
least two of these doctors over the entire span were hometown
success stories— having attended Tuskegee and then Meharry
Medical School and returned to establish local practices.23 Lawyers were less successful for reasons not wholly clear.24 The early
directories list two to three, but by 1910 there are no listings for
Negro attorneys. In three months of 1909, two of the lawyers
were convicted of criminal offenses, and one, presumably for not
renewing a license, was denied the right to practice in the city.25
Another, chose to leave and go to Tampa, where he became active
in Florida State Republican and Progressive Party councils in
1912 and in asserting black demands.26 In 1913 one attorney
22. Pensacola Journal, January 7, 1910.
23. Bliss Quarterly, III (January 1897), 138. One of these doctors, Charles
Sunday, was a member of an established and respected Creole family,
Washington, Negro in Business, 233-34.
24. Kelly Miller, “Professional and Skilled Occupations,” The Negro’s
Progress in Fifty Years (Philadelphia, 1913), 7. Miller suggests that the
lawyer’s need to operate in a white court system was inhibiting, and
Negro lawyers could not guarantee fair and equal justice for their
black clients.
25. Pensacola Journal, September 24, 25, November 27, 1909.
26. G. N. Green, “Republicans, Bull Moose, and Negroes in Florida, 1912,”
Florida Historical Quarterly, XLIII (October 1964), 155, 160-63, This
suggests that Tampa was more tolerant of its Negro citizens.
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appears again, but from 1916 to 1924 there are no listings. It
would appear from the large number of Negro criminal acts
reported in the white press, that there would have been enough
business to keep more than two or three attorneys active. But
just as obvious is that they were either discouraged from practicing or forced to leave by such tactics as may be implicit in
the Pensacola Journal’s reports of legal harassment in 1909.
Whatever local legal assistance that the black community needed
after 1910 came only from white attorneys.
Teaching, which since the Civil War had been the major
professional direction of many blacks, also remained fairly
constant in terms of employment. Because of the declining black
population, however, and its leveling off after 1910, the number
of black schools was curtailed. From six black schools in 1903 to
eight in 1910, the number declined to seven in 1913 and to six
by 1920. With the stabilization of black population, the number
of Negro teachers declined, from a high of approximately fifty
to sixty in 1910, there was a decrease by 1920 of from ten to
twenty teachers and the start of a renewed demand in 1924 with
the addition of another school at that time. Salaries of black
teachers averaged $120 less than that of white teachers, while
their student load would have approximated anywhere from
130 to 170 students per teacher— if all of the school age Negro
children attended school.27
An indication of a strong middle class orientation among
some Pensacola blacks was the presence of at least two private
Negro schools during the period 1898-1920. One was church
affiliated; the other was independently supported through tuition
and private contributions. Other opportunities for Negroes were
available in Pensacola with the advent in 1908 of a normal and
industrial school, where “the trades of cooking, sewing and the
study of agriculture were taught.“28 Supported by both black
and white contributions, this school strongly reflected the Booker
27. Greater Pensacola, II (January 1913), 1.
1904-05
Enrollment
Teachers
Salary (avg.)
28.

White

1,806
45
$350

1911-12

1904-05

2,268
75
$420

1,097
22
$230

Negro

1911-12
1,371
28
$300

Pensacola Journal, January 17, 1909.
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T. Washington philosophy as evidenced by a graduation speech
of 1908 which emphasized manual labor: “Education of the
head (the speechmaker asserted) increases wants and so makes
man that much poorer, but education of the hand increases the
supply and therefore makes man richer.“29 On the same occasion there was an admonition from a white YMCA director
that Negroes must prove their worth and rise above “the shiftless and ignorant, or the educated and selfish members of your
own race that do you real harm.“30 That the Tuskegee orientation should exist among Pensacola blacks was a result of
both its proximity and the presence of an important segment of
Tuskegee graduates in the professional, craftsman, and proprietorial ranks. On the occasion of Booker T. Washington’s
visit to Pensacola in 1912, he was entertained by the Tuskegee
alumni, numbering at that time fifty persons.31 The city seemed
well served by the Alabama institute, possibly providing the
Pensacola Negro student with a realistic academic goal.
The first and only Negro undertaker in Pensacola until about
1910 was an example of the Horatio Alger syndrome that permeated so much of Washington’s philosophy. Wade Hampton
Harvey’s story is also illustrative of the movement of Negroes to
urban areas and the expanding economic and social opportunities afforded by such a move. Born to slave parents in McComb,
Mississippi, in 1857, little is known about his first twenty-five
years except that he probably lived and worked on a farm.
Coming to Pensacola in 1883, he secured a job as a grocery
clerk. He next became the conveyor of mail from the railroad
depot to the post office. With some daring and small savings he
married in 1884, and the following year opened up the first
undertaking establishment in Pensacola. His success made him
one of the leading Negro businessmen and community leaders.
On his death in 1910, he was buried in St. Michael’s Cemeteryan integrated cemetery from its beginnings in the colonial
32
period. When Harvey died, his business was sold to another
black, whose family retains ownership today. The funeral enter29.
30.
31.
32.

Ibid., May 27, 1908.
Ibid.
Pensacola Florida Sentinel, May 26, 1912.
Interview with Mrs. Corinne Jones, Pensacola, April 12, 1970. Mrs.
Jones was Harvey’s foster-daughter. A segregated cemetery began operation within the time period under discussion.
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prise was a wide open one for Harvey in 1885, and because
of its uniqueness he received the black trade almost without
exception. His foster-daughter could remember a comfortable
33
existence that he provided. This type of business success story
is repeated in a number of other cases.
The expanding port facilities provided other opportunities
for enterprising young men, to even those who were “colored.”
Such was the case of Sam Charles who rose from being a dockporter to repairing shoes for sailors, and finally to operating the
largest shoe repair and shoe sales store in Pensacola. Beginning
in a small shop on the Palafox wharf in 1893, thirty-six years
later, the prosperous business was still located on Palafox Street
near Ferdinand Plaza— a most desirable site and quite alone as
a Negro-owned enterprise on that street. Charles’s success became one of the National Negro Business League Convention’s
heroic tales.34 Harvey and Charles had seized upon an economic
service required by a growing populace both white and black and
made it work: Harvey in the black community, and Charles
drawing his clientele from both the white and black populations.
One last case that serves to tie in the Creole factor is that
of John Sunday. A veteran of the Civil War, Sunday worked
to gain respected economic and social status, first as a mechanic
in the navy-yard and then as a customs inspector for the port
of Pensacola. For several years during Reconstruction he served
in the Florida legislature, and in 1878-1881 he was alderman
for the city. Putting his talents to work in real estate and construction, Sunday was reputed by Washington in 1906 to be
worth at least $125,000. He was also instrumental in organizing
a veterans’s group and served as commander of the post for
several years.35 Sunday’s success and apparent acceptance by the
white community allowed his family to achieve some security
and status in the early Progressive period. The building contracting business continued to flourish until the 1920s and
several relatives benefited from its existence.36 But even this
33. Ibid.
34. For accounts of Charles’s progress, see J. H. Harmon, Jr., “The Negro
as a Local Businessman,” Journal of Negro History, XIV (April 1929),
133; Washington, Negro in Business, 235.
35. F. E. Washington, “Pensacola’s Colored People,” Bliss Quarterly, III
(January 1897), 137-40; Washington, Negro in Business, 236.
36. His son’s listing was changed by 1924; he was no longer designated as
“contractor,” but as a “carpenter.”
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well established family, with its solid financial base, showed
evidence of a decline in position and substance between 1900 and
1920. As the family increased, or came into the working force,
a larger number of menial laborers, baymen, and cooks appear
in the family ranks along with only the occasional teacher or
carpenter. Especially was this true after 1910. It was also during
this first decade that Sunday’s physician son left Pensacola, but
the reason for his departure cannot be ascertained. The family
had obviously suffered if measured by the occupational status
indicators.
There was present in Pensacola a local branch of the National Negro Business League. The booster nature of this
league chapter was aided considerably by the active participation
of the Sentinel’s editor, Matthew M. Lewey, on the executive
committee of the National League. The convenience of having
the major Negro newspaper behind its work was evident in the
issuance of annual “Trade Editions,” which attempted to show
the great advances being made by Negro businesses in Pensacola.
Of the three extant issues the first two (1904 and 1906) are
almost identical in nature and content.37 Many of the same
Negro businesses are highlighted, and emphasis is placed on the
few very successful men: doctors, lawyers, and grocers. The
trade issues were at the same time an indicator of rising expectations as well as possible delusion. Heavily devoted to statistics
extolling Pensacola’s general trade posture, and with numerous
white business advertisers, only the editorial page and several
following pages detailed the Negro success stories previously mentioned, and there were very few advertisers from the Negro
business world. The impressiveness of Lewey’s trade editions
(and probably his regular weekly) might have led to more optimistic prospects for many in the black community than were
merited by actual conditions.
If nothing else these editions were eloquent tributes to the
Booker T. Washington philosophy as fulfilled in the selfeducation and economic progress of Lewey. Coming to Pensacola
37. Pensacola Florida Sentineel (annual trade edition), May 1904; Pensacola Florida Sentinel (annual trade edition), May 1906. Copies of the
regular weekly paper are not known to exist, nor issues of another
Negro paper, Pensacola Brotherhood (ca. 1910-1916) which conceivably
took a more militant view of Negro rights. The latter is listed in the
Pensacola directories for the years cited.
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in 1895 from successful publishing ventures in Gainesville, Lewey
brought a high level journalism to the Negro community in
Pensacola.38 While always stressing black pride and “indomitable perseverence,” he edited and published the Sentinel, but
he also did a multitude of other printing jobs. His staff was
experienced, and all his top people had been educated at Tuskegee or Morris Brown College. Lewey saw and fulfilled the need
to put the Negro into the total Pensacola economic perspective,
and he sought to boost the city’s general progress and potential.
Significantly, Lewey not only served on the executive council
of the National Negro Business League, but as local, and then,
state president of the Florida State League. In the latter capacity he arranged for a tour of North Florida by Booker T.
Washington in 1912 to boost black business gains in the state.
This trip, the Washington philosophy, and Tuskegee activities
made up the major portion of the third extant annual edition.
The general occupational picture for Negroes in Pensacola
was, during the early part of the period under discussion, quite
favorable. There is no evidence in the racist white press of large
numbers of idle, shiftless, unemployed Negroes. Indeed, evidence exists of the fears white business had of a shortage of Negro
labor occurring to the detriment of the city.39 In several instances these fears resulted in active efforts by the city to obtain
European immigrants to replace the evident exodus of blacks.40
In still another case a Louisiana Negro was charged with enticing
laborers away from the German-American Lumber Company at
nearby Millville. This was a serious enough offense to merit a
sixty-day jail sentence and a fine not to exceed $150.00.41 A Negro
reaction to persecution in the form of mass exodus was also reported: “This afternoon the Negroes began leaving town, and
when night came they left in large numbers. It is feared that
there will not be enough to operate the mills here and serious
inconvenience may result.“42
38. J. Garland Penn, The Afro-American Press and Its Editors (Springfield,
Mass., 1891), 170-73. This account of Lewey mentions his active politics,
perhaps accounting for his move to Pensacola.
39. Pensacola Journal, December 19, 1911.
40. Ibid., March 31, 1907; August 15, 1909; Greater Pensacola, II (March
1913), 2.
41. Pensacola Journal, April 30, 1909.
42. Ibid., April 26, 1908.
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White reaction to the Negro move was to the inconvenience;
blacks were fleeing from the terror of a lynching. Neither their
pay nor other conditions of work were equal to the whites, but
the shortage of labor at the mills and turpentine camps, as at
Millville, due to the general decline of Negro population, had
at least provided some assurance of work to those who remained.
But such incidents as the lynching motivated many blacks to
believe that conditions were better elsewhere than in Pensacola.
Lynchings had not been common in the city and its environs,
although the Pensacola Journal reported those that occurred
elsewhere. It would appear that the original and continued
exodus occurred because of the basic factors of economic decline
as well as the intensification of white racist pressures.
Between the disastrous hurricane of 1906 and 1910, evidence
developed that William D. Chipley’s prediction of 1877, of the
exhaustion of the forests in twenty-five years was apparently coming true.43 The leading booster magazine, The Pensacolian, gave
voice to this growing fear: “It is generally conceded by public
opinion that these industries [lumber and naval stores] are fast
passing away.“44 For the previous year, and for the next, The
Pensacolian stressed the historical and contemporary ineptitude
in attracting diversified industry to the area. Indeed, by the
end of 1909 and into 1910, the magazine emphasized the need
for an agricultural base for Pensacola’s economy: “There is a
future to West Florida and South Alabama far better than the
[one] timber and naval stores have given it. We speak of truck
farming and horticulture. In this surely, lies the future
prosperity of this section.“45 Despite these indications, the
paper claimed that the lumber industry was holding its own.
But to do this the lumber companies were drawing from timber
stands as far east as DeFuniak Springs and from South Alabama.
It was becoming unprofitable to go much further and still
retain Pensacola as an effective port. Thus to hold its own
really meant a decline. While limited profitable lumbering was
to continue into the late 1920s, the apex of this industry came
with the World War I period. Reforestation was a practice not
43. Chipley, Pensacola, 20.
44. Pensacolian, I (August 1909), 9.
45. Ibid.
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46
yet held by the companies. Some smaller industries took up
some of the slack: a small steel plant, a brewery, and a major
contributor to white employment was a rapidly expanding
fishing industry— an occupational area in which very few Pensacola Negroes were ever engaged.
The final blow to Negro employment factors came with the
severe cut in lumber exports to Europe with the outbreak of
World War I. But even before that, the entire local lumber industry had been shaken severely by the failure of an English lumber
import firm. The Frst National Bank of Pensacola, which had
over extended itself on loans connected with this English company, also failed. In doing so it brought down several of the largest timber families. This incident, followed by the beginning of
the war, was a serious blow to Pensacola’s port activity.47 If one
can judge from the editorials of the Pensacola Journal in 1920,
the port at that time had still not recovered, and the prospects
were dim unless some drastic municipal action was taken.48
Added to the declining lumber industry was the closing in
1910-1911 of the naval base. Thus, Pensacola in 1910-1913 was
threatened by economic distress. The touting by the press that
the opening of the Panama Canal would solve all problems for
Pensacola became in 1914 just another booster’s dream. The
white population, however, continued to grow, while black
population receded further. All Negro employment factors fell
off seriously between 1910 and 1920-1921 when once again
laborers, domestics and service-connected jobs increased. The
categories of craftsmen, proprietors, and operatives never again
rose. The strong, healthy middle class largely built around these
latter occupations declined as a result. Only the professionals
were able to hold their own. The business failures, the port’s
decline, and the closing of the naval base were greater blows to
the black community than to the white. Even the reopening of
the naval base as a naval air station in 1916 did not help the
black employment picture. When the naval base closed in 1911,

46. A. Stuart Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources in Florida, II. The
Lumber Industry. University of Florida, Economic Series, I (May 1932),
23, 50-51.
47. Interview with Mrs. E. P. Nickinson, Pensacola, March 22, 1970. Mrs.
Nickinson was the daughter of one of Pensacola’s biggest shippers at
the time of the failure.
48. Pensacola Journal, July 24, 29, August 2, 6, 26, 1920.
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Moses White’s thousands of loaves of bread ceased to emerge
from the ovens of that enterprising Negro baker; and both
Sylvester Campbell’s and Benjamin Dolphin’s businesses in groceries and general merchandise came to an end. If there were
only three Negro merchants who directly lost by the base’s demise, the total loss of revenue to the entire city, black and white,
had effects most notable on the black’s ability to survive such
set-backs.
The increased entry of whites into the city was also reflected
in rather direct evidences of loss of jobs ordinarily considered
safely “Negro.” In an editorial comment in the 1912 Annual
Trade Edition, M. M. Lewey spoke out regarding such an occurence: “The colored waiter has a fine chance to ‘make good’while
the frenzied agitators are struggling with the hotel owners. When
the black man secures his place in the dining rooms of the
best hostelries, he is simply taking back the place that belongs
to him by the logic of events. He need feel no compunction
about being a ‘strike-breaker’for the unions have no compunction about denying him the right to earn his bread in any of
the callings they control. The Negro has no use for the labor
unions for the single purpose that the labor unions have no use
for him.“49
Even in the “safe” employment areas, the Negro was threatened with the bare fact of the increased need of whites for
employment. The Negro Pensacola unions to which the black
had turned and had supported during the early Progressive
years (five were listed in 1903 and 1905, including the Baymen’s
Protective Association, a carpenters’ and joiners’s local, and
others) had disappeared by 1924.50 Even the job of bayman,
again another job which had been left largely to the blacks, was
as obsolete by 1920 as the wooden lumber ships on which these
particular jobs were prominent. Thus, even the technological
revolution in shipbuilding brought disaster to the Negro. The
continuance and growth of the “white only” stevedore local
closed the port to the lowest ranking dock jobs, and thus closed
further wharf employment to the Negroes.
49.
50.

Pensacola Florida Sentinel (annual trade edition), May 26, 1912.
Evidence of Negro union support for striking white union members can
be seen in the streetcar strike of 1908. Wayne Flynt, “Pensacola Labor
Problems and Political Radicalism, 1908,” Florida Historical Quarterly,
XLIII (April 1965), 321.
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The cutback in the lumber industry, 1910-1920, and along
with it the related naval stores industry, and the dock jobs
effectively cut off, did not leave the Negro much choice. It was
not an empty admonition from Booker T. Washington when he
spoke to over 1,000 assembled Pensacola Negroes in 1912, that
a return to the security of the land was in order. While this was
a part of Washington’s usual southern speeches, his words were
falling on the ears of those beginning to feel the economic pressures. “While we may have disadvantages in other directions,” Washington stated, “we should . . . bear in mind that the
soil in Florida draws no color line. . . the rain knows no color
line. The sun draws no color line.“51 While the speech reflected
part of Washington’s general retrenching tactics, it would not
have been impossible for Lewey to have informed Washington
as to the Negro’s growing employment plight in Pensacola. If it
were not back to the land, then the Negro worker must leave the
city or accept only menial jobs— and even those were in short
supply. It may be conjectured that Lewey’s arranging of Washington’s trip to Florida in 1912 was expressly to give direct encouragement and heart to the Negro community. It did not
help, but there were few other avenues open to leaders of the
Pensacola black community,
Beyond a few isolated instances of Jim Crow violations on
streetcars after 1905, there was little in the newspapers concerning segregated facilities and conveyances. About the time
of the beginning of the declining black population in Pensacola
the revised Florida state general statutes were being passed.
These statutes included laws against co-habitation, separate
colleges and universities (1905), miscegenation (1906), separate
jail cells (1909), and separate but equal accommodations on
common carriers (1909), on electric cars (1907), and in separate
waiting rooms and ticket windows (1907).52 One other controlling factor may well have been that of the occupational
license tax.53 While the latter was presumably not initially intended to be specifically anti-Negro, it placed the occupationally
marginal, which included many Negro proprietors, at a decided
disadvantage. This kept the members engaged in such licensed
51.
52.
53.

Pensacola Florida Sentinel, May 26, 1912.
Pauli Murray, States’ Laws on Race and Color (Cincinnati, 1951), 77.
Pensacola Florida Sentinel, June, 1904.
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occupations as shoemakers, restauranteurs, and barbers, to a
relatively small number. While the white primary had begun at
the turn of the century, the poll tax was not imposed in Florida
until after 1910.54 Reports of heavy Negro registration in the
Pensacola Journal in 1908 were not again repeated, but at the
same time there began to appear urgings to disenfranchise the
Negro.55 The specter of Negro political power appeared as a
real threat in the election of 1908 as a result of the streetcar
strike of that year which threatened to split the white labor
vote. Socialist appeals in Pensacola created a real alternative to
the normally Democratic union vote, when that party did not
seem to be responding to the union’s grievances. The Pensacola
Journal “raised the spectrum [sic] of Negro domination if white
laborers split their vote between several parties.“56 Despite the
declining Negro population, there remained in 1908 a sufficient
potential of black power. The white establishment felt
threatened, and this added to the psychological fears which were
already evident in the economic sphere with declining lumber
potentials and rumors of the closing of the naval base.
Several major events, then, had strong influence on the
growth of Pensacola, in general, and on the Negro status in
particular. The hurricane of 1906 left the dock area of the
city devastated, and it was not fully restored to full capability
for many years. While trade continued, the advent of steel
ships and their peculiar port demands made it difficult for
Pensacola to compete with cities like Mobile and New Orleans
whose state, municipal, and private interests insisted on improving their port. 57 The editorial complaints of the Pensacola
Journal in 1920 clearly pointed up the lack of interest in creating
modern dock facilities. The advent of the naval air station in
1916 and its decidedly favorable impact on Pensacola’s economy
may well have diverted major business interests away from
shipping.58 Certainly, the decrease in commercial port activity
54. C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow (New York, 1955),
67-68.
55. Pensacola Journal, April 18, 1908.
56. Flynt, “Pensacola Labor Problems,” 331.
57. An area of needed investigation is whether Florida’s state and national
representation in Tallahassee and Washington was neglectful of Pensacola’s interests, and whether Alabama’s Washington delegation had
greater influence with the Army Corps of Engineers and the rivers
and harbors committee.
58. H. D. Harden and K. T. Ford, “Increased Naval Activity at Pensacola,
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meant a cutback in job opportunities at every level— especially
for blacks.
The closing of the naval base in 1911, coming as it did at the
beginning of the decline in the timber industry and at the end
of the national and local economic downswing of 1908-1910,
may well have discouraged business expansion of any real nature.
Further discouragement came with the failure of the First
National Bank in 1913 and the attendant losses to major timber
shipping interests and the unfulfilled promise of the Panama
Canal. With the severe curtailment in exports in the war years, it
is little wonder that white Pensacola turned her eyes to the naval
air station in 1914-1916 for its economic salvation. All of these
factors contributed to declining opportunities for blacks, especially as the white population continued to increase. The
alluring prospects of a better existence in northern cities— as
advertised in such locally available papers as the Chicago Defender— and the Booker T. Washington call for a return to the
farm, provided possible “escape hatches” from the increased
racist pressures and economic hardships. Available evidence
does not show a heavy return of Pensacola Negroes to the soil.
The stability of the Negro population, 1905-1920, indicates
that a plateau of acceptability had been reached at a little less
than fifty per cent of the total city population. This margin
increases until a twenty-five per cent Negro population factor
is established and maintained. Major northward migrations of
general black population confirms the failure of such cities as
Pensacola to measure up to early Negro aspirations. Washington’s designation of Pensacola as “typical” of Negro accomplishment in the period 1880-1906 is somewhat of an understatement.
Compared statistically to the total United States black population
and the proportion of professionals and businessmen, Pensacola
emerges as an example of a strong and positive Negro condition.
But this position remained only until the increasing urban inmigration of whites, many with specialized craft skills, caused
the fairly equal population factor of 1890-1905 to become disproportionately favorable to the whites. This brought to the
Florida, 1914-19, and Its Influence Upon Pensacola’s Economy and
Culture.” (graduate paper, Department of History, University of West
Florida, Pensacola.)
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white community far greater power in the form of segregated
unions and majority support to exclusive white businesses. The
population balance which had allowed for accommodation of
all races, and thus a measure of Negro social acceptance, was
permanently destroyed in the period 1905-1910. The colored
population— both black and “Creole’‘— never really recovered
from this decline. Unlike many other cities of the South that
continue to show an increase of Negroes in their population,
although the total percentage of increase usually declines, Pensacola’s black population showed a slight decrease from the
plateau between 1910 and 1920, and registered a negative growth
percentage. 59
Negro prospects of an enlarging economic and social status
as prescribed by Booker T. Washington in 1906, slowly, but
surely, were dashed in the “death” of Pensacola, 1906-1920. Town
fathers and business interests who presided over the decline were
hesitant and indecisive over the direction in which Pensacola
could best recoup its timber and shipping losses. The advent of
the naval air station seemed a solution, and this base was carefully nurtured and did begin to encourage business expansion
after 1916, especially in the services area. But any employment
and wages to be accrued from that development went to the
increasing white urban population. As always in the case of
economic squeeze, Negroes were the first to feel the pinch. They
had lost timber and shipping-connected jobs, and what remained
was absorbed by the white workers. Only the most menial labor
and domestic employment remained open.
Relative prosperity, expanding business, and the presence of
a once respected “Creole” citizen group had given early hope to
a rising economic and social condition for Negroes in Pensacola, but the hopes of the black community in Pensacola were
not great enough to survive the pressure of the expanding
white population and the changing nature of the city’s economy.
59. William Rossiter, Increase of Population in the United States, 19101920, Census Monographs I (Washington, 1922), 124.
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FLORIDA HISTORY RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
This indicates the amount and variety of Florida history
research and writing currently underway and as reported to the
Florida Historical Quarterly. Recently completed doctoral dissertations and masters theses are included.
Auburn University
Adolphus G. Bunkley— “Peter Chester, Governor of British
West Florida” (MA. thesis in progress).
John H. Burrows— “History of the National Negro Business
League, 1900-1952” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Elizabeth Conover— “British West Florida’s Mississippi Frontier During the American Revolution” (M.A. thesis in
progress).
Robin R. A. Fabel— “George Johnstone, First Governor of
British West Florida” (Ph.D. dissertation).
Mary Ann Neeley— “Panton, Leslie and Company, and Forbes
and Company” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Robert R. Rea (faculty)— “James Macpherson in British West
Florida”; “Lt. Col. James Robertson’s Tour of the Floridas, 1763” (continuing studies).
Edward C. Williamson— Bourbon and Anti-Bourbon Politics
in Florida, 1876-1893 (accepted for publication, University
of Florida Press).
Case Western Reserve University
Joseph Adler— “David Yulee’s Senatorial Career” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Daytona Beach Community College
Henry B. Watson (faculty)— ”The Acquisition of East Florida
by the United States” (continuing study).
Florida Atlantic University
A. K. Craig (faculty)— “Koreshan Unity and the Great Rectilineator” (continuing study).
[303]
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Florida Southern College
J. Larry Durrence (faculty)— “Race Relations in Florida in
the 1930s” (continuing study).
Judge Watson (faculty)— “The Broad Form Mineral Deed:
Curse or Boon to the Mining Regions” (continuing
study).
Florida State University
William Warren Rogers (faculty)— “Jack Turner: The Negro
and Reconstruction in the Deep South” (continuing
study).
J. Leitch Wright (faculty)— “Britain and the American Frontier, 1783-1845”; “Florida During the British Period, 17631784” (continuing studies).
Florida Technological University
Richard R. Adicks (faculty) and Donna Neeley— “History of
Ovieda” (continuing study).
Jerrell H. Shofner (faculty)— “The Florida Railroad Company and Negro Land Tenure on Amelia Island, 18631888” (continuing study).
Indian River Community College
Eugene Lyon (faculty) and Paul Hoffman (faculty, Louisiana
State University)— “Pedro Menendez” (continuing study).
Jacksonville University
George E. Buker (faculty)— “Territorial Florida” (continuing
study).
Joan Carver (faculty)— “The Functions of Consolidated Government in the City of Jacksonville” (continuing Study).
Kennesaw (Georgia) Junior College
Robert H. Akerman (faculty)— “Race Relations and Florida
Politics in the 1930s and 1940s” (continuing study).
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Notre Dame University
Howard D. Fine— “The Koreshan Unity, Utopian Community” (M.A. thesis).
Palm Beach Atlantic College
Jerry Weeks (faculty)— “Florida Citrus Industry in the Nineteenth Century” (continuing study).
Princeton University
Arnold M. Pavlosky— “Protest and Reform: Florida Politics,
1880-1908” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Samford University
Wayne Flynt (faculty)— “Biography of Sidney J. Catts”
(completed).
Michael Carter— “Jerry Carter and the Townsend Movement
in Florida” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Stetson University
Malcolm M. Wynn (faculty)— “French Reaction to the Matanzas Massacre” (continuing study).
Texas Tech University
Thomas D. Watson— “Biography of William Panton” (Ph.D.
dissertation in progress).
Troy State (Alabama) University
J. Barton Starr (faculty)— “Tories, Dons, and Rebels: The
American Revolution in British West Florida” (M.A.
thesis); “George Gauld’s ‘Petition’“; “Edited Collection
of Documents on British West Florida” (continuing
studies).
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Jack D. L. Holmes (faculty)— “Pensacola Settlers, 1780-1821”;
(continuing study); Alabama Settlers, 1780-2813 (com-
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pleted); “Bernardo de Galvez and the American Revolution in West Florida”; “Status of the Black Man in
Spanish Louisiana and West Florida: Theory and Practice”; “Anthony Hutchins, 1789[?]-1804” (continuing
studies).
David H. White— “John Forbes Company: Heir to the Florida
Indian Trade, 1801-1819” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
University of Arizona
George R. Adams— “William Selby Harney: Frontier Soldier”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
University of Florida
Edward Akin— “Origins and Development of the Flagler System, 1885-1913” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Evasusanne Amelung— “History of the Economic Development of the Sanford, Florida, Area” (M.A. thesis).
James Anderson (faculty)— “Geographic Location of Florida
Plantations” (continuing study).
Frederick L. Bein— “Geographic Shifts in Florida Citrus”
(M.A. thesis).
Fred W. Blakey (faculty)— “Florida Phosphate Industry: A
History of the Development and Use of a Vital Mineral”
(completed); “Albertus Vogt: The Duke of Dunnellon”
(continuing study).
James T. Brooks— “Rhetorical Study of the Speaking of
Governors Napoleon Bonaparte Broward of Florida, Hoke
Smith of Georgia, and Charles B. Aycock of North Carolina” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
William C. Childers (faculty)— “Garth Wilkinson and Robertson James: Abolitionists in Gainesville During Reconstruction” (continuing study).
Merlin G. Cox (faculty) and Baynard Kendrick— “Chase
Family of Sanford: A History of Citrus and Vegetable
Industries in Florida” (continuing study).
Kathleen A. Deagan— “Indian-Spanish Interaction in Colonial
St. Augustine” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Harry G. France, Jr.— “Spanish Deaths and Ship Losses in the
Conquest of America from 1492 Through 1509” (M.A.
thesis).
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Michael V. Gannon (faculty)— “Documentary History of Florida, Vol. I: The Colonial Period, 1513-1821” (continuing
study).
Thomas S. Graham— “Charles H. Jones: Editor and Progressive Democrat” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Robert Heighton (faculty)— “Impact of Migration on Flagler
County” (continuing study).
Edward Johnson— “W. M. Newton, Jr., and the Genesis of
Investigative Reporting of Florida Government” (M.A.
thesis in progress).
John Paul Jones (faculty)— “Florida Press Association” (continuing study).
Peter Klingman— “Josiah T. Walls: Florida’s Black Congressman of Reconstruction” (Ph.D. dissertation).
Jeddy Lavar— “Local Courts in Marion and Seminole Counties” (Ph.D. dissertation).
Eugene Lyon— “The Crown in Spanish Florida, 1565-1605”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Pamela T. Marcus— “Social Integration and Attitudes Toward
Return to the Homeland of Cuban Political Refugees”
(M.A. thesis).
Robert Marcus (faculty)— “Geography of Florida” (continuing study).
Carl McMurray— “Excavations on Spanish Street, St. Augustine” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Judith McMurray— “Excavation of the Mission of San Juan
del Puerta, Fort George Island” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Jerald Milanich (faculty)— “Ethno-history of the Timucua”
(continuing study).
Samuel Proctor (faculty)— “Documentary History of Florida,
Vol. II: Modern Florida, 1821-Present” (continuing
study).
Bruce Rosen— “Development of Negro Education in Florida
During Reconstruction” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Amy Bushnell-Seitz— “Social History of St. Augustine in the
Spanish Period” (Ph.D. dissertation).
Samuel D. Smith— “Reinterpretation of the Cades Pond
Archaeological Period” (M.A. thesis).
Claude C. Sturgill (faculty)— “British Garrisons in EighteenthCentury Florida” (continuing study).
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Bert E. Swanson (faculty)— “Community Crisis in Florida
Cities” (continuing study).
Eldon R. Turner (faculty)— “Gainesville Odd Fellows Lodge,
1898-1930” (continuing study).
Arthur White (faculty)— “William N. Sheats: Florida’s Progressive Educator, 1892-1922”; “Election of 1904 in
Florida” (continuing studies).
University of Georgia
Brian G. Boniface— “Historical Geography of Florida, ca.
1700” (Ph.D. dissertation).
University of Miami
Aurora Davis— “‘Economic Development of Major Scheduled
Airlines and the Ancillary Industries in Dade County,
1945-1970” (M.A. thesis).
Robert McKenna— “Obstacles to the Organization of Labor
in Florida” (M.A. thesis).
Charlton Tebeau (emeritus professor)— “Ecological History
of South Florida”; “History of the University of Miami”
(continuing studies).
University of South Carolina
Lewis H. Crese, Jr.— “William Henry Gleason: Carpetbagger,
Politician, Land Developer” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
University of South Florida
Joan Greenacre— “Cuban Emigrés of Tampa, Florida, 18861898” (M.A.. thesis in progress).
Martin LaGodna (faculty)— “Farmers’s Marketing Problems
in Florida” (continuing study).
Lance D. Limoges— “Effects of Landfill on Tampa Bay”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Cecil E. Palmer— “Development of Supplemental Irrigation
in Florida: A Geographical Analysis” (Ph.D. dissertation
in progress).
Raymond Rapp— “Failure of Massive Resistance: Law and
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Social Change in Manatee County, Florida” (M.A. thesis).
Ilene Sommers— “Tampa’s Jewish Community” (M.A. thesis
in progress).
J. Raymond Williams (faculty)— “Archeological Survey of
Tampa Bay Region” (completed); “Excavation of Shell
Midden on Delaney Creek, Tampa” (continuing study).
University of West Florida
William Coker (faculty)— “Panton, Leslie and Company”
(continuing study).
Harriet Deissler— “Pensacola Chamber of Commerce, 19391950” (M.A. thesis).
Ernest Dibble (faculty)— “Antebellum Pensacola, 1820-1860”
(continuing study).
Laura Gilbert— “Racism in the Pensacola News Journal, 19181925” (M.A. thesis).
Robert Harris (faculty)— “Pensacola during the Civil War
and Reconstruction Period” (continuing study).
George Pearce— “Pensacola and United States Navy” (continuing study).
University of Wyoming
Robert Hemenway (faculty)— “Biography of Zora Neale Hurston” (continuing study).
Thomas Kennedy (faculty)— “Panton, Leslie and Company”
(continuing study).
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BOOK REVIEWS
Billy Bartram and His Green World: An Interpretive Biography.
By Marjory Bartlett Sanger. (New York: Farrar, Straus &
Giroux, 1972. 207 pp. Foreword, acknowledgments, illustrations, chronology, bibliography, index. $6.50.)
Everybody loved Poor Billy Bartram, as he was quite commonly called; but nobody was willing to pay him to work for
them. Indeed, there wasn’t much work that Poor Billy could
do without goofing off into day dreams. Several times he tried
keeping store, but he wasn’t much good at figures and absolutely
no good at pushing someone to pay an overdue debt. He tried
farming in Florida, but his health went bad, and anyway he
spent more time watching the birds than working the indigo.
He went on explorations with his father, John Bartram of
Philadelphia, who in the days just before the Revolution was
the most famous naturalist in America. The pictures of birds and
plants that Billy drew were very good indeed, but largely overlooked in the shadow of his father’s work.
Then in 1773, when he was thirty-four years old, Billy was
hired by an English naturalist to go on a journey of his own. He
was to tour the southeast, especially the newly acquired Floridas,
and send back plants and seeds along with pictures and a
written description of the country and its inhabitants. And all
at once Billy Bartram was Poor Billy no longer. On his own,
alone must of the way, and happy as a bird, he traveled from
Savannah to the Mississippi, with much of the time spent in
Florida. He encountered rattlesnakes, wolves, bears, and Indians,
with supreme confidence that he loved them all and they must
of necessity love him in turn. Apparently they did. Only alligators gave him a slightly uneasy feeling, and even these he admired. In the four years from 1773 through 1776 Billy proved to
be not only a good naturalist, an excellent artist, but the very
finest outdoor writer who would ever shoot a wild turkey or
hook a bass (Billy invariably referred to them as trout) in
Florida waters. The Travels of William Bartram, published in
1791, has been a classic ever since.
[310]
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Marjory Bartlett Sanger, like many before her, has quite
obviously fallen in love with Billy Bartram. His spirit shines
through on every page of her biography. Professional naturalists
may object that this open affection has harmed her book: Bartram’s observations (particularly of alligators) were sometimes
more poetic than accurate, a fact that Mrs. Sanger simply ignores.
But then much of Bartram’s Travels is poetry, pure poetry, and
if alligators don’t blow smoke out of their nostrils, they ought to.
Mrs. Sanger’s research has been extensive. However, and possibly because Bartram’s spirit seemed to her more important
than flat statements of fact, she has used the fictional technique
of direct quotations even where, obviously, these cannot be
known. As a result, the reader is sometimes uncertain just where
fact blends into fiction. Aware of this, the author’s foreword
states that “An interpretative biography not only reports the
known events . . . but also tries, wherever possible, to explore
and even to explain them. . . . It is vital, therefore, that the
author assure her readers that she has in no instance wilfully misled them by . . . scenes or dialogue that are out of character.”
Mrs. Sanger’s writing is sensitive and lucid as a whole. She
is, however, addicted to flashbacks that are sometimes confusing
and sometimes destroy continuity. But it is not so much what
Bartram did as the spirit of the man that fascinates Mrs. Sanger,
and this she has captured very well.
Anna Maria, Florida

WYATT BLASSINGAME

A History of Florida Baptists. By Edward E. Joiner. (Jacksonville: Florida Baptist Convention, 1972. 326 pp. Preface, appendixes, maps, illustrations, bibliography. $4.95.)
The Florida Baptist Historical Society urged Professor Edward Earl Joiner of Stetson University to write this long-needed
history of Florida Baptists. His account begins with the formation in 1821 of Pigeon Creek Baptist Church near present-day
Callahan in Nassau County and continues to the year 1970.
Herein one finds much information in a readily accessible form.
Statistics, tables, maps, photographs, bibliography, and index
contribute to an understanding of the struggle and the triumph
of this aggressive and persistent church.
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The casual reader will likely find this book rather dull chiefly
because the author used a chronological order which has, on the
average, a sub-head for every two pages of text. Six of the nine
chapters are divided by decades (one or two). This reviewer can
see no justification in this arbitrary method of dividing either
the time-span or the material. Several topics— convention, association, Sunday school, Stetson University, church paper, and
social concern— appear under a separate heading in Chapters III
to VIII. An entire chapter devoted, for example, to education,
including Stetson, would have made better organization and
improved presentation of material.
Some sixty Baptist churches had been organized in various
parts of Florida by 1854, a feat worthy of much admiration. To
have covered this story in a short chapter seems entirely too
sketchy. More than twice the number of pages are devoted to
the years 1960-1969, in keeping with the tremendous increase in
population and in church membership. By this time the Baptists in Florida could point with pride to forty-seven associations
with 1,433 churches and 614,900 members. Despite much growth,
Baptist churches in Florida find great difficulty in maintaining
an increase in members and in providing adequate salaries for
a ministry whose members frequently have sought other livelihood. Low pay discourages young men from entering the work
of the church.
Undoubtedly, Professor Joiner’s book will serve the purpose
for which it was commissioned and will convince Florida
Baptists that their church has made an important and acceptable
contribution to the life of the people of their state.
WALTER B. POSEY
Emory University
Some Who Passed This Way. By Ira A. Hutchinson. (Panama
City: Privately published, 1972. xii, 193 pp. Introduction,
photographs, biographical sketch of author. Order from Joe
E. Hutchinson, P. O. Box 1848, Panama City, Florida 32401.
$5.00.)
The author graduated from Stetson University in 1905 with
the bachelor of laws degree and the same year was admitted
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to practice before the state and federal courts of Florida. This
began a long and distinguished career as a practicing attorney,
county judge, United States court commissioner, state attorney,
and finally circuit judge. His retirement in 1948 ended his
active legal career but allowed him time to pursue his lifelong
hobby of history. Few if any residents had a more thorough or
intimate knowledge of the history of the central counties of the
Florida Panhandle and their early settlers than Judge Hutchinson. Combined with this knowledge was the logical and analytical
mind of the lawyer, an enduring memory, and the ready wit
of the born storyteller. It was the privilege of this reviewer as a
youth to have known the judge.
This book is a compilation of articles written after his retirement, the entire series of which ran for more than two
years in a Bay County weekly newspaper. Each story is said to
have a factual basis, many taken from the author’s own experiences, some quoted from reports of others, and still others
authenticated from old records or documents and written history.
The author briefly describes the origin of the early villages and
towns on St. Andrews Bay and certain of the pioneers who
settled them. Many of the former are now non-existent. He
touches on the life and times of the earliest of these pioneers
as recounted by his own father and grandfather, both early
settlers in Northwest Florida. He tells of the slaves held by his
forebears and their friends and neighbors in the Panhandle.
And though the memories of the Civil War were recent and
often bitter, Union and Confederate veterans settled areas
around St. Andrews Bay where they and their descendants lived
in peace and harmony,
Among his youthful experiences the judge tells of his travels
and employment as an “expert” with gasoline engines, then
soon to replace sail as a means of propulsion for smaller types
of watercraft. So, too, does he venture afield journalistically in
writing of certain of the early events of recorded history. But the
author is at his very best and most accurate in his articles treating
of the local history of the part of Florida he loved and knew
so well.
As a collection of newspaper stories this work may be lightly
regarded by serious scholars. Yet Judge Hutchinson advised and
encouraged numbers of candidates for graduate degrees, at least
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one of whom is known to have cited him extensively in her
master’s thesis. The absence of footnotes and an index might
likewise disappoint those who would expect these scholarly aids.
However that may be, it is a delightful little book, to be enjoyed
by scholar and layman alike.
When Ira A. Hutchinson departed this life West Florida lost
a distinuguished jurist, an outstanding individual, and a noted
authority on the local history of the area in which he spent
most of his life. His family deserves much credit for posthumously publishing his work as a lasting tribute to “one who
passed this way.”
JOHN D. WARE
Tampa, Florida

The Everglades Today: Endangered Wilderness. By George X.
Sand. (New York: Four Winds Press, 1972. 191 pp. Introduction, map, illustrations, index. $5.95.)
Unless the warnings of this book are heeded there may be
no “Everglades Tomorrow.” The author, who has lived for
thirty years at the edge of the Everglades and was the first recipient of Florida’s Outstanding Conservationist Award, is an
angry man. He sees a watery paradise already half-destroyed by
man’s greed for real estate sales and tourism, by over-drainage,
water waste, and too many pollutants.
But before Mr. Sand pulls out all the stops to blame the
Army Corps of Engineers for a century of bungling and to
scold the Dade County Port Authority for building a jet-port in
the middle of the ‘Glades, he introduces us to the land that he
loves. Photographs, many by the author, get equal space with
lyrical description in portraying the sawgrass sea, the hammocks,
the water trails, the abundant and exotic wild life, now alarmingly threatened, and the old life style of the Indians in contrast to recent irrevocable changes.
There is drama in the Everglades: deer dying in a flood, a
strangler fig slowly killing a cabbage palm, and a wild boar
squealing in the jaws of an alligator. The author is at his best
in catching the mood and the flavor of these mysterious swamps
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so long shadowed in mystery. He is less at ease when he attempts
historical background. But this book is not intended as history.
The message is ecological, an earnest plea for conservation. He
holds out hope that technology will be able to solve some of
the environmental problems and offers examples of water storage,
water re-use, deep sewage disposal wells, and even desalinization
plants, one of which was recently built in Key West. We hope
he is right.
THELMA PETERS
Miami, Florida

T. Thomas Fortune: Militant Journalist. By Emma Lou
Thornbrough, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1972.
xi, 388 pp. Foreword, preface, illustration, bibliographical
note, index. $12.50.)
This is an important book about a peculiarly American
tragedy. T. Thomas Fortune, one of the brightest men ever born
in Florida, who never forgot his boyhood home despite its refusal to accept him, and who was the nation’s leading Negro
journalist for at least three decades before his spirit was broken
by the increasingly untenable situation in which he found himself, is practically unknown in his native state because he was
born a slave with a little Negro blood in his veins.
Forced to flee his native Marianna at age thirteen so that his
legislator father might escape the blood bath invoked there by
unrestrained white regulators, he lived for a while at Jacksonville
and later attended Howard University. He attempted to teach
school in Madison and Jacksonville but soon found the state too
repressive for a proud black man. In 1881 he moved to New
York and began a career in journalism which seemed to be propelling him into the leadership position being vacated by the
aging Frederick Douglass. But times were changing.
Refusing to accept the restrictions being placed on Negro
rights in the late nineteenth century, Fortune organized the
Afro-American League around which blacks could rally in a
fight for their rights and dignity. He was disappointed that most
blacks ignored the League while whites were applauding Booker
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T. Washington and his accommodationist policy. Even though
he disagreed with Washington, Fortune vigorously supported
the Tuskegee Wizard in his influential New York Age. But
their relations became strained when Washington continued to
support Theodore Roosevelt despite the President’s anti-Negro
policies.
Years of financial adversity and disappointment over the
declining position of blacks finally broke the proud and sensitive Fortune. Excessive drinking and a possible mental breakdown, an open break with Washington, and loss of the Age reduced him to abject want by 1907. For eleven years he floundered,
sometimes sleeping on park benches, but gradually regained control of himself. From 1918 until his death in 1928 he wrote
effectively for several newspapers. While he had denounced advocates of Negro emigration in earlier years, he supported Marcus
Garvey in the 1920s because the younger man accomplished what
Fortune had been unable to do: arouse and unite black Americans.
Writing about Fortune when he died, Kelly Miller poignantly identified the dilemma of the expatriate Floridian and
his race: “Mr. Fortune’s life measures the progress and regress
of the race during the past half a century, but it tells us little
or nothing of the future. He found the race with a faith and
philosophy, and leaves it with neither.”
Everyone interested in our past will benefit by reading this
book. It would be especially valuable to militant young blacks
who believe their activities original and to middle class whites
who have somehow convinced themselves that the door to opportunity is open to all and that hard work and indolence are
genetically based.
JERRELL H. SHOFNER
Florida Technological University

The European Discovery of America: The Northern Voyages,
A.D., 500-1600. By Samuel Eliot Morison. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971. xviii, 712 pp. Preface, illustrations, index. $15.00.)
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Morison, admiral, professor, Ph.D., writer, sailor, Harvard
faculty member, and distinguished author, distinguished teacher
and biographer of the definitive study of Columbus and his
voyages, has given us another magnus opus. As the subtitle indicates, this book deals with the early northern voyages. Morison,
eighty-five years old, plans to publish another volume dealing
with southern voyages. He has further hopes to repeat the same
sequence for the seventeenth-century voyages. We fervently hope
that Morison with his energy, historical talent, and his available
resources can accomplish this task.
It is necessary to mention for our purpose that Florida figures
only slightly in this book. How much Florida enters the picture
in the projected southern voyages is speculative but certainly
it will be more. Over half of this book deals with voyages that
did not touch today’s Atlantic coast of the United States, but
rather the Canadian coast and islands, Greenland, and Iceland.
Most of the references to Florida in this volume are available elsewhere and add little to Florida history. The matter of
the Cabot voyages is a different story, David True in two articles
published in Imago Mundi claimed that “the 1497 voyage of
the Cabots was to Florida, but not to Canada.” True also
argued that the Cabots made seven voyages, the first one in
1491— one year before Columbus. He was never certain about
this latter claim, but True was devoted to the Cabot voyage to
Florida in 1497. Many others have accepted True’s claim, and
Charlton Tebeau in his History of Florida incorporates True’s
findings. But Morison only mentions True in a footnote, and
he calls True’s conclusions “odd theories” that contain “miscellaneous nonsense” (p. 194).
This is a well-written narrative, excellently organized, and it
contains good illustrations and maps. There are bibliographic
notes at the end of each chapter therefore avoiding a full alphabetical bibliography, an arrangement which seems to this reviewer to be of dubious value.
Morison traces the story of fact and fancy of European discoveries from St. Brendan and the Irish around 400-600 A.D. to
“The Second Virginia Colony 1587— ?“— the one known as the
Lost Colony. He deals with the Norsemen; Fantasy Islands;
False Voyages; John Cabot; Voyages to Labrador and Newfoundland (many by Portuguese); development of English Ships and
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Seamen; the same for the French; Verrazzano; Gomez and Ayllón which “set a new precedent; it was a northern voyage
[Ayllon] from a southern colony [Hispaniola]” and therefore of
interest to Florida history. There is much on the Cartier voyageages; France, England and Queen Elizabeth; again much on
Frobish and his voyages (Frobish apparently is a favorite of
Morison); an excellent chapter about Hakluyt and Gilbert; another equally competent chapter about John Davis; finally the
First (1585) and Second [lost] Virginia colonies.
Morison is cocksure about his authoritative knowledge and
that he is the master historian of Voyages to America. For example, he says that the Irish discovery of America by A.D. 400600 has a simple answer— “No”; that the location of Vinland
has been solved “by the Norwegian archaeologist Ingstad”; Sebastian Cabot “was a genial and cheerful liar.” There are many
more of such categoric statements, but then who can give a
more decisive answer to these controversial questions? There is
no doubt that, as in the past, Morison will be challenged by
proponents of individual theories as has been the case heretofore (such as the distinguished Puerto Rican historian, Aurelio
Tió, whose work is important to Florida history).
I can only summarize the review by stating that this is a
superb book.
CHARLES W. ARNADE
University of South Florida

Bartolomé de las Casas in History: Toward an Understanding of
the Man and His Work. Edited by Juan Friede and Benjamin Keen. (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press,
1972. xiii, 632 pp. Preface, introduction, maps, illustrations,
notes, bibliography, glossary, index. $20.00.)
Was Fray Bartolomé de las Casas “a typical paranoic with
dreams of grandeur,” as alleged by the Spaniard Ramón Menéndez Pidal in his 1963 anti-Lascasian biography, El Padre Las
Cases. Su doble personalidad; or was he, as the United States
historian John Fiske insisted in The Discovery of America
(1900), so noble and everlasting a personality that, for such a
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one, “all words of eulogy seem weak and frivolous?” This most
recent contribution to the Lascasian controversy comes down
hard on the side of the Dominican missionary, and brings
together an impressive array of essays in his favor. Ten of the
twelve essays are original studies written especially for this volume. Quite the most valuable aspect for readers in the Englishspeaking world, who of late have had only the studies by Lewis
Hanke (1949) and H. R. Wagner (1967), is the fact that all the
present authors are contemporary European and Latin American
specialists on Las Casas. The translations are by Benjamin Keen
of Northern Illinois University, with the exception of the essay
by the German Benno M. Biermann, O. P. which was submitted
in English by the author before his death in 1971.
The introduction by Keen, who is co-editor with the Colombian historian Juan Friede, reviews the literature surrounding
Las Casas from 1535 through 1970. The manner in which the
missionary’s writings, particularly the Brevíssima relación de la
destruyción de las Indias (1542), were used as propaganda weapons by English and Dutch merchant capitalists and their
governments in contest with Spain for colonial empires, is
carefully rehearsed, as also is the more recent reaction against
the Black Legend, with its associated denigration of Las Casas,
among United States historians, originating with Edward Gaylord Bourne (1904) and Lesley B. Simpson (1929). A biographical sketch is contributed by the late Manuel Giménez Fernandez
of Spain. Too brief in compass, it attempts to give a précis of
the author’s monumental biography of Las Casas, unfortunately
left incomplete at the time of his death in 1968, and succeeds in
raising as many questions as it answers. The biography shows
a lack of certainty about the date of Fray Bartolomé’s ordination
to the priesthood, suggesting it to be 1506 at the top of page
seventy-two (“confessing” implies the presbytery) and 1512 at
the bottom of the same page; the Spanish Dominican Venancio
Diego Carro cites 1512 as the date in his own contribution to
this volume (p. 250).
Friede of Colombia breaks new ground here with a study of
the social and political background of Las Casas’s activity. Las
Casas, he says, was the greatest critic of the conquistador - ecomenderos and fully deserving of his title Protector of the Indians,
but he cannot be designated the creator of the Indianist move-
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ment. That movement, in most part originated by the Church in
Spain and the colonies, well antedated Las Casas, who was in
fact an exponent of a conviction that already embraced broad
governmental circles and a large part of Spanish society. The
Dominican was a theologian and moralist, an historian, sociologist and jurist, but Friede makes the point that, in the end, Las
Casas found it necessary to become a priest-activist— essentially a
political man— and the organizer of a political party. The Brevíssima relación, which is devoid of theological content, is a
classic expression of his fully evolved realistic posture. Moving
beyond the abstract principles of right that he found in medieval
scholasticism, Las Casas argued that, “right springs from and
has its origin in its truthful relation to the events.” Later, as the
Spanish Angel Losada points out here in his essay on the debate
between Fray Bartolomé and the pro - encomendero Juan Ginés
de Sepúlveda at Valladolid in 1550-1551, Las Casas could justifiably claim personal knowledge of the American reality and
argue, ironically, “God deprived Doctor Sepúlveda of knowledge
of all this.” Carro’s is another essay asserting that Spain had
many Las Casases; that this particular missionary and polemicist was neither the first nor the only defender of the Indians;
and that, in his career as priest (1512), Dominican (1522-1544),
and finally as Bishop of Chiapas, both active and retired (15441566), Las Casas simply gave voice and action, though very
effectively, to the Spanish theological-juridical renaissance of
the sixteenth century, headed by the two Dominican masters of
the University of Salamanca, Francisco de Vitoria and Domingo
de Soto.
In these and other essays included in this volume one receives the picture of a man of his time, with religious, social, and
political roots in European mentality and customs; a man of
doctrine, with ardent faith in God and in His church, with
charity for his Indian and Spanish neighbors, and with vigorous
conviction that “all the peoples of the world are men.” To him
belonged also the courage to assert these virtues, condemning
without cease (from the time of his conversion in August 1514)
the unjust wars and cruelties of Spain against the Indians and
the expropriation of their lands on the pretext of conversion.
Particularly did he condemn the encomenderos, among whom he
was once numbered himself (1508-1512), who enriched themselves
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at the expense of the lives and property of the Indians and,
obliged by law to give them religious instruction, instead, as
Las Casas phrased it, “gave them death in place of doctrine.”
Occasionally in these studies one comes upon names associated
with our own La Florida: Ponce de León, Vázquez de Ayllón,
Pánfilo de Narváez, and the marvelous Fray Luis Cáncer, Las
Casas’s companion in the reduction of Tuzulutlán, the “Land of
War,” to Verapaz, the “Land of True Peace,” in 1537-1547. Las
Casas personally aided Fray Luis in his mission to duplicate in
Florida their pacifict success in Guatemala, a mission which
ended abruptly in Cancer’s martyrdom on the beach at Charlotte
Harbor in 1549.
Las Casas was not a thoroughgoing pacifist: his support of
the war against the Lacandones manifests his view that it was
possible to have just wars. He could also bring himself to
accept on rare occasion the Indian practice of human sacrifice.
And he counseled at one point the introduction of black slaves
from Africa to replace Indian workers in the mines, an advice
that he afterwards repented and recanted. On balance, he was a
man of prophetic faith who anticipated many of the principles
articulated by his spiritual descendants in the Second Vatican
Council: liberty as the supreme value of man, the criminality of
war and oppression, peaceful persuasion and example as the
only means of propagating the Christian Gospel. Reflecting on
this most admirable of the sons of Seville, one may well say,
with the West German Hans Magnus Enzensberger: “The
headlines that we hear every morning on the broadcasts signify
that the destruction of the Indies continues. The Very Brief
Account of 1542 is a backward look into our own future.”
MICHAEL V. GANNON
University of Florida

White, Red, and Black, The Seventeenth-Century Virginian. By
Wesley Frank Craven. (Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia, 1972. vi, 114 pp. Preface, index. $5.75.)
Historians today are in search of the little man. Demography
is the new tool. This is the specialty of the young historian, but
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the results are so fascinating that the old are sucked in. Wesley
Frank Craven is the old professional searching through new byways, and in the process he fashions a model study.
Who was the seventeenth-century Virginian— white, red,
black? How many white men were in Virginia? Craven exploits
the 82,000 land patents (1635-1699) for fifty-acre headrights. Because of corruption in the system of granting these headrights, he
feels that the number of Virginians could not be larger than the
number of headrights. His analysis reveals that over half the
arrivals occurred between 1650 and 1675. Therefore the seventeenth-century Virginian was an immigrant. The balance between immigrant and native-born does not come until very late
in the century.
Why did these persons come? Drawing upon the recent
studies of W. G. Hoskins on English agricultural harvests and
Robert Brenner on the “new merchants” of London, Craven
provides more answers on the economic and commercial side
than on the religious and political. He describes the average immigrant on page twenty-nine. The story of the red man is the
story of disappearance. Why did the Indian population drop
from 8,000-9,000 in 1607 2,000 by 1669? Craven emphasizes
“hunger, exposure, and psychological shock.”
As in the case of the white man, questions about the black
man are answered by an analysis of the land patents, for a headright of fifty acres was granted to any one bringing other persons
into the province. Craven wants to know how many blacks were
in Virginia. What was the ratio of black men to black women?
What was the size of the increasing mulatto population? Craven’s
answers in the final third of his study are more tentative.
For the old-fashioned reader the chapter on the Indians may
be the most enjoyable for Craven probes the attitudes of Powhatan toward the English and provides thereby more realization of
the Indian mind. These are insights honed on more traditional
materials. This is a rewarding book for it illustrates the historical profession in an exciting period of flux.
GEORGE C. ROGERS, JR.
University of South Carolina
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Detailed Reports on the Salzburger Emigrants Who Settled in
America . . . Edited by Samuel Urlsberger, Volume III, 1736.
Edited by George Fenwick Jones and Marie Hahn. (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1972. xx, 348 pp. Foreword,
introduction, preface, map, notes, index. $10.00.)
This volume, third in the series of translations of Samuel
Urlsberger’s Detailed Reports published originally in Halle,
Germany, in the eighteenth century, contains the narrative of the
Salzburgers’Georgia settlement in the turbulent and trying year,
1736. The underlying theme of this volume, like its predecessors
a translation of the religious register and diary kept by Pastor
John Martin Bolzius and his colleague, Israel Gronau, is the
continuing quarrel between Bolzius and the two secular-minded
commissaries, Jean Vat and Baron Friedrich von Reck, who
accompanied the Salzburgers’transports to Georgia.
As spiritual leader of a pietistic semi-theocracy, Bolzius objected to the commissaries’s worldly regulations, particularly
since neither met the pastor’s standards of Christianity. Because
Vat and von Reck were also jealous of one another’s authority,
the quarrel provides an intriguing example of a triangular
dispute for power. Further, behind the disagreements of the
three men loomed Oglethorpe, whom Bolzius never appears to
have trusted completely, perhaps, because of the general’s delays
in relocating Ebenezer, the Salzburger settlement, on more fertile
soil. Although the view of the quarrel that emerges from the
pastors’s diary is necessarily pro-Bolzius, the editors believe that
time vindicated Bolzius’s victory over his opponents in the
struggle for authority at Ebenezer.
George Fenwick Jones and Marie Hahn, translators and editors of this volume, have given scholars valuable source material
on the Salzburgers’ settlement, especially in their restoration
of the portions of the daily register and dairy deleted by Urlsperger for propaganda purposes in the original eighteenth-century edition. Yet, the work does contain some minor annoyances
and irritations. Principal among these is the placement of footnotes at the end of the volume, a cumbersome inconvenience in
an edited work. Placing the notes at the bottom of the page
where they belong could have eliminated such errors as the
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reversal of footnotes seventy-eight and seventy-nine. Identifications of persons and places are generally adequate, but the
editors erred in their references to Thomas Causton, Trustee
storekeeper and town baliff, as mayor of Savannah.
Finally, appending a fifty-page supplement to Volume I at
the end of this volume without appropriate notation on the
cover is bothersome. Although the supplement, translated and
annotated by William H. Brown, provides material earlier unavailable, it should at least have separate mention in the book’s
title. Otherwise, scholars could miss this worthwhile, but hidden,
source.
W. CALVIN SMITH
University of South Carolina
Aiken Campus

The Great Revival, 1787-1805: The Origins of the Southern
Evangelical Mind. By John B. Boles. (Lexington: University
Press of Kentucky, 1972. xiii, 236 pp. Preface, illustrations,
maps, selected bibliography, index. $10.00.)
Quite intentionally this study is an essay in historiographical
revisionism. Professor (of history at Towson State) Boles is convinced that the Turnerian frontier thesis, which was popularized
in the field of American religious history by William Warren
Sweet, provides an incomplete explanation for religious developments in the South even under classical frontier conditions.
Specifically, Boles marshals vast primary evidence, from sermons, church records, diaries, and correspondence, to the interpretation that the prevailing Christian world-view— Protestant,
and from Calvinism leftward— facilitated the eruption of the
Great Revival between 1787 and 1805 in southern society. In
other words, the religious factor, meaning a theological beliefsystem, was a primary cause of the camp meetings and effervescent revivals which rocked Kentucky and Tennessee, then the
Carolinas, Georgia, and Virginia, in the early years of the Republic.
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This revisionist character is summarized by Boles on page
seventy: “. . . there was present a pervasive, strongly believed
system of ideas about God and his dealings with men. Most
emphatically, there existed a vigorous cerebral element behind
the revivals that began in Kentucky. And just as the revival was
not entirely emotional and physical, it certainly was a regionwide
phenomenon . . . . By almost instantaneously overrunning the
South, the Great Revival proved itself to be more than a mere
frontier aberration, suitable only to Scotch-Irish pioneers suffering from a boredom and loneliness unique to the trans-Appalachian West.”
Thus this book turns out to be intellectual history, first in
the sense that the climate of ideas, beliefs, and hopes are seen
to be more determinative of the religious movement which
emerged than were the location or circumstances of the Revival’s
actual beginning (p. 36). Whether such a perspective will always
characterize Boles’s work remains to be seen, of course. But
his display of insight into the evangelical thought-system is
very impressive (chap. 9), as is his elaboration of the ideology
which led to denominational schisms (chap. 10), both of which
are more complex than many students of southern religion have
perceived. Among the other fresh and significant features of
this work are: (1) detailed, vital, credible sketches of key figures
in the Revival, like Henry Holcombe, David Barrow, Richard
McNemar, and James McGready; (2) eye-opening description of
the patterns of preaching in the Great Revival, especially the
existence of second sermons and separate exhorters.
Gracefully revised from its original form as a dissertation at
the University of Virginia, this book deserves attention for both
its substance and its methodology.
University of Florida

SAMUEL S. HILL, JR.

The Papers of John C. Calhoun, Volume V, 1820-1821. Edited by
W. Edwin Hemphill. (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1971. xxx, 761 pp. Preface, introduction, illustration, symbols, bibliography, index. $17.95.)
The letters and papers included in this fifth volume of the
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papers of John C. Calhoun are chiefly concerned with the administrative problems of the war department, and the editor has
wisely continued the practice, established in the preceding volumes, of reprinting in full only those that have more than
routine significance. Large numbers of others are described and
summarized, but most, having no possible interest except to
highly specialized students, are listed as available on microfilm copies in the editorial office. The editor has also written a
brief introduction describing the principal problems and issues
confronted by Calhoun as secretary of war during this final year
(April 1, 1820 to March 31, 1821) of the first administration of
James Monroe, but otherwise leaves the user free to examine and
interpret the papers without interference. Each entry is properly
identified as to source and location, other supplementary information is included where necessary, and the whole of the contents are made easily obtainable through a clear, concise, and accurate index.
This twelve-month period was of the utmost significance to
Calhoun and also to the nation, for it was the end of the constructive phase of Monroe’s presidency. In 1817, when the administration began, the full Hamiltonian program of a national
bank, a protective tariff, and expenditures for the common defense and the general welfare had been reinstigated, and everyone
believed that the nation was embarked on a course that would
assure permanent national strength and prosperity. Calhoun
shared this optimistic view, and under his enthusiastic direction
the army was reorganized, fortifications were planned and built,
explorations of the western territory were carried on, and mission schools for the education of the Indians were subsidized
by governmental grants-in-aid. He also used military funds for
the building of roads and the improvement of other means of
transportation, and when the Spanish government proved reluctant to ratify the treaty ceding East Florida to the United States,
he directed the army to ready itself for the military seizure of the
area.
The whole administration seemed to be united by a common
determination to remedy the national weaknesses, brought about
by the parsimonious policies of Jefferson and Madison and so
clearly demonstrated by the War of 1812, but this unity and
determination began to disintegrate in these closing months of
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Monroe’s first term. One of the reasons was the rivalry between
Calhoun and William H. Crawford, the secretary of the treasury, for the designation as Monroe’s successor, which began to
emerge during this year. But even more important was the
financial stringency brought about by the Panic of 1819. Spain’s
ratification of the Florida treaty in late 1820, removed the only
apparent need for a strong and effective army, and the Congress,
returning to a policy of strict economy, forced a reduction of expenditures. Calhoun, instead of continuing the nationalistic
improvements that had made his administration of the war
department so noteworthy during the preceding three years, was
now forced to plan how to reduce the army and the coastal defenses without doing irreparable harm.
The sectional split over the extension of slavery into Missouri
also became an object of concern for him and the entire administration, foreshadowing a break in their unity as well as that
of the entire country, and, as it was to turn out, making it impossible for him to achieve that which he most desired, his election as President of the United States. He and his correspondents
during this fateful year, of course, were unaware that this turning point had been reached in his personal career and the history
of the nation, but the evidence that such a decisive change was
occurring is clearly set forth in this volume.
THOMAS P. GOVAN
University of Oregon

Dispossessing the American Indian. By Wilbur R. Jacobs. (New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1972. xiv, 240 pp. Preface,
maps, illustrations, appendices, footnotes, note on sources,
index. $7.95.)
The reader who expects to find this book a history of Indian
land losses will be disappointed. It is a collection of scholarly
essays on unrelated— and sometimes trivial— subjects, all but one
of which deal with Indian woodland culture and Indian-white
relations of the English colonial period. The exception is an
extremely interesting and informative essay on English colonial
and native contacts in Australia and New Guinea, only obscurely
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related to American Indian experience. The other essays include
Indian-colonial trade, the ceremonial use of wampum, French
and English rivalry, incidents of the French and Indian War,
an evaluation of Pontiac’s “War for Independence,” British
plans for imperial administration, and Indian contributions to
modern American cultural and economic life.
In some of these diverse essays is the unifying theme that
the English— and later, the American— attitude towards the Indians was based on an assumption of racial superiority. Also
recurring is the author’s sympathy with the ecological concept
of the Indian as opposed to the exploitative philosophy of the
frontiersman— “The basic interpretation here is: who is the real
varmint, the bear or the trapper who killed him?” Especially
penetrating is his discussion of the racial bias of Francis Parkman, on whose writings he is a recognized authority, and his
evaluation of Frederick Jackson Turner’s famous frontier thesis.
The research on each of these essays deserves to be classed
as definitive: examination of widely scattered source collections
throughout the United States and in the Public Record Office
in London, and familiarity with modern writing ranging from
historiography to psychology. The Australia-New Guinea essay
shows similar knowledge of archival material and historical
accounts, and actual contact with a primitive settlement deep in
the interior jungles of New Guinea.
The book is heavily documented, but the notes have not
been unified; they stand just as they appeared in the the
original essays, with much resulting repetition. (A detailed first
reference and a “hereafter cited as” series in each.) And there is
no bibliography; the bibliographical data are scattered among
these forty pages of unconsolidated notes. In the appendices are
a convenient chronology and a critical evaluation of sources.
To this reviewer it seems a pity that a writer with such extensive learning and humane perception should publish a few
small essays, collected but not organized to form a book, instead
of writing fully and comprehensively on a subject he knows
so well.
ANGIE DEBO
Marshall, Oklahoma
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The Children of Pride: A True Story of Georgia and the Civil
War. Edited by Robert Manson Myers. (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1972. xxv, 1,845 pp. Preface, principle
characters, epilogue, who’s who, index. $19.95.)
This edited volume, monumental in length, consists of 1,200
letters written between 1854 and 1868 to and from various members of the Charles Colcock Jones family of Georgia. The letters,
selected by the editor from some 6,000, form a narrative history
of events in the lives of a well-bred slaveholding family. The
Reverend C. C. Jones owned three plantations and many slaves
near Midway, Georgia. He and his family had relatives in Savannah and Marietta with whom they corresponded monthly,
weekly, and sometimes daily. The Jones family, though more
religious than some, were typical of plantation society in the
“low country” of coastal Georgia. They wrote of their social
activities, their travels, births and deaths (death scenes are described in detail), plantation production, relations with their
factor, attendance at a Thackery lecture, bleeding with leeches
for treatment of illnesses, a visitor seducing a house servant, black
republicanism, and other occurrences and conditions of their
day.
The Jones also wrote of their “people,” of whom they carefully refrained from calling slaves. The sale of an undesirable
Negro family, religious instruction for slaves, the singing of
slaves, the devotion of house servants, death scenes of Negroes,
the system of hiring, are all recorded in the letters. A relative
in Marietta wrote that her servant Hannah died after many
months of painful suffering: “She was a great loss to us in a
pecuniary way, for she was making for us one hundred dollars
a year at the time she was taken sick. But I feel her death more
as a friend. You both know what that feeling is.” In 1862,
Mrs. Jones wrote that her “people” were escaping to the enemy
on the coast of Georgia, and in 1865 she wrote: “The people are
all idle on the plantations, most of them seeking their own
pleasure. Many servants have proven faithful, others false and
rebellious against all authority or restraint.” Mrs. Jones could
never understand why her “people” left the plantations when
freedom came. The comfortable life of leisure which Mrs. Jones
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had known, sustained only by a slave system, had come to an
end.
The value of the book to Old South history is the cultural
pattern recorded in the letters, purer in its portrayal of the
life-style of a minority slaveholding society than any secondhand account could be. The letters are repetitious and their content would not have been marred had fewer been used. The
preface, prologue, epilogue, and who’s who are excellent and
serve as a good source’for the student involved in research for
this area and period.
Georgia Southern College

JULIA F. SMITH

Kirby Smith’s Confederacy: The Trans-Mississippi South,
1863-1865. By Robert L. Kerby. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1972. viii, 529 pp. Preface, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95.)
Readers of Florida history will be interested in this book
because General Kirby Smith, born in St. Augustine, was the
state’s highest ranking officer in the Confederate service, where
he commanded after Vicksburg the Trans-Mississippi Department, a vast expanse of almost 600,000 square miles, a department larger perhaps than any other American subordinate officer
ever commanded in a major war.
With his forces severed from the eastern Confederate states
by the loss of the Mississippi River strongholds, Kirby Smith
did an effective job as both military commander and civil
administrator, with scant resources and few soldiers, in what
the author terms “never more than a peripheral theater of
operations” whose fate turned on Confederate operations elsewhere. His army all but dissolved in the spring of 1865, after
Appomattox, until the residue was surrendered by General
Simon B. Buckner, chief of staff of the department, to Union
General E. R. S. Canby on May 26. Smith was absent and fag
end surrenders continued in the exhausted department, the
last to recognize the failure of the southern cause.
Roughly 2,000 of Smith’s soldiers preferred exile to surrender.
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They traveled, mostly singly, across the Rio Grande. One column of 500, including 300 of General Jo Shelby’s old command,
moved from near Shreveport in May, picked up Confederate
luminaries and generals at San Antonio, buried their shredded
battle flags in the sands of the Rio Grande, and with the department commander among them, crossed into Mexico. In
the author’s words, Kirby Smith, “mounted on a mule, wearing
a calico shirt and silk kerchief around his neck, with a revolver
on his hip and a shotgun across his saddle,” caught up with this
column south of San Antonio and led it beyond the border.
This book is an ambitious undertaking involving prodigious
research. It is an important contribution to Civil War literature
in that for the first time known to this reviewer the events of
the meandering Trans-Mississippi war, fought by Kirby Smith’s
armies isolated from other Confederate forces, have been brought
together in a single, comprehensive volume, and no library of
the Confederacy will be complete without it. There appears at
times an inclination to tell more about what was than what
happened, but that is within the purview of the author’s title.
The principal military and gunboat action came with the
abortive Federal Banks-Porter-Steele Red River campaign, the
repulse of which by Lieutenant General Richard Taylor, defeated though he was at Pleasant Hill (which the author treats
as a drawn battle), and by Smith operating with General Stirling
Price against Steele, is recounted vividly.
The author, assistant professor of history at Columbia University, has an easy, unobtrusive style and gives a straightforward recital of events that in this humdrum department rarely
rise to the dramatic. While exception might be taken to a few
trifles, any unfavorable criticism of the volume would be captious. Still, the author’s grasp of his subject is so sure and his
main facts are so indisputable it seems sad to sacrifice on the
altar of convention, seventy-four pages of high cost production
to stereotyped citations and an extensive bibliography. But that
applies to most latter day histories.
GLENN TUCKER
Fairview, North Carolina
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A Pro-Slavery Crusade: The Agitation to Reopen the African
Slave Trade. By Ronald T. Takaki. (New York: The Free
Press, 1971. x, 276 pp. Acknowledgements, preface, bibliography, index. $7.95.)
As the title promises this work explores the question of the
southern agitation to reopen the Atlantic slave trade during the
decade of the 1850s. Based on a wealth of contemporary documents it traces the story from the 1853 call of Leonidas W. Spratt,
for the revival of such a traffic, through the decision of the Confederacy to confirm its prohibition. Throughout, an effort is
made as well to analyze the personalities and ideologies of the
traffic’s leading proponents. In the end the reader is left more
firmly convinced than ever that the slave trade agitation was
simply a defensive response to northern abolitionism.
However, Professor Takaki has chosen to go beyond this
generally accepted notion in an attempt to demonstrate that the
controversy was also the result of “an internal crisis of the Old
South— a crisis based chiefly on the distressing awareness that
slaveholding social mobility was tightening, and on the disturbing recognition that white Southerners themselves doubted
the rightness of slavery” (p. x). Unfortunately the argument
lacks conviction for the same reason that the arguments for a reopened slave trade lacked conviction— they simply did not
make sense.
To force slave prices down by fresh importations from Africa
(and thereby increase slaveholding mobility by making slaves
available to more potential proprietors) was a favorite rationale
advanced by the agitators for a renewed slave trade. Yet surely
it was realized that to accomplish this economic end, such a
massive number of unacculturated blacks would have been required as to create an almost insurmountable problem of social
control.
Equally unconvincing was the reopeners’ supposed need to
erase doubts regarding the “rightness” of slavery through an
emphasis on moral consistency, i.e., that if slavery was right,
then the slave trade was right. Since the beginning of the
century most of the western world had emphatically denied this
by distinguishing between slavery (a necessary and only tempo-
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rary evil) and the slave trade (an unmitigated evil). How then,
assuming that the slaveholders of the American South did feel
a collective guilt, could they hope to assuage that guilt by
reviving a universally detested traffic and inviting the odium
of people everywhere.
In short, Professor Takaki fails to support his thesis. Nonetheless his book represents a thorough job of research, contains
a good bibliography of secondary materials (with one or two
surprising omissions), and is reasonably well indexed. It is a
well-written account of a little known story and hence a valuable
contribution to southern historiography.
KENNETH F. KIPLE
Bowling Green State University

The Reformers and the American Indian. By Robert W. Mardock. (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1971. vii. 245
pp. Acknowledgements, introduction, bibliography, index
$9.00.)
The impact of the late nineteenth-century reform movement
on federal Indian policy is traced in this contribution to American intellectual and social history. The author points out that
many abolitionists were also concerned with Indian rights, but
postponed attention to the Native Americans until after they
had achieved their primary goal, the end of slavery. Following
the Civil War, reformers launched campaigns for better treatment
of Indians along with other humanitarian objectives such as
the abolition of capital punishment, women’s suffrage, temperance, and universal peace. In 1887, the broad scope of Indian
reform activity extended to St. Augustine with an inquiry into
the condition of 400 Apaches imprisoned at Fort Marion [Castillo de San Marcos].
Although Mardock recognizes that both Lincoln and Grant
were sympathetic to the Indian cause, he credits the persuasive
reformers with inaugurating Grant’s new Indian “Peace Policy”
in 1866. In covering the interval from the Civil War to 1890, the
author notes two successive waves in the Indian rights movement.
The first period ending in 1879 was characterized by heated pub-
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lic debate over Indian policy and by the participation of Quakers
and other religious denominations in the government administration of Indian affairs. Easterners argued for protection of
“our Indian brothers,” while western frontier communities urged
extinction of the “savage red devils.” By 1880 religious societies
had withdrawn from the reservations, administrative posts at
Indian agencies again came under political patronage, and Indian policy ceased to be a national party issue. The populace
generally agreed that neither the reservations set-up nor military
expeditions would solve the Indian problem.
Throughout the entire period up to 1890, the reformers were
guided by their absolute faith in the ideas of the New Testament
and the Declaration of Independence, the righteousness of
Anglo-Saxon progress and agrarian living. They aimed to “civilize” Indians according to white models, teach them to speak
English, and weaken the communal tribal system by tieing Indians to small plots of farm land. Mardock sees the passage of the
Dawes Act in 1887, enabling Indians to achieve limited private
land ownership, as the climax of an effective reform campaign.
The Dawes Act provided for subdividing reservations into allotments of 160 acres or more for individual Indian families and
the sale of the balance of the land. It was the latter provision,
however, favored by land speculators and railroad interests, that
insured congressional support.
Readers unacquainted with other literature on federal Indian
policy and the Dawes allotment act might wish the book included some evaluation of the reformers’goals and accomplishments. The Dawes Act is now viewed as a disastrous piece of
legislation that led to the alienation of millions of acres of
Indian land and ultimately to a new wave of Indian reform in
the 1930s.
HELEN HORNBECK TANNER
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Down to Now: Reflections on the Southern Civil Rights Movement. By Pat Watters. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1971. x,
426 pp. Foreword, acknowledgments, index. $8.95.)
Southern-born former Atlanta Journal reporter, and author
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of two highly-praised books, Pat Watters is the Southern Regional
Council’s historian of race relations. Likening himself to Thomas
Sutpen in William Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom!, he follows
the familiar path of searching back in southern history to find
the mistaken choice or turning point. His concern is the 1960s,
when the legal system of segregation was overthrown in the
South. His purpose is to try and find out why a better society
has not resulted.
Something exciting had happened in the early sixties. ‘“Suddenly,” he writes, “once, white and Negro southern involvement
in race came together in positiveness, creativeness, instead of
the old destructiveness and, pushing beyond unknown exaltation, hope, mysticism, ecstasy, produced a shimmering vision of
what life between the races might be, and more than that, what
life in America for all people might be” (p. 20). The instrument
was the bravery, hope, and “redemptive love” that emerged in
the streets, in the narrow alleys along side of the jails, and particularly in the black churches.
Over my head
I see freedom in the air. . .
There must be
A God
Somewhere.
That God, for Pat Watters, was in Albany, Georgia, in 1961, in
the little Shiloh Baptist Church, as Reverend Ralph Abernathy
cried out “I want the white man to be free . . . ,” and his listeners
chorused back, “I do, too.”
For a while it worked, despite white violence, police unconcern, mass arrests, police brutality, justice department and administration unconcern, and despite the media which sought,
predicted, and fastened on violence, and missed the bravery, love,
and dignity. In time, Watters maintains, the mainstream manipulation and violence of American culture killed the leaders and
the spiritual transcendence. The moment and the movement
were lost. White racism and black power turned the dream
back to nightmare as usual.
This is the sermon-story that Pat Watters offers with his
relatively undigested notes, tapes, and recollections, and his
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retrospectional interviews and lamentations. Those who sat in
the “ecstatic heat” of the black churches and marched in the
streets in the early sixties, will recapture the feeling. Although
Down to Now is not history, it is the valuable data from which
histories are written.
It is a sad book. There are many ways of saying why. As Pat
Watters quotes one of his beloved “SNCC kids,”
“I spent years loving the shit out of people, and nothing
changed.” Or, better, in the cadences of the churches,
“Why couldn’t they have listened then?” . . . . (Yes).
University of Florida

DAVID CHALMERS

South To A Very Old Place. By Albert Murray. (New York: McGraw Hill, 1971. 230 pp. Prologue, epilogue. $7.95.)
The literary intellectual, whatever his roots or his attainments, seems unable one day to resist a dominant urge to disprove the Thomas Wolfe adage that “you can’t go home again”
— and usually fails. In this book, aptly titled South To A Very
Old Place, a Negro intellectual makes his personal pilgramage to
the land, the scenes, and the people of his birth— with more success than most.
Albert Murray was born in Nokomis, Alabama, grew up in
Mobile, and was educated at Tuskegee Institute. A retired air
force major, he has taught all over the Northeast and is now
visiting professor of literature at the University of Massachusetts.
Words are his tools, and very sharp tools they are, as is his skill
in using them. Imaginative, colorful, and untrammelled by the
conventions of grammar or Wooley’s Handbook usage, his writing style is highly entertaining and evocative. All of which
makes it somewhat regrettable that his undoubted artistic
talents were not used with a more penetrating effect in analyzing what he found in this return to the “Very Old Place” of
his birth, instead of slashing broadly with the weapons of ridicule
and caustic wit which are his literary forte.
In his picture of the South of today, seen against the background of the author’s memories, he pays no more than lip
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service to the remarkable progress on many fronts which less
jaundiced eyes might have seen more clearly. Like Nathaniel he
asks the figurative question: “Can there any good come out of
Nazareth?” with much the same bias. And largely ignoring the
fact that names like Robert Penn Warren, Walker Percy, Hodding Carter, and William Faulkner are monuments in American
literature, not just that of the much-maligned South, he also
ignores the fact that his own remarkable, and enviable literary
skills could hardly have burst like Athena “full-panoplied” the
moment he first crossed the Mason Dixon into the North.
FRANK G. SLAUGHTER
Jacksonville, Florida

BOOK NOTES
An important new study is Florida History: A Bibliography,
compiled by Michael H. Harris formerly of Florida Atlantic
University, and now a professor at the University of Kentucky.
The Bibliography, a guide to the voluminous and varied literature of Florida, contains some 3,000 listings of books, scholarly
articles, theses, and dissertations dealing with all aspects of
Florida’s history from its discovery through 1970. The bibliography is in two parts. Part one is chronologically arranged: discovery and exploration, the French in Florida, Spanish in Florida, English colony, Florida in the American Revolution, Second
Spanish Period, territorial period, early statehood, Civil War
and Reconstruction, and the Spanish-American War. Travel and
description is also in this section. Part two is arranged topically:
religion, education, culture, medicine, law, politics and government, agriculture, industry, transportation, Indians, and Negroes.
Collected and individual biographies are listed, along with the
history of cities and towns, counties, regional areas, forts, and
the Everglades and other natural areas. Author and subject
indexes add to the value of this volume. Published by Scarecrow
Press, Inc., (P. O. Box 656) Metuchen, New Jersey 08882. The
price is $7.50. In a volume which is as comprehensive as this,
there are likely to be errors and some items inadvertently left
out. Professor Harris is already planning a revision and asks
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that suggestions and corresctions be addressed to him, College of
Library Sciences, University of Kentucky, Lexington.
The Imprint Society, Barre, Massachusetts, has published
The Narrative of Alvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca as translated by
Fanny Bandelier from the edito princeps of the Narrative published in Zamora, Spain, in 1542. This is the second of the three
full English translations. The first was by Buckingham Smith in
1851 and reissued in 1871 under the editorship of John Gilmary
Shea. Mrs. Bandelier’s translation was published in 1905. There
is also a translation by Cyclone Covey which appeared in 1961.
The Bandelier translation is considered the more careful and
scholarly. To accompany de Vaca’s La Relacion this volume also
carries the “Joint Report,” as translated by Gerald Theisen. The
“Report” is the official account prepared by de Vaca, Alonso del
Castillo Maldonado, and Andrés Dorantes, three of the four
survivors of the Narváez expedition to Florida. No copy of the
original report survives, but a rather full summary made by Oviedo has been preserved, and it is this version of the “Report”
which has been translated by Professor Theisen. The volume includes an introduction by John Francis Bannon in which he discusses the significance of the Narrative and retraces de Vaca’s
journey. The original wood engravings are by Michael McCurdy.
Bound in quarter leather and slip cased, the volume seells for
$35.00.
Diving for Treasure is another of the well-researched and
well-written books for young people that Wyatt Blassingame of
Anna Maria is well known for. Mr. Blassingame has written more
than thirty books— adult and juvenile— and this is one of his best.
The first men who dived back into the sea were probably looking
for food, but as the author reminds us, man has also always been
interested in other kinds of sea treasures. The robes of imperial
purple worn by Roman emperors were dyed with material made
from a shellfish plucked alive from the ocean’s floor. America
was discovered and explored by treasure seekers, and now in
our own day the depths of the sea are once again being explored
and plundered. Much of this activity is going on in the Carribean and off the coasts of Florida. Kip Wagner, who lived not
far from the Sebastian River on the Florida east coast, was
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perhaps the best known of Florida’s treasure divers. Mr. Blassingame describes Wagner’s first find— Spanish ship’s cannon,
barnacle-encrusted and half-buried on the ocean bed near his
home. The Real Eight Company was organized, and in 1960 its
people began diving for relics of the 1715 plate ship disaster.
Treasure Salvors of Key West is another one of the treasure
diving groups whose activities are described in the book. Published by Macrae Smith Company, Philadelphia, the book sells
for $4.95.
I Can Remember . . . is Robert L. Storter’s memoir of his
early life in Everglade, Florida, where he was born in 1894.
His father’s ship, The Bertie Lee, carried salt mullet, chickens,
sugar cane, syrup, citrus, hogs, and vegetables weekly to South
Florida ports. He also shipped alligator hides to Tampa once a
month. Mr. Storter’s relative, George Storter, operated one of
the important Seminole Indian trading posts. This booklet was
privately printed, but it may be ordered from Mr. Storter, 1447
Tenth Street North, Naples, Florida 33940. The price is $2.00.
William Aiken Walker for more than half a century travelled
throughout the South painting landscapes, rural genre scenes,
and Negroes. By the time of his death in 1921, he had produced
a massive body of work on southern subjects and the most extensive record of Negro life by any artist of the period. William
Aiken Walker, Southern Genre Painter, by August P. Trovaioli
and Roulhac B. Toledano, is both a biography and a guide to
Walker’s work. The book contains a long section on Walker’s
visits to Florida. When he arrived in 1889, the Ponce de Leon
Hotel had recently opened and there were several artists-in-residence there. Walker roomed and boarded at the Magnolia House
where he found the rates “reasonable and partners for whist”
available. He made many friends in St. Augustine, and he
came to Florida frequently, visiting in Jacksonville, Pablo Beach,
and on Fort George Island. The Pacetti family of Ponce Park,
sixty miles south of St. Augustine, were close friends. Walker
sketched Henry Flagler’s Royal Ponciana Hotel at Palm Beach
and other well known tourist hotels at Rockledge and on the
Indian River. He sketched Flagler’s overseas railroad during the
early stages of its construction. He also made topographical stud-
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ies of Florida waterways, lighthouses, plants, and marine life.
Walker spent time in Pensacola and Fort Walton, and he
sketched the historic forts of the area. His sketches of Pensacola
are among the best pictorial records of that city. This volume
includes color plates and black and white reproductions, a number of which are Florida scenes. Published by Louisiana State
University Press, it sells for $15.00.
The Great South was compiled by Edward King, a newspaperman who traveled some 25,000 miles throughout the South
during 1873-1874. His articles on southern life and society
were expanded and published in book form form in 1875. This
facsimile edition has been edited by W. Magruder Drake and
Robert R. Jones who have written an introduction and have
added a comprehensive index. Professor Fletcher M. Green
describes King’s book as the “fullest and at the same time one
of the most accurate and revealing” of the post bellum southern
travel accounts. King “saw almost everything” and was, in
Green’s words, “fair, unprejudiced, and impartial.” Along with
Frederick Law Olmsted’s The Cotton Kingdom, The Great
South, it is considered one of the most comprehensive and
historically significant accounts ever written about the region.
Six chapters are devoted to Florida. This book is in the Library
of Southern Civilization Series, published by Louisiana State
University Press. It sells for $20.00.
The Thomas Gilcrease Institute of American History and
Art Library, Tulsa, Oklahoma, contains a large collection of
materials about the country west of the Mississippi. It is especially rich in documents relating to the Five Civilized Tribes.
More than 1,000 items concern these Indians— their early residence in the Southeast, their removal and resettlement in the
West, their participation in the Civil War, and aspects of their
more recent history. The University of Oklahoma Press
earlier published the Gilcrease-Hargrett Catalogue of Imprints
which consists of an annotated bibliography of one of its most
important holdings. These printed materials were originally
gathered by the noted archivist and bibliographer, Lester Hargrett, who in 1946 sold them to Thomas Gilcrease, himself of
Greek Indian descent. Hargrett was director of the Gilcrease
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Institute until he retired to Tallahassee where he died in 1962.
The Gilcrease-Hargrett Catalogue will be of value to those
specializing in the areas of colonial history, the Indian, and the
American West and South. The book was prepared for publication with an introduction by G. P. Edwards. The price is $20.00.
Dissertations in History, compiled by Warren F. Kuehl, is a
valuable addition to his earlier volume, An Index to Dissertations Completed in History Departments in United States and
Canadian Universities, 1873-1960, published in 1965 by the
University of Kentucky Press. This present volume covers the
period from 1961 through June 1970. It also incorporates a few
titles of the earlier period which were missed. Only dissertations completed in formally organized departments of history and
for which a doctor of philosophy degree was granted are included.
This is a valuable volume for libraries, collectors, and anyone
who is interested in knowing where these scholarly studies,
most of which are unpublished, are available. The volume
carries a complete index section. Under Florida there are listings
for general, agriculture, British, cities, economy, education,
politics, purchase, religion, Spanish, territory, reconstruction,
St. Augustine, and West Florida. The volume, published by the
University Press of Kentucky, sells for $20.00.
Military Bibliography of the Civil War, Volume Three, compiled by C. E. Dornbusch, is one of the series of bibliographies
published by the New York Public Library beginning in 1961.
Volume One covered regimental publications and personal narratives of the Civil War for the northern states. This was reprinted in 1971 under the title Military Bibliography of the
Civil War, Volume One. Volume Two, published in 1967, encompassed regimental publications and personal narratives for
the southern, border, and western states and territories, federal
troops, and Union and Confederate biographies. In Volume
Three, in the section “Individual Battles Listed by State,”
Florida’s entries are listed as part of the eastern theatre. There
are nineteen Florida items included. Most of the articles are
from the Florida Historical Quarterly. There is an authors’s
index. This volume sells for $20.00.
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The Age of Jackson, edited by Robert F. Remini, is in the
University of South Carolina Press’s Documentary History of the
United States Series. Of interest to Florida historians is the section, “The Seminole Affair,” which discusses the Andrew Jackson-John C. Calhoun estrangement. Because of his actions in
Florida during the First Seminole War certain Congressmen
sought to censure Jackson. The attempt failed, largely through
the efforts of Secretary of State John Quincy Adams. Jackson
believed that his principle defender was Calhoun, then secretary of war. Not until years later did Jackson learn that Calhoun
had actually sought his punishment. To defend his actions,
Calhoun published a pamphlet explaining his involvement in
the matter, and some of these documents and letters are published in The Age of Jackson. Available from the University of
South Carolina Press, Columbia, the book sells for $9.95.
Robert Pringle, described in 1751 “as an imminent merchant,” was one of the important entrepreneurs living in Charleston before the Revolution. He was also an important churchman,
and twice served as church warden of St. Philip’s parish and as
first church warden of St. Michael’s. He was appointed assistant
judge of the Court of Common Pleas in 1761, and his most remembered actions came during the Stamp Act crisis in 1765. He
opposed both the chief justice and the Crown’s attorney general
and thus revealed his opposition to the encroachments of the
English government. Upon his death in 1776, Pringle left a
valuable letterbook which antedates the Henry Laurens Papers
and which provides a unique record of the city, its trade, and its
personalities. There are many comments relating to trade with
Florida and severe criticism of Oglethorpe’s ill-fated expedition
against St. Augustine. This letterbook, edited by Walter B. Edgar,
has been published for the South Carolina Historical Society and
the South Carolina Tricentennial Commission by the University of South Carolina Press. The two volumes cover the period
1737-1745, and sell for $35.00.
Landscape Your Florida Home is by Mac Perry, former horticultural extension agent in Hillsborough County and now the
owner of a landscape nursery. It is a large volume replete with
twenty-four full-color plates and 125 photographs and landscape
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layouts. It is published by E. A. Seemann Publishing Company
of Miami, and it sells for $9.95.
So You’re Coming to Disney World?, by James E. Landfred
and Lloyd R. Wilson, is a general visitors guide to Central
Florida, and the area from Daytona Beach south to Vero Beach
on the east coast and Tampa Bay south to Sarasota on the gulf
coast. Its categories include “what to see,” “what to do,” “where
to stay,” and “where to eat, drink, and be merry.” The book
was published by Island’s Unlimited Inc. (P. O. Box 1442),
Melbourne, Florida, and it sells for $3.95.
Who Was Who in Alabama was compiled by Henry S. Marks.
It is designed to be a permanent one-volume biographical record
of outstanding residents of Alabama. It is Professor Marks’plan
to do similar volumes for Florida and the other southern states.
Each entry carries a birthdate and death date (when available)
and a short biographical sketch. Since many of these Alabamians
had Florida connections, either through family or business associations, this is a valuable Florida reference volume. Published
by Stroud Publishers, Huntsville, Alabama, it sells for $10.00.
From These Roots was compiled by Carolyn Lieberman Gitman. It includes stories, legends, and facts relating to all fifty
states. The Florida section has material on Miami, Pompano
Beach, St. Augustine, and Tampa. The book was published by
Vantage, New York, and it sells for $7.95.
The Louisiana State University Press has republished Brokenburn, The Journal of Kate Stone, 1861-1868, as edited by John
Q. Anderson. Kate Stone, twenty years old when the Civil War
began, was living with her family at their plantation home in
northeast Louisiana. When Grant moved against Vicksburg, the
family fled before the invading armies, eventually finding refuge
in Texas. Later they returned to their devastated home. The
Journal first published in 1955, is now republished as one of the
volumes in the Library of Southern Civilization. It sells for
$8.95.
Reubin Davis’s Recollections of Mississippi and Mississippians, first published in 1889, has been republished by the Uni-
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versity and College Press of Mississippi. Mr. Davis spent most of
his life in Aberdeen, Mississippi, where he built up a successful
law practice. He served as prosecuting attorney, judge of the
High Court of Appeals, a member of the Mississippi legislature,
and a member of Congress before the Civil War, and was appointed brigadier general in the Confederate Army. Laura D. S.
Harrell of the Mississippi Department of Archives and History
has written a preface for this edition. It sells for $8.95.
The Movement for Peace without a Victory during the Civil
War, by Elbert J. Benton, is an unabridged republication of the
first edition. Published in 1918 as part of the Collections of the
Western Reserve Historical Society, it is republished by DeCapo
Press of New York and sells for $7.95.
Another reprint is My First Days in the White House by
Huey B. Long. Published in 1935, this was supposed to be Long’s
game plan, or prophesy, as he described it, of what was going
to happen after his election as President. Long was assassinated
before the book appeared. Reprinted by DaCapo Press, it sells
for $6.95.
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HISTORY NEWS
Florida College Teachers of History
The Florida College Teachers of History conference this
year will be at the University of Tampa, April 12-13, 1973. The
program and arrangements are being directed by Dr. J. Ryan
Beiser, Department of History, University of Tampa. There will
be papers on five major areas: problems in teaching history,
European history, history of Florida and/or Latin America,
history as a basis for United States domestic and foreign policies,
and history of the non-Western world. For information, write
Dr. Beiser, University of Tampa, Tampa 23606. Dr. Evans
Johnson, Stetson University, is president of the Florida College
Teachers of History, and Dr. Beiser is vice-president.
State and Local History Awards
The American Association for State and Local History at its
annual meeting in Providence, Rhode Island, recognized state
and local history projects, agencies, and publications throughout
the United States and Canada which showed superior achievement and quality. Four of these awards were made to Floridians.
Dr. Charlton Tebeau, professor emeritus, University of Miami
and former president of the Florida Historical Society, received
an Award of Merit for his History of Florida, published by the
University of Miami Press. Professor J. Leitch Wright, Jr., of
Florida State University, received a Certificate of Commendation
for his Anglo-Spanish Rivalry in North America, published by
the University of Georgia Press.
Thelma Boltin of White Springs, was recognized for her many
contributions to the preservation and popularization of Florida
folkways, folklore, and folk music. Walter L. Hellier, Sr., Fort
Pierce, received an Award of Merit for his support in writing of
history in the Indian River area. Presentations will be made at
the annual meeting of the Florida Historical Society in Fort
Pierce, May 10-12, 1973. Dr. Samuel Proctor is awards chairman
for the state of Florida, and James W. Moody, Jr., director of
Historic Pensacola Preservation Board, represents the southeastern region on the national awards committee.
[345]
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Announcements and Activities
“Back to Ybor City Day” was celebrated October 22, 1972.
Sponsored by the Optimists Club of Ybor City, the purpose was
to focus attention on the history of the area and to show its potential for preservation and restoration. Part of the activities included ground-breaking for Hillsborough Community College
campus in Ybor City. A souvenir booklet commemorating the
occasion was published.
The Major Dade Historical Drama Association, Inc., has been
organized for the purpose of commemorating the march of Major
Francis L. Dade and his military command in December 1835.
A meeting was held at St. Leo College campus, San Antonio, in
October. Members of the board of trustees include William
Goza, former president of the Florida Historical Society, and
Frank Laumer, former member of the Society’s board of directors. The major activity of the association will be the production
of an outdoor drama. Dues are $5.00 annually. For information,
write the Association, P. O. Box 875, Dade City, Florida 33525.
The centennial celebration of Methodism in southwest
Florida was held in Fort Myers, November 12. Dr. Hansel H.
Tower, First United Methodist Church, Fort Myers, recreated
the circuit ride made by the Reverend W. C. Jordan in 1872
from Bartow to Fort Myers, which established Methodism in
the area. Dr. Tower arrived in Fort Myers in time for the
special commemorative ceremonies in Exhibition Hall. As part
of the celebration the Reverend Mr. David N. Shaver, First
United Methodist Church of Fort Myers, compiled a booklet,
Methodism of Southwest Florida, 1872-1972, which sketches the
history of the Methodist churches of the area.
As part of the Jacksonville Sesquicentennial activities, the
Duval County Medical Society in cooperation with Florida Medical Association dedicated two historic markers in October 1972.
The first is a plaque on the building at the corner of Laura
and Adams streets, which marks the site of the home of Dr. Abel
Seymour Baldwin. The Florida Medical Association held its
organizational meeting here January 14, 1874. A second marker
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was dedicated at the burial plot of Dr. James Hall, in Plummer’s
Cove on Scott Mill Road between Beauclerc Road and Mandarin.
Dr. James Hall was Jacksonville’s first physician and perhaps
the first American physician to practice medicine in Florida for
an extended period of time. Dr. Dekle Taylor delivered an
address at the Hall Memorial dedication. Dr. William M.
Straight, Florida Medical Association historian, also spoke.
The Library of Congress will hold the second in its series of
symposia on the American Revolution, May 10-11, 1973. The
subject will be “The Fundamental Testaments of the American
Revolution.” Chaired by Julian P. Boyd of Princeton, N. J.,
editor of The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, the 1973 meeting
will be devoted to a discussion of five documents essential to an
understanding of the American Revolution. Bernard Bailyn,
Harvard University, Cecelia Kenyon, Smith College, Merrill
Jensen, University of Wisconsin, Richard B. Morris, Columbia
University, and J. Russell Wiggins, former United States Ambassador to the United Nations, are the speakers. For information, write to the American Revolution Bicentennial Office, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. 20540.
Beginning in 1973, the Southern Anthropological Society will
offer an annual award for the book-length manuscript that best
describes and interprets the people or culture of a distinctive
New World population. The subject may be pre-historic, historic, or contemporary. Submissions can be about people belonging to major social, racial, or ethnic groups or about people
belonging to obscure or heretofore unknown groups. Any interested students of the cultures and societies of the New World
are eligible to submit a manuscript in the competition. Judges
will welcome works in ethnography, linguistics, archeology,
physical anthropology, history, folklore, sociology, and other
disciplines, and especially scholarship that crosses the traditional
lines separating these areas. The prize will consist of a cash award
of $1,000 by the Southern Anthropological Society and publication by the University of Tennessee Press. Manuscripts are to
be sent to the chairman of the awards committee: Dr. Charles
Hudson, Department of Anthropology, University of Georgia,
Athens, Georgia 30601. The award honors Dr. Mooney, the dis-
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tinguished ethnologist who was energetic in the advancement of
anthropology. Dr. Mooney studied the language, mythology, and
material culture of American Indians and was particularly wellknown for his work in Cherokee Indian history.
The Regional Federal Records Center at Atlanta (East
Point), Georgia, maintains and makes available for research a
large collection of federal records. Its holdings consist of approximately 23,000 cubic feet of records dating from 1716 through
1915. Of special interest to Floridians are the records of the
Southern District Court (Miami), 1828-1943; Middle District
(Jacksonville), 1888-1945; Northern District (Tallahassee), 18371943; Confederate District Court (Pensacola), 1861-1865; Records
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs: Seminole Indian Agency, 19341952; Records of the War Manpower Commission: Activities in
Florida, 1942-1945; Records of the Committee on Fair Employment Practice: Documentation of Activities of Florida, 19411946; Records of the National Recovery Administration: Florida,
1933-1936; Records of the Internal Revenue Service: Florida,
1909-1917; Records of the Selective Service System (World War
I), 1917-1918 (partially restricted); Records of the Office of
Price Administration: Florida, 1942-1947; Records of the War
Manpower Commission: Florida, 1942-1945. The microfilm is
available to individuals through their local or university library
on a standard American Library Association Inter-Library Loan
request. Dr. Herbert J. Doherty, Jr., is the Florida representative
on the Southeastern Regional Board.
In the new collections accessioned by the Southern Labor
Archives of Georgia State University there are two of special
interest to Floridians: Charles L. Cowl Papers (1935-1972),
outlining Cowl’s career with the steel workers in the South and
as director of the CIO in Florida; and the E. Leon Stamey
Papers (1951-1972), which deal with the campaigns to organize
the AFL-CIO in Tampa.
To promote knowledge, understanding, and use of archival
agencies, the Society of Georgia Archivists will publish a semiannual magazine with articles of interest to archivists and to
those who use archives. Georgia Archive is included in the $5.00
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annual individual membership. For information, write David B.
Gracy II, editor, Georgia Archive, Georgia State University, 104
Decatur Street, S.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30303.
Local Societies and Commissions
Alachua County Historical Society— The speaker for the
September 26 meeting was Professor George C. Osborn of the
University of Florida, who discussed “John J. Tigert, Educator
and President of the University of Florida,” the subject of a
biography that he is writing. Professor Herbert J. Doherty,
chairman of the Social Sciences Department of the University
and former president of the Florida Historical Society, talked
on the history of Alachua County’s early railroads at the meeting
October 17. Dr. U. S. Gordon, pastor emeritus of the First Methodist Church of Gainesville, spoke at the November meeting on
the early history of the churches of Gainesville. A Bicentennial
Committee is formulating plans for a number of historical
activities.
Alachua County Historical Commission— Jess Davis of Gainesville and Marjorie Carr of Micanopy have been named co-chairmen of the reorganized Historical Commission by the Board of
County Commissioners.
Dunedin Historical Society— Ray Robinson, president of the
Suncoast Archaeological Society, spoke at the September 26
meeting on “Stewards of the Past,” emphasizing the need to
preserve state and area archaeological sites. The annual membership meeting was held November 10, and Dr. William Thurston,
chief preservation planner, Florida Division of Archives, History
and Records Management, discussed “Statewide Preservation
Planning and How Dunedin Fits In.” The 1972 History Maker
Awards were presented to Mrs. John A. Mease, Jr., for her many
civic activities in the community, particularly in school affairs;
Sergeant Sam Raney, Dunedin Police Department, for his work
with community youth affairs; Elbert Waterson for his church
and civic activities and his work with the Dunedin Historical
Society; Albert C. Cline for his activities in community beautification and environmental work and with the Dunedin His-
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torical Society; and Colonel Frederick B. Smith for his leadership
role in local civic and athletic organizations. Members of the
Society, directed by A. B. Cline, are providing data for a feature
newspaper column entitled “Did You Know?” Dr. Willis
Stanley Blatchley, the noted scientist, spent many winters in
Dunedin beginning in 1913. The Society has acquired several
of his books, including those written in Dunedin, and they are
available for sale through Mrs. Clair L. Miller, 94 Diane Drive,
Dunedin.
Historical Association of Southern Florida— The Historical
Museum of Southern Florida was dedicated November 4. The
Association and Junior League of Miami held a preview reception November 1. To mark this event, a historical exhibit developing twenty-five centuries of Florida is on display. David
T. Alexander is director of the Museum. The Historical Association’s program series began in October with a talk by Lester
Pancoast of Coconut Grove on “South Florida Architecture.”
Historical Society of Okaloosa and Walton Counties— “The
History of Laurel Hill” was the subject for the program September 24 in the Laurel Hill High School auditorium. Mrs. T.
J. Reardon was in charge of the October meeting which commemorated the founding of DeFuniak Springs in 1882. The
program included a tour of the historic buildings, homes, and
sites in the community. Officers of the Society are Mrs. James
N. LaRoche, president; Harold Lucas, Mrs. Louis Vagias, and
Mrs. T. J. Reardon, vice-presidents; Mrs. Dee Parkton, recording
secretary; Mrs. Carlos Gallegos, corresponding secretary; and
Alan Campbell, treasurer. The Choctawhatchee-Pryor Young
Historians held its meeting on October 9 and elected Alan Gantzhorn, president; Anne Tinker and Kay Sills, vice-presidents; Wes
Daniell, secretary; Jim Campbell, treasurer; and David Fitzpatrick, historian. Young Historians are preparing exhibits for
the museum and are continuing their project of plotting county
cemeteries. They also made a field trip to the Pensacola historic
district in November.
Jacksonville Historical Society— Edward Mueller, authority
on Florida steamboats, spoke at the November 8 meeting on
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“Steamboating on the St. Johns.” He is currently writing an
illustrated history, to be entitled “St. Johns Steamboat Days.”
The list of gifts to the Society, in the November 1972 number of
the Newsletter, included photographs, post cards, letters, abstracts
and deeds, and other memorabilia. The Society has placed a
historical marker in Friendship Park commemorating the history
of the St. Johns River. Brigadier General Stoyte O. Ross is
president of the Society. Other officers are John Tillman and
William M. Bliss, vice-presidents; Francis C. Nixon, treasurer;
Mrs. Carl P. Sasnett, corresponding secretary; Mrs. W. E. Perkins,
recording secretary; Audrey Broward, archivist; and Dena Snodgrass, historian.
Madison County Historical Society— An historical marker, the
eleventh in the county, was dedicated November 26. It records
the activities of John Hicks (Tuckose Emathla) during the
Second Seminole War and notes the settlement of Hickstown,
west of Madison. Ernest Page, Jr., was the main speaker, and
Mrs. W. C. Copeland, president of the Madison County Historical Society, represented the organization at the dedication.
Orange County Historical Commission— Rolland Dean has
retired as editor of the Commission’s newsletter and Harry
Witherington has resigned as a member of the Commission.
Edward A Miner of Piedmont, who has been active in the organization of the Apopka Historical Society and Museum, has
been appointed to the Commission. The Orange County Historical Museum has acquired additional photographs, books,
maps, phonograph records, and artifacts. Historical articles on
the Winter Park Country Club and Orange County Place Names
appeared in the September number of the “Orange County
Historical Quarterly.”
Palm Beach County Historical Society— Dr. W. H. Sears,
chairman, Department of Anthropology, Florida Atlantic University, spoke at the December 12 meeting in Whitehall, the
Henry Morrison Flagler Museum. His subject was “Florida Before Columbus.” Judge James Knott, former president of the
Palm Beach Historical Society and the Florida Historical Society,
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gave an illustrated talk on local Florida history at the January 9
meeting.
Peace River Valley Historical Society— J. Carl Baird, executive director, DeSoto County Agriculture Conservation Service,
described the history of soil conservation in the Peace River
Valley at the October meeting at Zolfo Springs. Dr. James W.
Covington, University of Tampa, spoke on the history of the
Seminole Indians and the Third Seminole War at the November
28 meeting. The Society is planning to erect in the near future
an historical marker honoring “Bone” Mizell.
Pensacola Historical Society— After a “safari” tour of the
Hickory Farms Store in Pensacola, September 18, the members
heard a talk by Art Graham, project director, Florida District,
Gulf Islands National Seashore. Mrs. Jack Moore described the
founding of the Pensacola Historical Museum at the October 16
meeting. At the November 20 meeting, Dr. Lucius Ellsworth of
the University of West Florida, spoke on “Abercrombie &
Co.— An Antebellum Business in Pensacola.” The Historical
Museum has featured three special exhibits: “Art on Covers”
(envelopes, painted, drawn, and/or painted by the members of
the Art Cover Exchange Club during the 1930s); “Fall Fashions,
1870-1890”; and “Toys and Dolls.” The museum and library
lists its acquisitions in its monthly newsletter. Norman Simons,
a member of the Board of Directors of the Florida Historical
Society, and Cindy Majeski edit the newsletter. Mardi Gras, A
History from 1900 to 1930 by Barbara L. Fisher is the Society’s
latest publication. It is available from the Museum, 405 South
Adams Street, Pensacola 32501.
Pinellas County Historical Commission— The Pinellas Pioneers Association’s picnic in Safety Harbor, October 14, drew a
crowd of some 400 people. Persons living in the county in 1912
or earlier are classified as Gold Star Pioneers; those living in the
county for fifty years are members of the Half Century Club.
The Commission cooperated with this activity again this year.
Safety Harbor Area Historical Society— The sixth annual
picnic of the Society, held October 29, honored Mrs. Milton D.
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Jones, secretary. To celebrate “Alva Jones Day” there were people from Safety Harbor, Dunedin, Clearwater, St. Petersburg,
Oldsmar, Tampa, and elsewhere. Mrs. Jones is also recording
secretary of the Florida Historical Society. The Society’s historical museum was rededicated on December 3. It is exhibiting
Indian artifacts from the James Miller collection.
St. Lucie Historical Society— At the October 17 meeting, Mrs.
Addie Emerson showed slides and described the restoration projects that she had visited recently. Rollin Rogers was the
speaker at the dinner meeting, November 21.
Southwest Florida Historical Society— Bill Hammond, director
of the Lee County Environmental Education Program, spoke
at the October 12 meeting on the “Ecological History of Lee
County.” Charles E. Foster and Alice English presented a slide
story of Alva School on November 9, and William Boles described historic sites in Lee, Collier, Charlotte, Hendry, and
DeSoto counties at the December 14 meeting.
Tampa Historical Society— The first annual presentation of
the D. B. McKay Award was made to Frank Laumer of Dade
City. It recognizes a person who has contributed distinguished
service in the cause of Florida history. Mr. Laumer is author of
Massacre! published by the University of Florida Press, and he is
editing one of the volumes in the Bicentennial Floridiana Facsimile Series to be published by the University of Florida Press
under the sponsorship of the Bicentennial Commission of Florida. The presentation was made by Anthony P. Pizzo, former
president of the Society. In cooperation with the University of
Tampa, Merl Kelce Library has been designated as a depository
for the books, letters, and artifacts of the Society. The Society
has erected a historical marker designating “Courthouse Square”
at the corner of Franklin and Madison streets. It also assisted in
assembling the historical data for the Tampa and Ybor City
sites that have been nominated for the National Register of
Historic Places. Dr. James W. Covington of the University of
Tampa, Florida Senator David McClain, and Hampton Dunn
have been speakers at recent program meetings. Officers are Mrs.
William E. Henson, president; Anthony Pizzo and Hampton
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Dunn, vice-presidents; Mrs. Samuel Latimer, treasurer; Mrs.
Aaron Melton, recording secretary; Herbert G. McKay, corresponding secretary, and Dr. James W. Covington, historical
research secretary. Directors are Carl C. Durrance, Leland Hawes,
Jr., Harris H. Mullen, Jim E. Wall, Jr., John Ware, Paul W.
Danahy, Jr., James W. Warren, Jr., Charles L. Knight, and
Stanford J. Newman.

G REAT EXPECTATIONS. . . . . .
1973

Jan. 6

Florida Historical Society
Board of Directors

University of
South Florida

April
12-13

Florida College
Teachers of History

University of
Tampa

April
11-14

Organization of American
Historians

May 10-12 FLORIDA HISTORICAL
SOCIETY— 71st
ANNUAL MEETING
June 1-2

Chicago, Ill.
Port St. Lucie Hilton
Fort Pierce, Fla.

Florida International
Florida American
University
Revolution Bicentennial
Symposium

Sept. 18-21 American Association for
State and Local History

Edmonton, Alberta

Sept. 25-28 Society of American
Archivists

St. Louis, MO.

Oct. 11-14

National Trust for Historic Cleveland, Ohio
Preservation

Nov. 7-10 Southern Historical
Association

Atlanta, Ga.

Dec. 27-30 American Historical
Association

San Francisco, Calif.
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